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1.0 ISTBQDDCTIQS
The purpose and organization of this document,
applicable documents* and the Hultiprobe Hission
Objective and basic description, are presented below.
1.1 DOCUBENT PURPOSE
The Pioneer-Venus Hultiprobe Operational
Characteristics document was generated by Hughes
Aircraft Company between September 1976 and Hay 1978
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Ames Research Center, under Contract Humber
HIS2-9366. The purpose of this document is to
describe the operational characteristics of the
Bnltiprobe System and its subsystems in extensive
detail to the HASA/ARC personnel having the
responsibility for conducting the pioneer—Venus
Hultiprobe Plight Hission operations.
1.2 DOCDHEHT ORGAHIZATIOH
Section 2 is a summary description of the Hultiprobe
spacecraft at the system level. It includes
descriptions of the nominal phases, system interfaces,
and the capabilities and limitations of system level
performance.
Section 3 presents Bus Spacecraft functional and
operational descriptions at the subsystem and unit
level. The subtleties of nominal operation as veil as
detailed capabilities and limitations beyond nominal
performance are discussed. A Command and Telemetry
Logic flow diagram for each subsystem is included.
Each diagram identifies in symbolic logic all signal
conditioning encountered along each command signal
path into, and each telemetry signal path out of the
subsystem.
Section 4 describes how the Hultiprobe Spacecraft
performs in normal operating modes that correspond to
the performance of specific functions at the time of
specific events in the mission. Principal backup
means of performing the normal Hultiprobe operating
modes are included.
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Section 5 presents descriptions, normal operating
•odes, and backop operating modes for the Large Probe
and the Small Probes. The level of detail is
analogous to Sections 3 and 4, bat is liiiited in scope
to that which can be controlled or initiated by ground
operations during the mission.
Appendix A is a listing of all telemetry and essential
pertinent operational characteristics, including
source derivation and power source. (Source
derivation is the generic signal source, prior to any
signal conditioning, of the telemetry parameter).
Power Source is a description of the regulated or
semi-regulated voltage applied to the generic signal
source, starting with the Power Bus Source and tracing
the power path to the generic signal source.
Appendix B is a listing of all telenetry in
alphabetical order for the mnemonics. It excludes
power source and source derivation, repeats some
information from Appendix A; and includes some
additional information such as Format assignment and
TB Word (and BIT) assignment.
Appendix C is the collection of all foldout drawings
and foldout diagrams referenced throughout the
document.
1.3 MOLTIPROBE MISSION OBJECTIVES
The basic spacecraft objective of the Hultiprobe
Spacecraft is to deliver scientific instruments that
are on-board each of four probes and a bus into fenus*
atmosphere during the 1978 opportunity.
These instruments will provide data that will be used
to satisfy the scientific objectives of the mission,
that are to determine (1) Mature and composition of
the clouds, (2) composition and structure of the
atmosphere, and (3) general circulation pattern of the
atmosphere.
In particular, the Large Probe is intended to (1)
measure the structure, composition, and clouds of the
atmosphere through altitude extremes, and (2) assess
the energy balance interaction between the atmosphere,
the sun, and thermal radiation. All four probes are
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intended to provide space-diversitied measurements for
three-dimensional model ing of lover atmosphere
dynamics. The bus is intended to measure the upper
atmosphere coaposition below the orbiter periapsis
altitude.
1.4 HJSSIOS SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIOH
The top-level elements of the Hultiprobe Mission
consist of the following systems: (1) The Hultiprobe
Spacecraft that will journey to Venus* ataosphere to
obtain scientific data until final impact with the
surface. It consists of a bus that carries one
separable Large Probe and three separable Small
Probes. (2) The Atlas SLv-3D/Centaur D-1AR Launch
Vehicle that will place the Hultiprobe Spacecraft on
the desired Type I interplanetary trajectory. (3) The
Deep-Space network (DSN) of Earth Stations that will
provide the command and data links between Bission
Control and the Hultiprobe Spacecraft. 64-Heter
ground stations will be used for maneuvers; probes
checkouts, releases* and entries; and Bus entry. 26-
Meter ground stations will be used on a one-station-
pass-per-day basis, otherwise. (4) The Pioneer
Mission Operations Center (PflOC) , located at NASA-Ames
Besearch Center, that includes real-time data
processing and display equipment, off-line processing
equipment for attitude determination and prediction,
and the mission operations team. (5) The Mission
Flight Sequence Plan and all ancillary reference
documents and procedures. The Plan is segmented into
nine Mission time phases for the purpose of detailed
communication ahead in this document. The nine
Hission time phases, in chronological order are: (1)
Prelaunch through spinup to 15 rpm, (2) Attitude
determination, star survey, and bus science checkout,
(3) Jet Calibration and TCH (Trajectory Correction
Maneuver) fl, (4) TCH 12. (5) Probes checkout;
transmitter power and bit rate changes, (S) TCH 13
through horn attitude operations, (7) Precess to
Release Attitude through Large Probe Separation* (8)
Post-Large Probe Separation through Small Probes
Separation, (9) Post-Small Probes Separation through
Bus Impact.
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These nine Hission Phases correlate in time to the
HASA-Ames* defined set of Hission Phase that are
listed in Table 1.4-1 and are illustrated in Figure
1.1-1. This information was obtained from Reference:
Paragraph 1.5.32.
1.5 APPLICABLE DOCOHEHTS
1.5.1 PC-155 - Pioneer Venus Project Co KB and and
Control Data Processing System Software
Specification (CHDS) .
1.5.2 PC-454 - Pioneer Venus Project Real-Time Data
Processing System Software Specification (TH).
1.5.3 Hultiprobe/Drbiter Data Book - Hughes Document
Ho. HS507-5163 - June, 1976.
1.5.4 PC-410 - Hultiprobe and Orbiter Spacecraft and
related characteristics, Bev. 9 - Aug. 1976.
1.5.5 System Final Design Review - Vu-Graph Data
Package - June, 1976 - Hughes Documents Ho.
HS507-5224 through HS507-5228 (5 volumes).
1.5.6 PT-403 - Pioneer Venus Hultiprobe Hission
Trajectory Characteristics - October, 1976.
1.5.7 PC-430: Bus Spacecraft/Scientific Instruments
Interface, Rev. 10, 23 April 1976.
1.5.8 Pioneer Yenus Command Assignments List - Hughes
Specification Ho. SS31639-008.
1.5.9 Centaur D-1A Systems Summary - Report Ho. GDCA-
BHZ72-026 September, 1972 - General Dynamics.
1.5.10 Atlas SL?-3D/Centaur D-1A Configuration,
Performance and Height Status Report, dated March
1978.
1.5.11 Centaur D-1A Systems Orientation, 21 April 1976 -
GD, Convair.
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1.5.12 Bate, Clock and Status signals required
Pioneer Venus Subsystems and Scientific
Instruments, Hughes IDC Bo. HS507-3738, Bev. A.
dated 18 November 1975.
1.5.13 Large and Snail Probe Data Book - Hughes Document
Ho. HS507-5164 - June, 1976.
1.5.14 Pioneer fenus Quarterly Review - 8 February 1977.
1.5*15 Rass Properties Report - Hughes Document No.
HS507-2002-35, dated 31 January 1978.
1.5.16 P.?. Ragnetic Hodel Update - Hughes Document No.
HSSO7-5803, dated 24 Bov ember 1976.
1.5.17 Pioneer-Venus Rultiprobe Telemetry Data
Conversion Handbook - Hughes Specification Ho.
SS31639-901.
1.5.18 Preliminary Hission Constraints and Spacecraft
Signature Logs - Hughes Memo Ho. HS507-7044 dated
26 August 1977.
1.5.19 Data Bate Capabilities of the P.V. Hultiprobe Bus
- NASA-Ames 9emo *SV 5-5-143:244-6 from B. Ba*os,
dated 18 December 1975.
1.5.20 Pioneer-Venus Technical Proposal - Hughes - Vol.
1 - August 1973.
1.5.21 Pioneer-Venus Criteria of "Hot BPn Switching -
Hughes Remo Bo. HS507-6774, dated 30 June 1977.
1.5.22 P.V. Bus, Orbiter and Probes Electrical Loads
Status Beport - 11 July 1977, Hughes Hemo Bo.
HS507-4725.
1.5.23 Star Sensor Plight Unit §1 Test Beport, BBBC S/H
3, Hughes S/N 2, Ball Brothers Test Beport dated
22 June 1977.
1.5.24 Hultiprobe Star Sensor Final Alignment Data
Beport, part of Hughes TP31639-001: Hultiprobe
Performance Assessment Document, dated 7 April
1978.
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1.5.25 Pioneer Venus Telemetry Assignments List - Hughes
Specification Ho. SS31639-009.
1.5.26 P-V San Sensor Large San Test Report - Hughes
Nemo No. BS507-4865 dated 17 ttarch 1976.
1.5.27 P-V San Sensor Output False Delay - Hughes Bemo
Ho. HS507-4161, dated 12 Hovember 1975.
1.5.28 Pioneer Yenns Spacecraft Time Code — Hughes HeBO
Ho. HS507-7155, dated 21 September 1977.
1.5.29 Pioneer Venus Command Timing ~ Hughes Hemo Bo.
4141.12/42, dated 14 October 1977.
1.5.30 Delay Time in Starting the Command Hemory Prom
the 4096 Signal - USA-Ames Bemo f SVS-6-8U244-8,
dated 24 August 1976.
1.5.31 Data Bate Capabilities of the Pioneer Venus
Haltiprobe Bus - RASA-Ames Hemo SVS-5-143:244-8.
dated 18 December 1975.
1.5.32 PC-470 - Hultiprobe Mission Operations Plan
Document.
1.5.33 Pioneer Venus Baltiprobe STV Test Report - Bus
Thermal Control - Hughes Hemo Ho. HS507-7618,
dated Hay 1978.
1.5.34 Recommendations for Stable Oscillator Operation
- Hughes Hemo Ho. BS507-0082-2887, dated
17 February 1978.
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TABLE 1.4-1
HOHISAL HOLTIPBOBE BISSIOS PHASE/PERIOD DBPIMITIOKS
(HASA-AHES)
KOHINAL PHASE/PERIOD TIME IHTEhVAL
1. Test Phase
1.1 Orbiter Pre-Launch
Test Period
1.2 Hultiprobe Pre-Launch
Test Period
1.3 Post Launch Test Period
1.4 Approach Test Period
2. Hultiprobe Launch Phase
2.1 Hultiprobe Countdown
Period
2.2 Hultiprobe Post Launch
Period
3. Hultiprobe Cruise Phase
3.1 Hultiprobe Spacecraft
Calibration Periods
3.2 Hultiprobe TCRl Period
3.3 Hultiprobe TC«2 Period
Composed of Discreter
Separate Periods
Start of Ground Data System
(6DS) Acceptance Tests to
Start of Orbiter Countdown
End of Orbiter TCH2 to Start
of Hultiprobe Countdown
End of Bultiprobe TCH2 to
Start of Orbiter TCH3
End of Bus Baneaver (E-18
Days) to Y01-U8 Hours
Start of Countdown Activities
to Launch +36 Hours
start of Countdown Activities
to Lift-Off
Lift-off to Launch +36 Hours
Hnltiprobe L+36 Hours to
Bultiprobe Encounter -30 Days
As Required
Launch +5 Days
Launch +20 Days
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TABLE 1.4-1. (Continued)
HOHIHAL PHASE/PERIOD TIHE IHTERV&L
3.4 Bos Instruments
Checkout Period
3.5 All Probes and Bus
Instruments Checkout
Period
4. flultiprobe Encounter
Phase
4.1 Hultiprobe TCH3 Period
4.2 Haiti probe Ha newer
Period for Large Probe
Deploy«ent
4.3 Large Probe and Bus
Instruments Checkout
Period
4.4 Large Probe Release
Period
4.5 Hultiprobe Naneurer
Period for Small Probes
Targeting
4.6 Snail Probes Checkout
Period
4.7 Small Probes Release
Period
4.8 Bus Baneuver Period for
Encounter Targeting
4.9 Bus Final Haneuver
Period
Launch +14 Days
Launch +60 Days
Encounter -30 Days to BOH
(«B+2 Hours)
Encounter -30 Days
Encounter -28 Days
Encounter -27 Days
Encounter -24 Days
Encounter -23 Days
Encounter -22 Days
Encounter -20 Days
Encounter -18 Days
Encounter -48 Hours
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TABLE 1.4-1. (Continued)
HOHIMAL PHASE/PERIOD TIHE INTERVAL
4.10 Bus BNSS Instrument
Calibration and Cap
Ejection Period
4.11 Probes Encounter and
Descent Period*
4.12 Bus Encounter and
Burnup Period*
Encounter -42 Hours
Encounter -22 Minutes to
I»pact («E+60 Hinntes)
Encounter -2 Hours to
Burnup ( ^ . E B + S O Seconds)
*E=0 is defined as the time the individual vehicle is at
200 km altitude above the surface of Venus; hence each
probe and the bus will have a different universal ti*e
for E-0. For operational planning, the noainal E*0 is
for the Large Probe.
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2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
System level (overview) descriptions of the nominal
mission phases, Bultiprobe system interfaces, and the
capabilities and limitations of system level
performance, are presented ahead.
2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Bach top-level element of the mission (Hultiprobe,
Launch Vehicle, Ground System, and nominal Bission
Plan) is described on a system-level below.
2.1.1 aultiprobe Description. The Hultiprobe System
(Figures 2.1.1-1 and 2.1.1-2) consists of the
Bus, Large Probe, and three identical Small
Probes, each of which includes a payload of
scientific instruments.
The Hultiprobe System travels intact, as shown in
Figure 2.1.1-1, from launch until 24 days before
Large Probe Entry (=E) , a nominal cruise period
of 100 days. The predominate orientation during
the cruise period consists of the spin axis (Bus
+Z-axis) pointing normal to the ecliptic plane
and in a southerly direction. During this
period, the Bus Communications Subsystem is used
exclusively for uplink and downlink contact with
the probes as well as the bus, although all
probes have full downlink capability and the
Large Probe has limited uplink capability.
(These probes* links capabilities are used only
after probes* separation.)
2.1.1.1 Bus Description. The Bus consists of the
following subsystems and functions: Hechanical
function (including the spacecraft structure).
Thermal function (accomplished by the
Structure/Harness Subsystem) , Controls S/S,
Propulsion S/S, Data Handling S/S, Command S/S,
Communication S/S, and Power S/S.
The Mechanical features of the Bus Spacecraft can
be described by five basic assemblies, as seen in
Figure 2.1.1-2: Large Probe support structure.
Small Probe support structure, equipment shelf,
substrate (solar array), and thrust tube. Shape
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and equipment layout conform to the basic
mechanical requirements of a spin stabilized
vehicle. The solar cells on the cylindrical
solar panel, antennas orientations, and thrust
vector orientations provide efficient power,
COBSunications, and maneuverability while the Bus
is spinning in its cruise attitude.
The thermal design is based on isolating the
equipment from the external solar extremes
experienced during the mission. (Solar Intensity
increases by a factor of 1.98 from Earth to
Venus.) Comnandable heaters are provided to
prevent possible freezing of hydrazine
monopropellant, and to make up heat balance
should there occur an inadvertent trip of non-
essential spacecraft loads. Eleven
thermostatically-controlled thermal louvers are
mounted on the aft side of the equipment shelf
beneath units having high dissipations.
The controls subsystem provides the sensing logic
and actuators to accomplish the following
stabilization, control, and reference functions:
(a) Spin axis attitude determination (via
use of slit field-of-view type sun
sensors and star sensors), science roll
reference signals generation, and spin
period measurement.
(b) Control of thrusters for spin axis
attitude maneuvers, spin speed control,
and spacecraft velocity maneuvers.
(c) mutational damping, via use of a
partially filled tube of liquid freon
E3.
The propulsion subsystem provides the hydrazine
monopropellant storage, pressurization,
distribution lines, isolation valves, filtering,
and thruster assemblies used to accomplish
Bultiprobe maneuvers throughout the mission.
The Data Handling Subsystem conditions and
integrates into command—selectable (choice of
four fixed and one programmable) formats all
analog and digital telemetry data (197 assigned
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channels) originating in the bus subsystems and
bus science instruments, as veil as a few
parameters originating in each of the four
probes. (Each probe also generates, conditions
and integrates an extensive set of parameters
which are modulated onto a subcarrier that
bypasses the Bus Data Handling Subsystem and
instead passes directly to the Bus Communications
Subsystem during attached Probe checkouts.) The
selected format of the all-digitized data
modulates a 16,384 Hz subcarrier at a command
selectable (choice of thirteen rates between 8
and 4096 bps) bit rate. The resulting
information is routed to the Communications
Subsystem for modulation of the downlink S-band
carrier.
The Command Subsystem decodes all commands
received via the Communications Subsystem at the
fixed rate of 4 bps, and either stores the
command for later execution or routes the command
in real-time to the addressed destination.
In particular, 43 assigned commands dedicated to
the Large Probe are partially decoded by the
Command Subsystem, and routed to the attached
Large Probe, where final decoding takes place.
Bach of the remaining 366 assigned commands is
either completely decoded (discrete-type command)
by the Command Subsystem and the execution
command generated; or is partially decoded
(quantitative type command) by the Command
Subsystem and the command is routed to the
addressed destination for final decoding.
("QUANTITATIVE" IS OSED THROUGHOUT THIS DOCUHENT
TO DESCRIBE BOTH "MULTIFUNCTION" TYPE AND PURELY
"QUANTITATIVE" TYPE COMMANDS.)
The Communications Subsystem provides radiation
reception and transmission capabilities for the
command and telemetry information that modulate
S-band frequency carriers (assigned in the 2.115
and 2.295 GHz bands) .
There are two redundant reception channels; each
includes a hemispherically omni-directional
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antenna (aft or fvd) that spatially supplements
the other to produce total spatial coverage.
The downlink is assignable by comBand to any one
of the aft or forward omni-directional antennas,
or to the Medium Gain Born (Directional) antenna.
Its frequency may be slaved to the uplink
frequency (phase-locked) ; or, according to
circumstances, it may be a multiple of a crystal
oscillator located in the channel receiver. The
downlink may also be transmitted via any one of,
or some pairs of, four 10-watt power amplifiers.
The power subsystem provides semi-regulated 28-
volts ±10 percent to all spacecraft loads
(including science instruments).
The primary source of power is the main solar
array. When the solar panel output cannot
provide adequate power for all spacecraft loads
(at low sun angles and during eclipses), the two
batteries (each rated at 7.5 amperes full
capacity) come on line automatically through the
discharge regulators. Battery energy is
replenished through a small boost charge array.
The power interface unit provides power switching
for the propulsion heaters, probe heaters and
probe checkout buses; and relay drivers for
internal/external power relays in each of the
probes. It also contains fuses for these
circuits and the bus science instruments input
power lines.
Power is distributed on four separate power
buses. If a spacecraft over-current condition or
under-voltage on either battery occurs, loads are
removed to protect the spacecraft from potential
catastrophic failure by tripping off buses in the
following sequence: Science, switched loads and
transmitter. This leaves only those loads that
are absolutely essential to spacecraft survival
in a continuously powered OH mode.
The RF transmitters and exciters are on the
transmitter bus. Controls and data handling
units are on the switched loads bus. Instruments
and probe checkout power are on the science bus.
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COM and units, probe and propulsion heaters*
power conditioning units* and spacecraft
receivers are on the essential bus.
Excitation for the pyro bus is derived froa a
battery tap located 16 cells (of a total of 24)
froa the ground reference level.
The bus voltage is limited to 30.0 volts by five
shunt limiters that dissipate all excess solar
panel capacity in load resistors mounted on the
solar panel substrate and equipment shelves.
2.1.1.2 Large Probe Description. The Large Probe travels
attached to the Bus* as shown in Figure 2.1.1-1*
for lost of its journey to Venus. Twenty—four
days before its scheduled entry into the Venus
atvosphere, the Large Probe is released fro* the
Bus on a planned trajectory to iapact. The
ataosphere entry sequence is depicted in Figure
2.1.1.2-1. The pressure vessel continues to
transmit information about the atmosphere via
seven scientific instruments until surface
impact, occuring about one hour after entry*
The Large Probe contains: (1) A communications
subsystem via which an uplink carrier (no
commands) may be received for phase—locking the
Probe downlink - to provide precise tracking
information; (2) a power subsystem that derives
energy solely from a 40—amp—hr. silver zinc
battery* once the Probe is released; (3) a
command/data subsystem that accepts uplink
commands only via the attached Bus; (43 assigned
via Large Probe COH; three others additionally
assigned); and transmits 49 assigned (via the
C/DO) telemetry channels of information (24
analog* 9 serial digital* and 16 bilevel) .
Additionally* a data storage capability exists
for scheduled use during an expected
communications blackout upon atmospheric entry.
Also* a set of 53 assigned discrete commands
exists that are hardwired (PBOM) into fixed
sequences for probe—internal use from entry until
impact; (4) a separable aft cover and a separable
deceleration module (including the parachute
subsystem depicted in Figure 2.1.1.2-1) for
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protection and deceleration daring atmospheric
entry, and (5) seven scientific instruments
housed in the pressure vessel, and intended to
•easure atmospheric properties until surface
impact.
2.1.1.3 Small Probes Description. The three small Probes
travel attached to the Bus, as shown in Figure
2.1.1—1, for most of their journey to Venus.
Twenty days before their scheduled entry into the
Venus atmosphere, the three small probes are
nearly simultaneously released from the Bus on
separate planned trajectories to impact as seen
in Figure 2.1.1.3-1.
The three small probes are identical in design.
Each contains:
(a) A communications subsystem that
provides downlink, information only - it
contains no uplink receiver,
(b) A power subsystem that derives energy
solely from an 11 amp-hr. silver zinc
battery, once the probe is released,
(c) A Command/Data subsystem that accepts
uplink commands only via the attached
Bus, and transmits 36 assigned (via the
C/DU) telemetry channels of information
(17 analog, 5 serial digital, and 14
bilevel). Additionally, a data storage
capability exists for scheduled use
during an expected communications
blackout upon atmospheric entry, and
during an expected loss of downlink
signal during a scheduled bit rate
change when each Small Probe is at an
altitude of approximately 30 km. Also,
a set of 40 assigned discrete commands
exists that are hardwired (PROB) into
fixed sequences for Probe-internal use
from entry until impact,
(d) A non—separable deceleration module, a
yo-yo despin system, and scientific
instrument deployment mechanisms for
protection and despin during
atmospheric entry, and
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(e) Three scientific instruments housed in
the pressure vessel, intended to
measure atmospheric properties until
surface in pact.
2.1.2 Launch Vehicle Description. The space booster
vehicle for the Pioneer-¥enus Mission is the two-
stage Atlas SL¥-3D/Centaur D-1AR. As shown in
Figure 2.1.2-1, the vehicle is COBprised of the
Atlas booster that includes the interstage
adapter, the restartable Centaur, and a nose
fairing which encloses the Pioneer-fenus
spacecraft. The interstage adapter supports the
Centaur atop Atlas and remains vith Atlas at
separation. The spacecraft is mounted on a
payload adapter that mates vith the Centaur.
2.1.2.1 Atlas Booster. The Atlas stage-and-a-half
concept requires that all five of its engines be
ignited before liftoff, while it is held at the
launcher, as a reliability measure. This permits
an assessment of proper propulsion system
operation before commitment to actual flight.
The rated thrust (431,040 Ib. total) at sea level
consists of 185,000 Ib. for each of the two
booster engines, 60,000 Ib. for the sustainer
engine, and 502 Ib. for each of the two vernier
engines. All five engines use in common the
sustainer section tankage that provides BP-1
(liquid hydrocarbon) fuel and liquid oxygen as
the propellant components.
From liftoff until separation from Centaur, Atlas
is steered by commands from Centaur. SL?-3D
electronics are extensively integrated with the
Centaur D-1AB astrionics hardware and software
systems. The electronics aspects of the ATlas
guidance, flight control, sequencing, and
telemetry systems are all provided by Centaur.
The engine angle commands are generated by the
Centaur Digital Computer Unit based upon the
guidance equations, derived roll rates, and Atlas
Bate Gyro Unit pitch rate and yaw rate inputs.
The commands are sent to the Centaur Servo
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Inverter Unit and then to the Atlas Servo
Inverter Unit.
These steering commands are executed by
gimballing the Atlas engines. The booster
engines giobal for pitch, yaw, and roll control.
After booster jettison, the sustainer engine
gimbals for pitch and yav control, and the
vernier engines swivel foe roll control.
The Booster section is composed of two nearly
identical thrust chambers and a power package
consisting of two dual turbo puaps that deliver
the propellants from the sustainer section
tankage. After developing a rated Isp of 257
seconds (sea level), the booster engines are cut
off (BECO - at 5.7 g), approximately 139 seconds
after the vehicle was released from the launch
pad. Three seconds later, the booster section is
jettisoned. The booster section is attached to a
thrust ring near the aft end of the tank, assembly
by 10 pneumatically operated separation latches.
Separation is activated by a command from the
Centaur guidance system via the Centaur flight
control subsystem, and backed up by a staging
accelerometer.
The sustainer section houses, within an average
10 foot diameter stainless steel frame, the
propellants and tankage. The sustainer engine is
gimbal mounted at the aft end of the fuel tank.
The vernier engines are gimbal mounted on
opposite sides of the tank structure. Liquid
oxygen feed lines, tank pressurization lines, and
electrical cable fairings are attached to the
outside of the tank structure. Equipment pods
containing electrical and electronic units are
also attached to the outside of the tank
structure..
The engines burn from liftoff until propellant
depletion occurs, approximately 252 seconds after
liftoff. The sustainer engine delivers a rated
ISp of 312 seconds (vacuum). The Centaur
insulation panels are jettisoned 45 seconds into
the sustainer phase (period between Booster
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engine cutoff and vernier engine cutoff (YECO)),
followed by nose fairing jettison.
About two seconds after sustainer engine cutoff
(SECO) , the pyrotechnic system releases the
Centaur from the interstage adapter. Separation
is achieved by firing the retrorockets mounted on
the aft end of the Atlas sustainer tank.
2.1.2.2 Centaur. The Centaur D-1AR vehicle has some
basic redundancy features that the previous D-1A
vehicle class did not have.
The main feature of Centaur is the ability to
deliver tvo or more continuous firings of its
engines separated by automatically-controlled
coast periods.
The Centaur vehicle has a nominal diameter of 10
feet and is 31 feet in length. VThis lightweight
structure, combined with the high specific
impulse (I§p = 4 3 9 seconds minimum) of the liquid
hydrogen/liquid oxygen main engines, makes it a
very efficient vehicle for high energy missions.
Primary thrust is provided by tvo Pratt and
Whitney RLIOA-3-3 engines that develop 29,500 Ib.
total thrust.
Two identical and separate hydraulic power supply
systems provide the force to gimbal the Centaur
main engines, one system for each engine.
During coast, separation, and retromaneuvers,
attitude control and propellant settling are
provided by a hydrogen peroxide-fueled thrust
system. This system consists of small engines (6
to 24 Ib. thrust) attached to the aft bulkhead.
The Centaur 0—1AR astrionics system integrates
many former hardware functions into the airborne
computer software. Digital autopilot,
maneuvering attitude control, sequencing,
telemetry formatting, propellant management, plus
guidance and navigation are all within the
flexible system software scope.
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Telemetry data from information sensors is
converted to digital words for transmission to
the ground station via an S-band transmitter.
The C-band tracking system provides data to
determine position and velocity information for
use by range safety at the eastern test range.
The Centaur airborne transponder returns an
amplified radio-frequency signal when it detects
a tracking radar's interrogation.
2.1.2.3 Atlas/Centaur Flight Sequence. The sequence
described in Sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2 are
illustrated in Figure 2.1.2.3-1 and summarized
chronologically in Table 2.1.2.3—1. The times
for the listed events are estimated as of June
1976, taken from Reference Paragraph 1.5.10. The
actual times for most of the events after launch
will vary slightly from those shown, based on
Atlas/Centaur weight, engines performance,
propellant loading, payload weight, launch day,
launch time of day and launch azimuth.
2.1.3 Ground System Description. The Ground System
used during the mission for Command, Telemetry
and Tracking is described ahead.
2.1.3.1 General. The Pioneer Ground Data System (PGDS)
is used to receive, process, record and display
spacecraft telemetry and tracking information;
and to transmit commands to the spacecraft. Its
basic elements are shown in the overview diagram
of Figure 2.1.3-1. The PGDS is comprised of the
NASA Deep Space Network whose stations are
located around the world (refer to Figure 2.1.3-
1), the letvorfc Control System (NCS) located at
JPL—Pasadena, and the Pioneer Bission Operations
Center (PHOC) located at the NASA-Ames Research
Center - Roffett Field, California.
The Deep Space Stations (DSS) are responsible for
the RF Communications link with the Pioneer
Spacecraft.
Command and telemetry data are block formatted
via standard DSS ground Transmission formatting
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and routed directly between the DSS and the PHOC
via Set work Coatrol at JPL. Communications is
accomplished through the Ground Communications
Facility using the High Speed Data lines (BSD)
and voice/data lines.
Tracking data is processed at JPL to accurately
determine spacecraft present location and predict
future flight path, whereas spacecraft attitude
determination and prediction is accomplished at
PHOC.
Tvo Sigma 5 Computers are dedicated for on-line
real time data processing and display at PHOC. A
third Sigma 5 is used for offline specialized
processing of data.
The PDP-11 Computer systems at PHOC encode
spacecraft commands, messages, and format them
for the HSDL.
2.1.3.2 PGPS Telemetry System. MP signals received at a
DSS are detected, and the teleietry subcarrier
demodulated. The serial bit stream is
synchronized, and the detected bits formatted for
BSD lines. When the spacecraft data are
convolutionally encoded, the segmential decoding
process is employed. Display of selected
engineering data for station operations takes
place at some sites.
All telemetry data, together with associated DSS
status data, are transmitted to PHOC via BSD.
The PHOC has the capability to process and
display data in real time from one or more DSS
and spacecraft simultaneously without
interference.
2.1.3.3 PGpS Command System. Command, mode control, and
recall data are generated at the PHOC and
formatted for transmission via BSD lines to a
DSS. Timed commands are transmitted at the time
defined, whereas non-timed commands are
transmitted in the order defined in the BSD
command messages. The DSS generates and formats
acknowledge, alarm, configuration, abort, and
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2.1.3.4
recall response messages for transmission via BSD
to the PHOC.
Initialization of the Command Systems takes place
from the HCS, although backup initialization can
be accomplished at the DSS in the event of an HCS
failure. In order for the HCS to have access to
the Command System at the OSS over the same
single BSD line which interfaces vith the PHOC, a
special piece of hardware is required which
replaces filler blocks coming from the PHOC with
out-going messages from the NCS. There are three
filler multiplexers (FHXH), two pn-line and a
spare. When station handovers require a third
HSDL into the PHOC, the spare FHXR is utilized if
available. If the spare PBXR is not available,
then coordination is necessary between the PHOC
and DSH operations control during time periods
when both Hultiprobe and Orbiter spacecraft are
being tracked and a station handover occurs
because of the communications switching that is
required.
The command message construction, verification,
and BSD block formatting functions are performed
by the PDP-11 computer systems located in the
PHOC. Response message blocks returning from the
DSS are routed to the PDP-11 for verification,
and to the Sigma-5 system for post-transmission
processing. Bode change and recall request
messages are generated by the PDP-11.
PGDS Tracking System. The tracking system
provides and processes precision radio metric data
for determination of the present and future
flight path of the spacecraft. This information
is used for specific DSS tracking and specific
mission planning.
The operating DSS provides measurements to the
NCS at JPL of:
(a) Integrated Doppler
(b) Spacecraft range
(e) Differenced range versus integrated
Doppler
(d) Antenna pointing control and angle data
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(e) Frequency and timing information
(f) Ground weather data measurements, and
(g) ?arious station status information such
as receiver lock status.
The network. Control System at JPL selects*
calibrates, and then uses the radiometric data
for generation of present corrected spacecraft
flight path, predicted spacecraft flight path*
and predicted DSS tracking reguirements. This
information is then routed to cognizant DSS, and
mission control at PHOC. The predicts are also
compared vith incoming data for use in an
iterative*correction cycle to increase the
accuracy of the iterative-correction cycle to
increase the accuracy of the predicts.
2.1.4 Mission Description. An overview Mission
description and a description of significant
events are given below.
2.1.1.1 Overview Mission Description. The Buitiprobe
Hission will last approximately 110 to 120 days,
from launch (circa August 1978) thru impact of
the 4 probes and the bus upon the surface of
Venus. All will travel intact until 24 days
before impact, when the Large Probe will be
released. Pour days later, the three Small
Probes will be released. All five devices will
enter the atmosphere of Venus at scattered points
across the Venus* hemisphere that is centered on
the sub-earth point (refer to Figure 2.1.1.3-1).
While all are intact, all two-way communication
will be via the Bultiprobe Bus. From each Probe
Release until Probe§s entry into the atmosphere,
two-way communication is available only with the
Hultiprobe Bus. From approximately B-22 minutes
(£ = Large Probe entry into the Venusian
Atmosphere =*+200 km Altitude) until Bus vehicle
bnrnup in this atmosphere (E+96 minutes to E+112
minutes, depending on launch date and
communications look angle) one to five of the
devices are telemetering information directly to
the earth simultaneously (i.e., as many as five
downlinks simultaneously).
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2.1.4.2.1
Mission Events Description. The significant
•ission events within each of the nine adopted
Hission time phases are described belov.
Pr el a unch Through Spinup to 15 BPH (L—5 Minutes
to L+5 Hours! . Approximately five minutes before
launch, the Hultiprobe Spacecraft electrical
loads will be switched to internal battery power.
The Hultiprobe spacecraft will be launched with
an Atlas SLV-3D/Centaur D-1AR launch vehicle (AC-
52) from CCAFS, Florida. The launch will take
place during a 40-minute window on one of 28
successive days in the period from 7 August
through 3 September 1978. The launch vehicle
will place the Hultiprobe on the desired Type I
interplanetary trajectory.
During the launch phase, spacecraft engineering
telemetry will be transmitted via low transmitter
power from the forward omni antenna at nominally
256 bps rate. Immediately prior to separation,
the Centaur will orient the spacecraft in a
normal-to-the-ecliptic attitude with the positive
spin axis in the direction of the South ecliptic
pole. The separation switches will initiate
redundant command sequences stored in the two
command processor memories that results in
spacecraft spin-up to nominally 15 rpm, and
switchover to the aft omni antenna, for
transmission during initial ground station
acquisition.
It is expected that ground station acquisition
fro» the Honeysuckle DSS will occur nominally 1
hour after launch, at which time the spacecraft
bit rate will be increased to 2048 bps nominally,
by ground command. Shortly after the rapidly-
changing communications look angle becomes
favorable for transmission via the forward omni-
antenna, switchover via ground command will take
place.
The shelf heater on the Large Probe will then be
turned OH to operate continuously until nominally
L+87 days, when the increased solar intensity
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will be sufficient to Maintain the Large Probe at
a then ally safe level.
2.1.4.2.2 Attitude Determination and Star Survey
Hours to L+1 Day). The scheme for attitude
determination at this position will employ the
use of at least two detectable stars. The star
survey portion of the attitude determination
effort may be repeated several times during the
transit to Venus for sensor bias calibration.
2.1.4.2.3 Jet Calibration. TCH tl, Bus Science Checkout.
and Cruise (L+1 DaV to L+20 Days). As early as
L+1 day* in-flight calibration of the axial and
radial thrusters will be performed in preparation
for the first trajectory correction maneuver (TCH
§1) at L+5 days. For a known duty cycle (spin
rate and pulse width selection) and number of
pulsed firings for each required thruster; the
impulse and alignment will be determined * for
efficient thruster (s) usage during TCH tl.
TCH tl requires a AV of 12.1 n/sec (worst case)
to correct launch vehicle injection errors. The
maneuver may be performed in the existing normal-
to-the-ecliptic attitude via use of the radial
thrusters in pulsed mode (and possibly in
addition, the axial thrusters in pulsed or
continuous mode) ; or, after precession around the
sunline, in an attitude that requires use of the
axial thrusters only (in pulsed or continuous
mode) . The selection will depend upon which mode
minimizes propellent usage.
Spacecraft transmitter high power and a 64 meter
ground station will be used during the
calibration and during TCH tl, with cruise status
applying before, between, and after these events.
The Bus Science will be initially checked out at
L+14 days, nominally with the transmitter in high
power mode, telemetry at 1024 bps, and use of a
26 meter (Dish) Ground Station.
2.1.4.2.4 TCH 12 and Cruise (L+20 Davs to L+60 Davsl .
nominally at L+20 days, the second TCH scheduled
to correct for residual velocity errors will be
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2.1.4.2.5
2.1.4.2.6
performed. TCB §2 will be functionally the same
as TCH §1, except the nominal telemetry bit rate
vill be 1024 bps for the forward omni.
Nominally, the A? vill be small in magnitude
compared to TCH tl, and accomplished in the
cruise attitude.
Post-TCH f2 croise status vill apply until L+60
Days.
Probes Checkout (L+60 Days to» L+87 Days
(=E-40 Davsff Where E=Larqe Probe Entry at 200 km
Altitude)). All four probes are scheduled for the
first post-launch checkout at L+60 days, using
Hultiprobe Bus power (the probes* batteries are
not rechargeable in flight) . A 64 meter ground
station vill be used, as well as transmitter high
pover. Bost of each Probes1 data vill be applied
to the Bus downlink carrier via a probe unique
subcarrier, in addition to Bus telemetry data
being carried by its own subcarrier.
Cruise status vill apply after Probes" checkout
until nominally L+80 days, when the Bus
transmitter vill be switched to high pover mode
to maintain adequate R.F. link margin due to
increased range. Increased solar intensity will
support transmitter high pover operation and
cruise status loads, and still have surplus solar
panel pover for the cruise attitude (The Bus
batteries have been maintained at fall-charge via
a trickle charge rate since spinup, except for a
small discharge during Probes* checkout).
Nominally 25 days before small probes separation
(i.e., at ~ L+82 days = E-45 days), the stable
oscillator in each small probe vill be turned ON
and left OH continuously until just prior to
small probes separation. This "takeout" is to
ensure that each oscillator vill meet specified
performance vhen required during that small
probe's entry and descent (Reference: Paragraph
1.5.34) .
Pre-TCH »3 Thru Horn Attitude Operations (E-40
Davs to « E-24D 6H> . At «L+84 Days («B-40D) , the
Large Probe shelf heaters vill be commanded OFF.
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Nominally at E-30 days, the third TCH scheduled
to correct for residual velocity errors will be
performed. TCH #3 will be functionally the saae
as TCH i2, except the noainal telemetry bit rate
will be 6*4 bps.
At -B-26 days, the Forward Axial Jet Heater is
turned OFF just before the spacecraft spin axis
is processed to an attitude in the ecliptic plane
that provides usage of the aediua gain horn
antenna. (The OHHI antenna, transaitter high
pover aode, and 26 aeter Ground Station
coabination does not provide sufficient downlink
received signal strength to the Earth-based
ground receivers to receive even the lowest
available teleaetry bit rate (8 bps) after E-28
days. Therefore, the aedina gain horn is
eoployed).
The sun line-of-sight (l.o.s.) with v.r.t. (with
respect to) the spacecraft +Z axis (Aspect Angle)
is reduced to approximately 50°; however, there
is still a substantial solar panel Bar gin in the
Horn Attitude.
The bus transaitter is returned to low power aode
for approxiaately 3 days, then switched to High
power at «LPR-12 Hours (12 hours prior to Large
Probe release — occurring at E-24D), for the last
Large Probe checkout.
After the last Large Probe checkout, the bus
transaitter is returned to Low power for ~3
hours, while the batteries are recharged at the
high charge rate. (Worst case conditions for
Large Probe checkout result in approximately 60
percent Batteries DOO. This is replenished
noainally in a few hours of High rate charging.)
2.1.4.2.7 Precess to Release Attitude Through Large Probe
Separation <~E-24I> 6H to E-24P1 - At «6 Hours
before Large Probe release, the bus transaitter
is again switched to high power, the Large Probe
is switched to internal power, and the Large
Probe coast tiaer is loaded and initiated.
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2.1.4.2.8
The release attitude is selected so that the
Large Probe will enter the atmosphere with a zero
angle of attack.
The spacecraft transmitter is switched to the aft
onini, and the spacecraft is then processed
nominally A44° to the Large Probe release
attitude. The precession is performed at least 4
Hours before release in order to allow enough
tine for attitude determination (and attitude
trim and spin rate trio, if required).
The Large Probe is released nominally at £-24
Da ys .
Post-LP Separation Through Small Probe Separation
(E-24 Days to £-20 Pays). Immediately after
Large Probe release, the spacecraft is processed
to the Small Probes targeting attitude that
permits use of the Horn in low transmitter power.
The batteries are switched to High Charge Rate.
At -E-23 days, the Hnltiprobe will be spun up to
48.5 rpm and a pulsed radial jet AV maneuver will
be performed to effect a AV of 5.1 m/sec to
achieve the desired Small Probe targeting. The
48.5 rpm spin rate will impart lateral momentum
sufficient to achieve the target points shown in
Figure 2.1.1.3-1.
The last checkout of the small probes will be
performed, including turn OFF of each stable
oscillator.
About 7 hours before small probes' release* the
spacecraft will be switched to zmtr low power and
128 bps TH rate. Then, the spacecraft will be
processed to an intermediate attitude (sun look
angle = 28°; comm look angle = 30°) that permits
the star sensor to cool dovn from it's exposure
to the sunline in the previous attitude while
maintaining a power balance. (The Small Probes'
release attitude also would permit cooling of the
star sensor, but at the expense of discharging
batteries) .
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About 3 hours before Small Probes* release, the
spacecraft will be precessed to the release
attitude (sun look angle = 28°; COM look angle =
31°). The cooled star sensor vill be ased for
verification of release attitude.
The three Snail Probes are released nominally at
B-20 days.
2.1.1.2.9 Post—SP Separation Thru Bus Communications
Blackout (E-20 Days to ~ E+100 Minutest .
Immediately after Small Probe release, the
spacecraft vill be processed back to the S.P.
targeting attitude which allows use of the medium
gain horn and provides a sun angle of 40 degrees.
The transmitter is returned to lo power.
At -B-18 days, the transmitter is switched to hi
power on the aft omni, and the spacecraft is
precessed to the Bus Targeting attitude. (The
transmitter will remain at hi power for the
duration of the mission.) Then, a A? maneuver of
19.1 m/sec will move the trajectory aim point to
that desired for Bus entry and slow the
occurrence of Bus entry to be 85 ±5 minutes after
entry of the last small probe.
Immediately after the Bus Targeting, the
spacecraft spin axis will be precessed back to
the post-SP release Born attitude for adequate
communications coverage via a 26 meter DSH ground
station.
At «E-8 days, following a possible Bus targeting
trim, the spacecraft spin axis is precessed to
the Bus entry attitude.
The Bus is despun to 9.45 RPM, a science
instruments requirement for the Bus Entry through
impact time period, at E-2 days.
Events occurring just prior to Large Probe Entry
(=E) through Bus Entry are listed chronologically
in Table 2.1.4.2.9-1, as well as their nominal
times of occurrence and the rationale. This
information is valid as of 24 April 1978 per
HASA-Ames.
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2.2 INTERFACES
Interfaces between the mult iprobe bus and the launch
vehicle, probes, and scientific instruments, as well
as interactions between bus subsystems, are described
below.
»
2.2.1 HoIt.iprobe/Launch Vehicle Interface. The
Hultiprobe combined integrated system interfaces
with the Atlas SL¥-3D/Centaur D-1AH. two-stage
launch vehicle. To the top of the Centaur mounts
a one-piece spacecraft attach fitting which
interfaces with the spacecraft. The spacecraft
attach fitting remains with the Centaur at
Spacecraft separation. Figure 2.2.1-1 shows the
Hultiprobe coabined integrated system as
encapsulated within the pay load fairing (shroud) .
2.2.1.1 Hechanical Interfaces
Station and Coordinate System. The relationship
of the integrated launch system coordinate system
and Station location in the region forward of the
Centaur eguipaent module is shown on Figure
2.2.1.1-1.
Payload Pairing. The basic fairing is composed
of a 120-inch diameter cylindrical afterbody,
208.33 inches in length, and a 194.74-inch long
conical forebody. The allowable spacecraft
dynamic envelope provided by the payload fairing
is shown in Figure 2.2.1—1. For on-stand access
to the spacecraft, two fairing doors will be
provided for access to the Hultiprobe umbilical
connector area, battery and pyrotechnic flight
plugs and star sensor, except for the fairing
split-line latches, the fairing provides rf
transparency forward of Centaur station 137.7
because of its fiberglass construction.
Extending aft of this Centaur station, a 56-inch
long aluminum cylindrical section imposes some rf
opacity.
Spacecraft Attach Fitting. The spacecraft attach
fitting shown in Figure 2.2.1.1-2 is the
intermediate structure between the launch vehicle
and the Hultiprobe. It is 32—inches in height
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with a top diameter of 44 inches and a bottom
diameter of 63 inches. The fitting interfaces
the Centaur equipment module forward attach ring
at Centaur station C163.90 or Spacecraft station
8.0. The spacecraft attach fitting will be
vented during ascent through the atmosphere to
provide essentially a zero pressure differential.
The spacecraft is secured to the attach fitting
forward ring before launch by a two-piece Barman
type separation clamp located at Spacecraft
station UO.O. Two pyrotechnic separation bolts
located ISO degrees apart which hold the clamp
assembly in tension are actuated by signals from
the Centaur. Upon actuation of either or both of
the explosive bolts, band tension is released
permitting the clamp assembly to be pulled down
onto the attach fitting. Separation of the
spacecraft from the attach fitting is effected by
the relaxation of four springs equally spaced
around the perimeter of the forward ring. There
are four separation switches located 90 degrees
apart, adjacent to each separation spring
location, two of which provide separation signals
to the Centaur. The spacecraft attach fitting
also contains bracketry and nut plates for
installation of GFB accelerometers, pressure
transducer, temperature transducer, and
associated harnesses.
Aft Actuator Fitting Interface. The spacecraft
attach fitting/launch vehicle mechanical
interface occurs at the aft actuator fitting
interface. Two actuator spring fittings are
located 180 degrees apart on the attach fitting.
These serve as part of the fairing separation
function. Two compressive springs apply a load
against these spring fittings to "kick" the lower
end of the fairing clear of the launch vehicle.
The helper spring fitting shown in Figure
2.2.1.1*2 provides a direct load path to the aft
ring.
Electrical Interface Connector Bracket. The
spacecraft attach fitting/launch vehicle
mechanical interface also occurs at the airborne
electrical interface connector bracket. This
connector panel provides a break point for the
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electrical interface between the Centaur and the
spacecraft attach fitting.
2.2.1.2 Electrical Interface. This interface occurs in
the connectors mounted to spacecraft attach
fitting electrical interface connector bracket.
These connectors pass the firing currents from
the Centaur used to actuate the pyrotechnic bolts
in the flarman type separation clamp and causes
subsequent separation of the spacecraft from the
spacecraft attach fitting, wiring from tvo
separation sensing switches mounted on the
spacecraft attach fitting near spacecraft Station
40 pass through these connectors for telemetering
by the Centaur. Other circuitry routed through
this interface connector pass through GFE
harnessing which terminates in GFE hardware.
Onlike other spacecraft which commonly telemeter
infonation via the Centaur transmission system,
the Hnltiprobe Spacecraft has no such telemetry
interface.
2.2.2 Bus/Probes interface- The Bus provides the means
of communication, and the necessary environment
for maintenance and checkout of the attached
probes as described ahead. Once detached* the
probes cease to interface with the bus in any
manner.
2.2.2.1 Mechanical Interface. The probes are attached
mechanically to the Bus as seen in Figures
2.1.1-1 and 2.1.1-2.
The Bus Spacecraft Large Probe support structure
(an inverted conical frustrum) is the primary
support structure for the Large Probe and a
primary load path for the Small Probe support
Structure. The Large Probe support and thrust
tube structure are composed of magnesium skins,
aluminum rings and longerons. Three explosive
bolts are used to attach the Large Probe to the
Bus until Large Probe separation, at which time
separation springs between the Bus and Large
Probe act to produce the desired L.P.AV.
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The Bus Snail Probe spacecraft structure is an
aluminum honeycomb panel (shear veb) supported at
the outer edge by two aluminum tubular struts
which ten in ate at the eguiparent shelf. Each
Snail Probe is held attached to the bus via a
fly-away clamp. After the In-Flight Disconnect
cable on each probe has been disconnected by
COM and. Probes* separation is accomplished with
centrifugal force acting on each probe and its
fly-away clamp.
2.2.2.2 Thermal Interface. Each probe has self-contained
passive and active thermal control in its design,
including forward and aft shelf heaters for the
Large Probe and a forward shelf heater for each
of the Small Probes. The shelfs heaters
circuitry is designed to be powered only from the
attached Bus by command to conserve the limited,
non-replenishable energy in each probe battery.
2.2.2.3 Command Interface. All ground originated
commands to the attached probes involve the use
of the Bus Communications S/S and the Bus Command
S/s.
Commands to the Large Probe may be routed either
to a dedicated COM (Ho. 7) located within the
Large Probe, or from several Bus COHs to the
Large Probe C/DO for final routing. COH Ho. 7
has a capacity of 64 discrete commands and 4
quantitative commands. Presently, 18 discrete
commands and 1 quantitative command are assigned
for the Large Probe subsystems via COH Ho. 7
(excludes scientific instruments). Two discrete
commands and one quantitative command emanate
from several Bus COHs and pass to the Large Probe
subsystems via the IPD. (All electrical power
and signal lines from the Bus to each probe pass
via the probe's IFD as seen in Figures 2.2.2.3-1
and 2.2.2.3-2.)
Commands to each Small Probe emanate from several
Bus COHs to the SHALL Probe C/DO for final
routing. Thirteen discrete commands and one
quantitative command are presently assigned to
each Small Probe in this category (excludes
instruments) . Probes* checkout power, heater
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power and pyro signals are commanded to Bus
Subsystems that provide the power and signals via
lines to each probe, and are not technically
commands that go directly to the probes.
2.2.2.4 Data Handling and Tiling Signals Interface.
Allocated and presently assigned numbers of
telemetry channel types for the attached probes'
subsystems, via use of the Bus Communications
S/S, each probe's C/DU^ and each probe's
subcarrier, are as follows:
SUBSYSTEH TELEHETRY
(EXCLUDES IS STB CHESTS)
Large
Probe
Snail
Probe
(Each)
Allocated
Assigned
Allocated
Assigned
TELEME
AHALOG
22
15
25
10
TRY CHAHH
SERIAL/
DIGITAL
4
2
4
2
EL TYPE
BILETEL
15
9
16
a
Additionally, seven channels from each of the
four probes are routed directly to the Bus DIBs
in the Bus Data Handling Subsystem for
processing. Status of each Probe heater and
status of checkout power are telemetered as part
of the Bus Power Subsystem. Stowed/Released
status of each probe is telemetered as part of
the Bus Structures/Harness "subsystem1*.
Timing signals provided by the Bus to the probes*
subsystems (excluding probes* science
instruments) are:
(a) Read clock
(b) Analog read envelope
(c) Digital read envelope
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2.2.2.5 Power and Pvro Interface. By COB a and to the Bus
Power Subsystem, the Bus provides to the attached
probes each of the following:
SUBSXSTEH POWER
(EXCLUDING IKSTEOBESTS)
arsss=:gs=JE=s~~~ =====1-———
Checkout Power
LARGE PROBE
350 «a.
SHALL PROBE
(EACH)
400 ma
Heater Power 780 ma, 75 ma
Bus PCO No. 1 provides the connandable control to
fire squibs that cut the Large Probe IFD and
release the Large Probe. Bus PCD No. 2 provides
the coBBandable control to fire squibs that cut
each SBall Probe IFD and release each SBall
Probe.
2.2.3 Interfaces with Scientific Instruments -
Interfaces between the Bus and all scientific
instruments onboard the Bus and Probes, are
described below.
2.2.3.1 Bus/Bus Instruments Interface. The Bus provides
the necessary operating environment and Beans of
communication for the Neutral Hass Spectrometer
(BMMS) and Ion Mass Spectrometer (BIRS) as
described below.
2.2.3.1.1 Mechanical and Thermal Interface. The Bus
accommodates the two scientific instruments
mechanically by providing footprint areas and
inserts on the shelf forward side. Both
instruments are mounted on Hughes supplied
aluminum brackets to provide the necessary fields
of view as shown in Figures 2.2.3.1.1-1 and
2.2.3.1.1-2.
Thermal Control of both instruments is
accomplished by use of passive materials.
2.2.3.1.1.1 Heutral Bass Spectrometer IBNHS1. The BNHS
sensor is mounted on a 4* high bracket to
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2.2.3.1.1.2
2.2.3.1.2
2.2.3.1.3
elevate the instrument above the equipment shelf
for a clear 120-degree -conical FO¥. The pointing
direction of the instrument axis is 5 degrees
froB the +Z axis and its location on the shelf is
at 9=343 degrees. The electronics unit is
mounted directly to the shelf and inboard of the
sensor. Both the electronics unit and the sensor
are mounted over a thermal louver.
The spacecraft upper thermal blanket, along with
the conducting surface, interface with the sensor
at theMZn ring provided around the sensor neck.
Ion Hass Spectrometer (BIHSi . The BIBS is
mounted on a 11.685 inch high tripod bracket
and located on the equipment shelf at 0 = 120
degrees. The bracket height along with the
overall instrument height, position the viewing
aperature above the probe supporting structure to
obtain the required 2v steradian FOf . The
pointing angle of the instrument is parallel to
the spacecraft +Z axis.
Thermal control of the instrument is afforded by
a multilayer blanket which extends from the
spacecraft forward thermal barrier to just under
the instrument aperture. The spacecraft
conducting surface also interfaces with the
instrument at this same point.
Command Interface. There are 8 discrete commands
and 1 quantitative Command assigned for both
instruments via use of the Bus Communications S/S
and Bus Command S/S.
Data Handling and Timing Signals Interface.
Assigned telemetry channels for both instruments,
via use of the Bus Communications S/S and the Bus
Data Handling S/S, consist of 4 serial digital, 2
analog, and 2 bi-level channels.
Additionally, temperature of each instrument is
telemetered as part of the Bus Structures/Harness
"subsystem11 (SBHRST and SBIHST) , and the
instruments* collective load currents are
monitorable via PSCICI.
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2.2.3.1.4
Timing and status Signals provided by the bus to
SOBO of the scientific instruments consist of the
following:
(a) word rate
(b) ainor frame rate
(c) major frame rate
(d) read clock
(e) analog read envelope
(f) digital read envelope
(g) 32,768 Hz clock
(h) 2,048 Hz clock
(i) bit rate status
(j) Roll Index pulse (RIP)
Power and Pvro Interface. The Bus spacecraft
provides, via a fused line to each Bus instrument
froB the 28 vdc science bus, measured operating
power as shown in Table 2.2.3.1.4-1.
TABLE 2.2.3.1.4-1
BUS SCIENCE IHSTBOHBNTS HEASDRED OPERATING POWER
INSTH
BIBS
BNHS
TURN-ON AND
STEADY STATE
CURRENT: (AH PS)
.05
.18
PEAK
CURRENT
(AflPS)
.05
0.7
PUSE
SIZE
(AflPS)
.25
1.0
Bus PCD fl provides the comaandable control to
fire "squibs that eject the sealing cap from the
BNHS ion source entrance (releases the BNHS
breakoff Hat (ORD15 and ORD16)). Bus PCD f2
provides the commandable control to fire the
squib to break a glass capsule that releases the
BNHS Calibration GAS (ORD24 or ORDB4) .
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2.2.3.2
2.2.3.2.1
2.2.3.2.2
2.2.3.2.3
2.2.3.2.4
Bus/Probes Instruments Interface* As for the
probes subsystems (Section 2.2.2), the bus
provides the means of communication and the
necessary environment for maintenance and
checkout of the attached probes and probes
instruments as described ahead. Once detached,
the probes and probes instruments cease to
interface with the bos in any Banner.
Mechanical Interface* The probes* instruments
are rigidly fastened to the probes* structures.
There is no special Mechanical interface between
the bus and probes' instruments beyond the
general interface between the bus and probes that
is described in Section 2.2.2.1.
Thermal Interface. The thermal interface with
the attached probes* instruments is the same as
that described for the attached probes in Section
2.2.2.2.
Command Interface. All ground originated
commands to the probes* instruments, while the
probes are attached to the bos. Involve the use
of the Bus Communications S/S and the Bus Command
S/S.
The description of the Command Interface between
bus and probes* instruments is the same as
applies for the interface between bus and probes
in Section 2.2.2.3, except the numbers of
commands assigned to the probes* instruments are
different. Presently, 23 discrete commands and 1
quantitative command are assigned for the Large
Probe scientific instr OBJ eats via COJI t7. No
commands via the other COMs are assigned to the
Large Probe instruments.
Commands to each Small Probe instrument emanate
from several Bus COBs to the small Probe C/DD for
final routing. Fourteen discrete commands are
presently assigned to the instruments only of
each Small Probe.
Data Handling and Timing Signals Interface.
Assigned numbers of telemetry channel types for
the attached probes* instruments, via use of the
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Bus CoBBunications S/S, each probe's C/DD, and
each probe's sub carrier, are as follows:
INSTROHEHTS TELEHETBI
(EXCLUDES PROBES" S/S TH)
Large Probe
ASSIGNED
TELEMETRY CHANNEL TYPES
AHALOG
SERIAL
DIGITAL BILEVEL
Saall Probe (each)
2.2.3.2.5
Ho other telemetry about the probes' instruments
directly are routed to the Bus by any other Beans
than that above.
Ho tiving signals are routed from the Bus to the
probes' instruBents directly. Hajor and Minor
fraae rates, read envelope, read clock, word
rate, and 2048Hz clock are routed for each probe
C/DO to the probes" instruaents, however.
Power and Pvro Interface. By COBBand to the Bus
Power subsystea, the Bus provides power to the
attached probes' instrusents via the saae
checkout power line going to each probes'
subsystems.
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IHSTEUHEHTS POWER
(EXCLODES PROBES* S/S
POWER HEQDIREHEHTS)
Checkout Power
LARGE PROBE (ALL
IB STROBE NTS OH)
HOTE(1)
106 watts
SHALL PROBE
(EACH) (ALL
INSTRUMENTS OH)
10 watts
Hote(1): All instruments Oil simultaneously is a worst
case condition for Checkout. Nominally, the
instruments are checked out sequentially.
2.2.4
There are no squibs associated directly with the
Probes' instruments that are fired via the Bus.
Interactions Between Subsystems. The fundamental
interfaces between the previously listed Bus
Subsystems can be classified as mechanical,
thermal* and electrical.
The mechanical interface between bus subsystems
is essentially rigid and unchangeable, i.e.,
nothing exists in the mechanical design that is
deployable, or reorientable by ground control.
The four probes that are mechanically detached
from the bus approximately twenty days before
Venus encounter are external to the bus
subsystems by definition.
The thermal interface between bus subsystems,
resulting from the primarily passive thermal
design that includes nearly all subsystem
equipment mounted to a single shelf, tends to be
distributive in nature for cold case conditions,
and localized in nature for hot case conditions.
The shelf-mounted equipment is enveloped in a
compartment bounded by the forward side of the
shelf, inner wall of the solar panel substrate,
and the aft side of the forward blanket that
isolates the equipment fro» a space environment.
If the temperature sensed at two thermostats on
the RP shelf half drops below 6QO±5°P and there
is sufficient excess of solar panel power, four
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heaters on the RF shelf half and four heaters on
the battery shelf half are powered OH, providing
a uniform heating of the equipment. if the
temperature sensed at tvo thermostats on the
Batter; shelf half drops below 35*±5<>F and there
is sufficient excess of solar panel power, four
heaters on the Battery shelf half and four
heaters on the RF shelf half are powered OH.
All shelf-mounted units which dissipate more than
two to three watts are located over
themostatically-controlled louvered radiator
areas. There are 11 thermal louvers distributed
over the AFT side of the shelf, each one
controlled by its own locally-mounted thermostat.
When the temperature rises above 55»±5°F at a
thermostat, the louver begins to open. At
80°±5*F, the louver is fully open, radiating heat
away from the local hot spot, with such a
locally-controlled thermal radiation design, it
is seen that the thermal interface between
subsystem equipments is minimal in the hot case
(equipment from the same subsystem are generally
mounted on the shelf in close physical
proximity).
All subsystems electrical interfaces, excluding
thermal, and including probes and bus Science,
are summarized in the interaction matrix. Table
2.2.4-1. The power subsystem interface with
other subsystems has been described in Section
2.1.1. The remaining subsystems have numerous
interfaces that are primarily electrical.
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The numbers in Table 2.2.4-1 refer to the
following electrical interface items:
Power (= nominal cruise power)
Commands: ((D) = Discrete;
(0) = quantitative - excludes
redundant channels) .
These are all the unique commands that
pass between the Communications Sub-
system and the Command Subsystem at
48 bits per command, 4 bps, and on an
FSK subcarrier ("O" tone = 100 Hz;
"1" tone = 250 Hz).
These are all the unique commands that
pass from one or more Command Subsystem
COMs to the first affected subsystem.
These are all the commands that are
processed in the first affected sub-
system and pass to the final affected
subsystem for terminal action. Host of
the time, the first and final affected
subsystems are the same.
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MOTE: Some single commands can finally affect
two or lore subsystems, and are counted
for each such subsystem, whereas, they
are each counted only once in category
(21>). Therefore, the total of all (2c)
commands from the first affected sub-
system does not always equal the
quantity of (2W commands for that
subsystem. An example of such a
command is: (OBD13 or OHDA3): ABM
large Probe IPD and BHMS B/O HA
This COB sand is indicated as a
command for each of the Large Probe
and the BBSS, but it is counted only
once as a (2W command in the first
affected subsystem (The Command
Subsystem) .
The sum total of all (2t>) commands does
equal the (2a) commands. Again, redun-
dancy in COB assignments is not
included. This is a total of unique
commands.
3) Telemetry (= number of parameters, either
analog (AH), serial digital (SD), or Bilevel
(BL). - Excludes redundant-channels).
These are all the unique parameters
that pass from the source subsystem to
one or more Data Handling Subsystem
Dills, either directly, or via an inter-
mediate subsystem. Those in the latter
category are listed twice, for the
source subsystem (including identifi-
cation of the intermediate subsystem) ,
and for the intermediate subsystem.
These are all the unique parameters
that pass from the output of the Data
Handling Subsystem, via a 16,384 Hz
subcarrier, to the Communications
Subsystem.
Telemetry timing signals (= number of data
timing signal lines supplied directly to the
subsystem). Timing signal types include
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major frame rate, minor franc rate, bit rate
status, analog read envelope, digital read
envelope, read clock, and word rate.
(D Attitude timing signals: RIP is supplied to
the Bus Scientific Instruments.
(6) Clock Reference (= number of clock
references supplied directly to the
subsystem) .
2.3 CAPABILITIES AND IRRITATIONS FOR HULTIPBOBE SYSTEM AND
FOE THE BOS ONLY
The nominal spacecraft equipment configurations during
the nine mission phases, as veil as spacecraft system-
level capabilities and limitations, are described
below.
2.3.1 Nominal Configurations. Spacecraft equipment
configurations for each of the nine nominal
mission phases described in Paragraph 2.1.U is
shown in Table 2.3.1-1. Of course, alternate
equipment of a redundant pair could be used
optionally. Some sequences of actions could be
chronologically ordered differently and
accomplish essentially the same result. However,
this nominal mission sequence and corresponding
nominal equipment configurations have been
adopted from numerous sources as listed in
Section 1.5, or, in some instances, for some net
advantage. This has been done for the purpose of
communicating what can be expected nominally from
the equipment, act as a reference for discussing
what capabilities exist beyond nominal planned
usage, and vhat limitations exist for the
equipment as designed.
2.3.2 System Capabilities and Limitations. The
capabilities and limitations of system
performance in the following disciplines are
discussed below.
(a) Commanding
(b) Telemetering(c) Power Control
Section Mo. 2.3.2.1
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(d> Thermal Control, and
(e) Haneuver Control
Subsystem level details of these capabilities and
limitations are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
2.3.2.1 Commanding. The maximum field-of-view, with
respect to the Spacecraft Coordinate System for
spacecraft reception of commands* is essentially
omnidirectional because one spacecraft receiver
is connected to one hemispherically directional
antenna while the other receiver is
simultaneously connected to another antenna that
is hemispherically directional in the remaining
hemisphere. The two antennas (Pwd Omni and Aft
Omni) can be interchanged in their connections to
the receivers by command. Both receivers are
powered on at all times and cannot be commanded
off. Bach receiver is also factory set to
receive at a fixed S-band frequency carrier.
Spacecraft-to-earth range is a major factor in
determining commanding field-of-view, (calculated
command threshold is -136.61 dBm at the receive
antenna output port for a BEB (bit error rate) of
3.5x10-*) but that factor will not be discussed
here. Each antenna essentially provides
approximately 0 dBi gain over most of the
hemisphere it sees.
The real-time coonand rate is fixed at U bits per
second. Heal time commanding* therefore* is
limited to a maximum rate of 5 commands per
minute (48 bits per command) . The maximum
stored-commanding rate, however* is much faster,
at 8 commands per second. The two command
memories onboard the spacecraft can each store
128 commands maximum (including time-delay
commands). The two command memories provide not
only the capability of rapid commanding* but also
commanding when the spacecraft is not in view of
an earth station* such as during the launch-to-
first ground station acquisition period* and
during bus entry.
2.3.2.2 Telemetering. The field-of-view with respect to
the spacecraft coordinate system for spacecraft
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transmission of telemetry depends on the
transmitter pover amplifier/antenna configuration
chosen by conand. Any one of the fvd omni
(provides >-2.5 dB over ±90°v.r.t. the spacecraft
*Z axis), the aft oani (provides >-6 dB over ±90<>
v.r.t. the spacecraft -Z axis) or the median gain
horn (provides +3.0 to +12.0 dB gain over ±35°
v.r.t. the spacecraft -Z axis) can be selected
for telemetry use. Hot only can lov (1
amplifier) or hi (2 amplifiers) pover
transmitting mode be selected for any one of the
three antennas, but both omnis can be fed
simultaneously (each by one amplifier) in lov
pover mode, or the medium gain horn and the aft
omni can be fed simultaneously in lov pover mode.
Again, spacecraft range is a major factor, but to
enhance downlink signal-to-noise ratio, the
dovnlink frequency (S-band) can be locked to the
uplink frequency. Alternatively, the dovnlink
transmits a multiple of an onboard crystal
oscillator if no uplink is available.
The telemetry data rate is selectable by command
(choice of thirteen rates betveen 8 bps and 4096
bps>. The all digitized telemetry (253 available
channels) is sampled at various rates based on
the format selected (choice of four fixed and one
programmable) . The programmable format vas
created for ground test purposes. Hovever, it
provides the versatility to select any
combination of eight analog, serial digital, or
bilevel words maximum (or any single parameter
selected eight times), and increase the sampling
of the selected parameters to the limit of the
selected bit rate.
Telemetry data rates for nominal times in the
mission are shovn in Figures 3.7.3-1 and 3.7.3-2.
These are extracted from Reference 1.5.31.
The above discussion applies for the Bus only.
The Bus telemetry bit stream phase shift keys
(PSK) a 16,384 Hz subcarrier that, in turn, phase
modulates (Ptt) the dovnlink S-band carrier.
Telemetry from any one of the four attached
probes rides on a probe-dedicated subcarrier that
also phase modulates the dovnlink carrier.
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2.3.2.3 Power Control. The voltage on all four bus lines
(essential, science, switched loads, and BP
transmitter bases) is limited to 30.0 volts
maximum by the bus limiters. When the voltage
drops to no«inally 27.8V, the two batteries
(nominal 15 amp hours total capacity) come on
line in a load-sharing configuration to support
the solar panel. Ihen either battery drops to
noainally 27.55 volts (or the spacecraft load
current exceeds nominally 16.25 asps), an
undervoltage trip (or an overload trip,
respectively) occurs that Bay dump all loads
except the essential bus loads (e.g., the command
receivers) .
HaxiBUB batteries depth of discharge (DOD)
expected for the nominal mission is 60 percent,
although the batteries can take a 70 percent DOD
with little risk. Host of the nominal mission is
estiaated to be flown with the batteries at full
charge, necessitating the excess solar panel
power to be dumped by the bus limiters nearly
continuously into their load resistors. The
excess will increase as Venus is approached and
the solar intensity factor increases.
The tolerable sun aspect angle range (centered on
the optimum 90° sun aspect angle w.r.t. the
spacecraft +Z axis) to maintain power balance
(i.e., not discharge the batteries) during the
mission depends primarily on load level, solar
intensity factor, solar cells temperature, and
solar cells degradation. The range increases in
magnitude as Venus is approached, as the solar
intensity factor increases for the cruise
conditions specified in Table 2.3.1-1.
2.3.2.4 Thermal Control. Thermal control has been
designed to be as passive as possible; augmented
by onboard thermostatic control (cannot be
overridden by command) of thermal louvers, and
shelf heaters (associated with two bus limiters
that can be enabled or disabled by comBand).
Onboard thermostatic control also automatically
turns off battery charging when battery
temperatures exceed 95°±5°P. Battery charging is
autovatically resumed when battery temperatures
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2.3.2.5
decrease by approximately 10°F. Battery charging
can be resumed optionally by ground command
sooner (before the battery temperature decreases
by 10°F). Radial jet heaters and propulsion tank
heaters are on continuously and cannot be
commanded off.
The only on/off commandable heaters on the Bus
(Pvd and Aft axial jet heaters) are expected to
be required in an on state for most of the
nominal mission (until the fwd axial jet heater
is commanded off nominally after Large Probe
separation). (All four probes heaters are on/off
commandable. The Large Probe heater is expected
to be required in an on state until -L+87 days.)
The only remaining possible thermal control via
the ground in the face of a thermally
malfunctioning spacecraft are (1) unscheduled
on/off cycling of equipment or (2) unscheduled
maneuvering to change the sun aspect angle.
Either approach can result in a major impact on
some or all of the other performance disciplines
discussed in this Section 2.3.2, and must be
considered carefully.
The tolerable sun aspect angle range (centered on
the optimum 90° sun aspect angle, v.r.t. the
spacecraft +Z axis) to maintain thermal balance
during the mission depends on the same factors as
for power control. However, the range decreases
in magnitude as Venus is approached, unlike the
trend for power balance maintenance. The thermal
design will accommodate a ninimum of 0.3 hour of
solar illumination directly on the -Z axis
spinning end, or a maximum of 4 hours directly on
the +Z axis spinning end.
Haneuver Control. Various combinations of jets
and their firing timing (128 ms pulsed, 512 ms
pulsed, or continuous) provide redundant means to
generate accurate precession or translation in
any direction. (Sections 3.3, 3.U and 4.1
provide extensive details.) Since the tanks will
likely be completely filled at launch (total
capacity: 70 Ib of hydrazine), and the nominal
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mission is expected to consume conservatively
37.4 lb, the reserve is substantial.
Maneuver accuracy is not only dependent on
resolution of jet firing timing, but also on
accuracy of attitude determination. Redundant
sun sensors and redundant star sensor channels,
each with narrow slit fields-of-view, are used to
provide better than 2.5° accuracy in attitude
determination. Each star sensor channel signal
threshold and bandwidth is selectable in several
discrete steps by command. In the normal mode,
the attitude telemetry measurement system is
designed to trigger in response to only one star
at a time - the first one encountered azimuthly
within a selected azimuth range (11.25° wide Gate
B) in each spin period from occurrence of the sun
pulse that meets selected threshold and bandwidth
levels.
Spin rate control nominally uses redundant
combinations of radial jets that fire
continuously. The nominal cruise spin rate of 15
rpm is a compromise between keeping attitude
changes due to solar torque small, and fuel
consumption low during precessions. The spinnp
to nominally 48.5 rpm following Large Probe
release is to provide a desired centrifugal force
for proper small probes' targetting. A despin to
10 rpm prior to Bus entry is done for designed
performance of the Bus Science Instruments.
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TABLE 2.1.2.3-1
PRELIMINARY ATLAS/CENTAOB D-1AR SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
(REFERENCE: PARAGRAPH 1.5.10)
EVENT BASIS
APPROX.
ITIHE FROB
LIFTOFF
(SECONDS1
Liftoff
Roll Progran
Booster Engines Cutoff
(BECO)
Booster Package Jettison
Jettison Insulation
Panels
Jettison Nose Fairing
Sustainer Engine Cutoff
(SECO)
Vernier Engines Cutoff
(VECO)
Atlas/Centaur Separation
1st Bain Engine Start
(BBS 1) - Centaur
1st Bain Engine Cutoff
(BECO 1) - Centaur
2nd Bain Engine Start
(BES 2) - Centaur
2nd Bain Engine Cutoff
(BECO 2) - Centaur
Centaur/Spacecraft
Separation
Reorient Centaur to
Retro Vector
Start Centaur Slowdown
End Centaur Slowdown
2-Inch Vertical motion
of Atlas/Centaur
Liftoff + 2 seconds
5.7 g
BECO + 3.1 seconds
BECO •» 45 seconds
Prop. Depletion
SECO * 1.9 sec
SECO + 11.5 sec
Parking Orbit
(Guidance)
Guidance
Bohmann Apogee
BECO 2 + At (varies)
2-15
139.2
142.2
184.1
224.1
251.8
253.8
263.3
582.6
1818.7
(Note 1)
1946.9
2081.9
2091.9
2401.9
2651.9
NOTE 1: Coast time is variable between 12 and 18 Binutes,
depending on launch day, launch time of day, and
launch aziauth.
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TABLE 2.1.U.2.9-1
SEQUENCE OP PIHAL EVENTS POR MOLTIPROBE SYSTEM
TME (RELATIVE
TO LARGE PROBE
ENTRY = E) IN
MINUTES:
Two hours
prior to Bus
« (E-31) to
(E-21)
(E-22)
(E-17)
(E-15)
(B-13)
EVENT
Turn ON of Bus
Science
Large Probe RF ON
Small Probe 1 RP OH
Snail Probe 3 RP ON
Snail Probe 2 RP ON
REMARKS
'Tines shown here and
subsequently are
representative; actual
times depend on launch
day and communications
look angle.
•This is the only
listed action by
ground connand; all
others listed are
automatic actions.
•Each of the four
probes* RF power is
autoaatically turned
ON 22 oinutes prior to
it*s own entry.
•Order of occurrences
for RP on, entry, and
impact may change due
to launch day and
final deploynent.
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TABLE 2.1.4.2.9-1. (Continued)
TIME (RELATIVE
TO LARGE PROBE
ENTRY = E) IH
MIHOTES:
(E+5>
(B+9)
(E+55)
(E+62)
(E+64)
(E+66)
(E+89) to
(E+99)
EVENT
Large Probe Entry
Small Probe 1 Entry
Snail Probe 3 Entry
Small Probe 2 KB try
Large Probe Impact
Small Probe 1 Impact
Small Probe 3 Impact
Small Probe 2 Impact .
Bus Entry
REMARKS
•Entry for each probe
is defined as the
occurrence of that
probe reaching 200 km
altitude.
•Time spread between
1st small probe entry
and last small probe
entry will be between
3 and 16 minutes.
•Each impacts « 57
minutes after it's
entry.
•85 ±5 minutes after
entry of last small
probe.
•Communications black-
out time is expected
to occur 1 minute
after Bus Entry. The
Bus is expected to
break up substan-
tially after blackout;
assigning an impact
time would be
inapplicable.
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Figure 2.1.1-2. Multiprobe Exploded View
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Figure 2.1.2-1. The Atlas Centaur D-1AR Vehicle
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Figure 2.2.1.1-2. Spacecraft Attach Fitting
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Figure 2.2.3.1.1-2. Bus Instruments
Fields-of-View
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3.0 BDS SUBSYSTEMS DESCBIPTIOHS
Functional and Operational descriptions of the Has
Spacecraft at the subsystem and unit level are
presented ahead.
3.1 MECHANICAL DESIGN
3.1.1 Spacecraft Configuration
3.1.1.1 General Description. The mechanical design of
the Bui tip robe was primarily determined by the
use of spin stabilization, the requirement to
separate the Large and Small Probe for fenus
entry* the use of solar cells for power
generation and the design goal of commonality
with the orbiter spacecraft. Spin stabilization
and solar cell generated power led to a
cylindrical solar panel with its axis of symmetry
coincident with, the spacecraft spin axis. The
diameter of the cylindrical solar panel was made
as large as possible within the limitations of
the launch vehicle shroud in order to maximize
the roll to pitch moment of inertia ratio and
thus improve spacecraft stability. The solar
panel is 100 inches in diameter.
The equipment shelf is circular in order to fit
inside the solar panel. Spacecraft units and
scientific instruments are mounted near the
periphery of the shelf for improved view angles
and to increase the roll to pitch moment of
inertia ratio. Since the majority of the shelf
mounted units and the solar panel are mounted
near the edge of the shelf, struts are provided
to support this outer edge* The struts terminate
at the spacecraft thrust tube.
A probe support structure is mounted to the
forward end of the spacecraft to support the
probes during launch and to position them for
release and separation. The Large Probe is
released along the velocity vector (spacecraft
axis of symmetry) while the three Small Probes
are released radially so that the centrifugal
force due to spacecraft spin can increase the
distance between the three impact sites.
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The thrust tube is the primary structural element
of the Multiprobe. All other structural elements
are supported either directly or indirectly by
the thrust tube. Since the thrust tube is the
only structural element that attaches to the
launch vehicle, it must react all loads imposed
by the launch vehicle.
The requirement for maximum commonality with the
Orbiter does not affect the general mechanical
configuration of the Hnltiprobe; hovever, the
size and thickness of certain items such as the
equipment shelf vere affected by the commonality
requirement.
A scale drawing of the Hnltiprobe is shown in
Figure 3.1.1.1-1 (Appendix C). Table 3.1.1.1-1
shows the location and identification of some
units.
3.1.1.2 Spacecraft Coordinate System Definition. The
spacecraft coordinate system is a right-handed
orthogonal set of axes: X, T and Z. The positive
Z axis coincides with the geometric axis of
symmetry of the spacecraft structure and is in
the direction of the forward omni antenna. The I
and Y axes lie in a plane perpendicular to the Z
axis at launch vehicle station 171.9. The
positive I axis lies in the plane defined by the
Z axis and the shelf split line and will be in
the direction of the forward axial thruster. The
X axis completes the orthogonal set. The
spacecraft attach fitting/launch vehicle
interface is parallel to the X-Y plane and is
located at launch vehicle station 163.9 and
spacecraft station 8.0. The spin of the
spacecraft will be a positive rotation about the
Z axis; i.e., the angular momentum vector will be
in the nominal direction of the positive Z axis
which coincides with the nominal launch velocity
vector. The coordinate system is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.1-1.
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TABLE 3.1.1.1-1
LOCATION AMD IDENTIFICATION OP C8D, DATA HANDLING,
AND ADP UNITS
NAHE
Co**. Output Module
Coma. Output Module
Coin. Output Rodnle
COBB. Output Rodule
COBB. Output Hodule
COBB. Output Hodule
PCH Encoder
PCH Encoder
Dual Data Input Bodule
Dual Data Input Hodule
Dual Data Input Bodule
Dual Data Input Hodule
Teleaetry Processor
Teleaetry Processor
COB m and Processor
Connand Processor
Attitude Data Processor
Attitude Data Processor
PART NOHBBR
3280540-100
3230540-100
3280540-100
3280540-100
3280540-100
3280540-100
3280620-100
3280620-100
3280630-100
3280630-100
3280630-100
3280630-100
3385034-100
3385034-100
3385042-100
3385042-100
3385055-100
3385055-100
S/N
9
25
27
28
29
30
8
9
20
25
26
27
3
5
1
4
4
5
LOCATION
(» ANGLE; TOP
IS CLOSEST TO
S/C * Z AXIS)
3350 Hiddle
3350 BottOB
1600 Riddle
2400 BottOB
160« Riddle
240« BottOB
3300 Top
3300 Bottom
1600 Top
2400
 Top
3350 Top
2850
2600 Top
2600 BottOB
2550 Top
2550 Top
255* BottOB
2550 Top
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3.1.1.3 Structural Elements
3.1.1.3.1 Thrust Tube. The thrust tube is the primary
structural element for reacting the launch loads.
The thrust tube is a truncated conical frustruo
with its axis of symmetry coincident with the
spacecraft spin axis. The larger end of the
thrust tube faces aft and serves as the
separation plane between the spacecraft and the
attach fitting. The forward end of the thrust
tube supports the center area of the equipment
shelf and the Probe support structure.
The thrust tube is a seaimonocoque design with
magnesium skins, three aluminum rings and twelve
machined aluminum longerons. Two of the rings
are used as structural interfaces at the ends of
the thrust tube while the third is used to
support the orbit insertion motor and part of the
propulsion subsystem.
The spacecraft is attached to the attach fitting
during launch by a Barman clamp that is shown in
Figure 2.2.1.1-2. The "0* shaped segments or
shoes of the clamp prevent vertical movement
while the mating surfaces of the separation rings
prevent lateral movement. The shoes are attached
to two steel bands to form two semicircular
segments. The two segments are joined together
and tensioned by two explosive bolts; detonation
of either explosive bolt causes the band to
release which allows the spacecraft to separate
from the launch vehicle with the aid of kick-off
springs. The spacecraft separation is controlled
from the launch vehicle. During spacecraft
separation from the attach fitting, two
separation switches on the spacecraft are
actuated which initiate the preprogrammed initial
spin-up sequence. This sequence is presented in
Section 4.2.1.
3.1.1.3.2 Equipment Shelf. The equipment shelf supports
the spacecraft units and scientific instruments.
It is a circular honeycomb plate 97.5 inches in
diameter with a 2.0 inch thick core and 0.010
inch aluminum face sheets. The center area of the
equipment shelf is supported by the forward end
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of the thrust tube while the ooter edge is
supported by twelve one-inch diameter beryllium
struts that terminate at the intersection of the
twelve thrust tube longerons and the separation
ring. The shelf is aanufactured and assembled to
the spacecraft in tvo semicircular segments.
After assembly to the spacecraft, the two shelf
halves are spliced together to reduce the
vibration levels along the split line to levels
comparable to those elsewhere on the shelf. The
split line is oriented along the 6 * 90°, 270*
line in spacecraft coordinates.
The layout of spacecraft units and scientific
instruments on the forward side of the eqmipaent
shelf is shown in Figure 3.1.1.3.2-1. The aft
side of the equipment shelf is used as a thermal
radiator; the locations of the thermal louvers
and heaters are shown by dotted lines in this
same figure. Hounting points for the spacecraft
units and scientific instruments are provided by
implanting threaded inserts in the honeycomb core
of the shelf with rigid foam.
3.1.1.3.3 Solar Array Substrate. The purposes of the solar
array substrate are to support the solar cells
that supply spacecraft power and to provide a
physical closeont along the periphery of the
spacecraft. The substrate is a 100-inch diameter
cylinder that is 48 inches long. It is
constructed from aluminum honeycomb and
fiberglass facesheets. The substrate is aligned
with its axis of symmetry coincident with the
spacecraft center!ine, and it is supported at
twenty-four places along the periphery of the
equipment shelf.
3.1.1.3.4 Probe Support Structure. The probe support
structure attaches to the forward end of the bus
spacecraft and is designed to support the probes
during launch and transit and to permit the
probes to separate from the bus so that they can
enter the Yenusian atmosphere. The Large Probe
support is an inverted conical frostrum that
attaches to the forward end of the thrust tube.
It is a semimonoque design with two aluminum
rings, eighteen aluminum longerons and magnesium
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3.1.1.4
skins. The axis of symmetry of the Large Probe
support cone is coincident with the bus
spacecraft axis of symmetry.
The Large Probe is attached to the support cone
by three explosive nuts located at three of the
longerons. Large probe separation is
accomplished by firing these three nuts. The
Large Probe separates fro* the bus spacecraft in
the +Z direction (bus spacecraft coordinates),
with the aid of kick-off springs.
The Small Probe support structure attaches to the
Large Probe support cone and the equipment shelf.
It consists of an aluminum honeycomb shear web
and six tubular struts to support the outer
edges. Each Small Probe sits in a horizontal
semicircular fixed clamp that is attached to the
shear web. Bach end of each of the three clamps
is supported by one of the previously mentioned
struts while the middile is supported by a
longeron on the Large Probe support cone. Each
Small Probe is held against its fixed clamp by a
semicircular flyaway clamp, when the Small
Probes are to be released, an explosive nut at
one end of each flyaway clamp is fired, thus
allowing each clamp and Small Probe to move
radially outward due to centrifugal force.
Electrical Harness. All unit electrical
interconnections including ground returns are
accomplished with the spacecraft harness. Except
for the scientific instruments and the data input
modules, all wiring is redundant either by unit
or by wire; if two units are redundant, a single
wire is used for each function of each unit, but
if only one unit performs a function, the wires
are looped or doubled so that any one wire break
does not affect operation. In general, all
signal and power grounds are kept separated from
inside the unit to the spacecraft single point
ground. The only exceptions to this are the
transponder, power amplifier, drivers and certain
science instruments. Sensitive signal lines and
all pyrotechnic lines are shielded to prevent
electromagnetic interference, with each shielded
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line grounded onlj at one point to avoid ground
loops.
The wire harness is constructed from kapt on
insulated wire varying in size froa 16 AWG to 26
AI6. Low current circuits (command, telemetry)
use 26 IWG, the smallest size reliably capable of
withstanding the mechanical environment- Except
for the 16 AIG high current carrying wires, all
power lines are 20 A16 for units using Cannon D
connectors and 22 AH6 for those using Bicrodot
and Ratrix connectors. These are the largest
sizes these connectors will take. Ihen the
current to be carried exceeds the capability of a
single wire, multiple wires are used. The
individual wires are bundled and laced together
and then tied to the equipment shelf. The
harness is constructed in such a manner that
minimum stress is applied to the vires. The
connectors on the Hultiprobe are Hatrix double
density connectors except that Sicrodot
connectors are used where wire density is too
great and Cannon Golden D*s are used on units
common to the Hultiprobe. The harness is
composed of four subharnesses - the two equipment
shelf harnesses, the pyrotechnic harness, and the
propulsion harness.
There is an equipment shelf harness on each half
of the equipment shelf. It is routed around the
thrust tube on the forward side of the shelf;
wire bundles radiate outward froa this loop as
required. Bus power is taken from the solar
panel at 0 = 115° and 245°. The wiring harness
to each of the probes terminates in a 61-pin
inflight disconnect (IFD). Upon actuation of a
hot wire device, the bus IPD plug separates from
the probe IPD receptacle and is pulled towards a
catcher that retains the plug.
The pyrotechnic harness carries the firing
current to all pyrotechnic devices, detonators.
For safety, all wires are completely shielded in
a Faraday cage and only ordnance circuits are
allowed in the pyrotechnic harness and
connectors.
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The propulsion harness connects the propulsion
subs yet en electrical components to the equipment
shelf harness. Since the propulsion units are
located on the aft side of the shelf, the
propulsion harness is routed through slots near
the outer edge of the shelf.
Mass Properties. Froa launch until the end of
the mission, the mass properties of the
Hultiprobe change significantly due to propellant
usage and probe separation. During the mission,
the center of Bass moves in the +2 direction due
to hydrazine usage and in the -1 direction due to
probe separation. The longitudinal position of
the center of mass as a function of propellant
usage and key mission events is shown in Figure
3.1.2-1 for a nominal mission. Throughout the
mission, the lateral position of the center of
mass of the Hultiprobe is essentially coincident
with the Z axis.
The roll moment of inertia decreases during the
mission due to hydrazine usage and probe
separation. The change in roll moment of inertia
as a function of propellant usage and key mission
events is shown in Figure 3.1.2-2 for a nominal
mission. The minimum and maximum lateral moments
of inertia change in the same manner as the roll
moment of inertia. The cchanges in minimum and
maximum lateral moments of inertia are shovn in
Figure 3.1.2-2.
The details of the changes in mass, center of
mass and moments and products of inertia
throughout the nominal Hultiprobe mission are
given in Table 3.1.2-1.
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Figure 3.1.1.1-1
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FIGURE 3.1.1.3.2-1B. BUS SHELF LOCATIONS OF SOME UNITS
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3.2 TREBHAL DESIGN
3.2.1 General Description. The thermal design of the
Hultiprobe is based on isolating the spacecraft
units and scientific instruments from the
external environmental extremes encountered
during the mission to the maximum1 extent
practical and using a combination of passive and
active elements to maintain acceptable unit
temperatures. The primary factors affecting the
thermal design of the Hultiprobe are the increase
in solar intensity as the spacecraft travels
towards Venus, the variations in internal power
dissipation during different phases of the
mission, the variations in sun angle during the
mission and the different configurations due to
probes separation. In addition, the Hultiprobe
is designed to accommodate failure modes
including extreme under powered conditions and
extreme off nominal mission attitude conditions.
These failure mode conditions plus the variation
in environments encountered during the normal
mission require the thermal design to be highly
adaptive and almost completely automatic. The
only elements that can be controlled from the
ground are certain propulsion heaters, the Probe
heaters and the bus limiters that control the
shelf heaters.
The equipment compartment is the space defined by
the equipment shelf, the forward thermal barrier
and the solar array cylinder. Bultilayer Kapton
insulation blankets are used to isolate this
compartment from the external environment. The
isolation is not complete due to the inherent
limitations of any insulation system and the
various penetrations for spacecraft units and
scientific instruments that must view out to
space. In addition, the aft side of the
equipment shelf is used as the primary radiator
for the electrical power dissipation inside the
equipment compartment. Eleven thermal louvers
are mounted on this radiator surface to help
accommodate the large variations in power
dissipation by varying the effective thermal
emittance as a function of shelf temperature.
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Heaters are provided to maintain all elements of
the propulsion subsystem at 40°P or higher to
prevent propellant freezing. Some of these
heaters are commandable on-off, others are
coma and able primary-secondary, and some are
continuously powered. Comnandable heaters are
provided to control minimum Large and small Probe
temperatures. Heaters are also provided on the
equipment shelf to provide additional dissipation
during an extreme powered down condition such as
an Ondervoltage/Overhead (UV/OL) trip. Automatic
shelf heater turn-on is required to counteract a
sustained ov/OL trip that could occur when the
spacecraft is not being monitored. In addition,
a heater turn-on override is provided to prevent
battery depletion if such a trip occurs because
of insufficient solar array power or an extended
eclipse condition.
Thermal finishes are used on externally mounted
units such as antennas to limit their maximum
temperatures and on external surfaces of the
spacecraft to achieve thermal balance within the
acceptable temperature range.
All heater and temperature sensors, including
applicable command and telemetry mnemonics are
shown in figures 3.1.1.3.2-1, 3.2.1-1, 3.U.1-3,
3.8.1.2-1 and 3.8.1.2-2. All temperature sensors
are listed and located in Table 3.2.2.5-1.
Thermal Control Units and Components
Heaters
Propulsion Heaters. All elements of the
propulsion subsystem except the semicircular run
of pressurant line are heated to maintain the
propellant temperature at 40°F or higher. The
mechanically redundant components and units which
are located downstream of the latch valves have
non-redundant heaters while the non-redundant
components and units upstream of the latch valves
have redundant heaters. Figure 3.2.2.1.1-1 shows
this division between redundant and non-redundant
heaters schematically.
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The non-redundant heaters on the radial thrusters
and the lines and components are continuously
powered from the essential bus; there is no way
that these heaters can be turned off either by
ground command or any onboard failure mode
sequence. The satisfactory operation of these
heaters can be verified by Bonitoring Radial jets
1 through 4 temperatures telemetry channels
(VJET1T through VJET4T), R1 and R2 line heater
(voltage) status (YJ12HS), and R3 and RU line
heater (voltage) status (?J34HS).
The forward axial thruster, and the aft axial
thruster and associated lines and components both
have on-off coaaandable non-redundant heaters.
The forward axial thruster heater is coaaanded on
by HTJ19 (HTJA9 is the redundant command) and
COMB and ed off by HTJ1£ (HTJA?) . The aft axial
thruster heater is COB landed on by BTJ29 (HTJB9)
and commanded off by BTJ2? (HTJBJT) . All Axial
Jet heaters should be OR at launch, and left OR,
unless the following occurs: The Forward Axial
Jet heater should be coaaanded OFF if (1) Forward
Axial Jet 5 Tenperature (VJET5T) reaches or
exceeds +154op or (2) Propellant Line Temperature
2 (VLIN2T) reaches or exceeds +14 So p.
 Tfie Aft
Axial Jet heaters should be cofiaanded OFF if (1)
Aft Axial Jet 6 Teaperature (VJET6T) reaches or
exceeds + 154*F or (2) Propellant Line Temperature
3 (VLIN3T) o£ Propellant Line Temperature 4
(VLINUT) reaches or exceeds +1U5°F= Whichever of
the Jet heaters bad been turned OFF should be
coBBanded ON again if any of the associated
teleaetry teaperature indicators identified above
reaches or decreases below +61*F. The Forward
Axial Jet Heaters are expected to be required OFF
following Spacecraft spin axis precession froa an
ecliptic normal attitude at E-28 days.
The redundant heaters upstream of the latch
valves are coaaand selectable between the priaary
and secondary circuits; one circuit is always
powered even during extreme powered down
conditions. The coaaand for selecting the
primary circuit is BTT19 (HTTA9); the command for
selecting the secondary circuit is HTT29 (HTTB9).
Satisfactory operation of either of the circuits
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can be verified by the following telemetry:
tanks temperatures (VTNK1T and ¥TNK2T) PBI/SEC
Prop. Tank Heater Status (PBTTKS) , L/l Primary
heater status (VALVES), and F&D VALVE Primary
Heater status (VFDTHS) . The primary circuit
should be used throughout the IB is s ion; the
secondary heater circuit should be switched in if
a decrease in Tank 1 temperature (VTHK1T), or.
Tank 2 temperature (VTBK2T), or propellant Line
Temperature 1 (VLIH1T) is observed which is
unrelated to environmental changes (e.g., unit
switching, attitude change v.r.t. the sun
l.o.s.), or. occurs for steady-state environmental
conditions.
3.2.2.1.2 Shelf Heaters. Heaters are required on the
equipment shelf to provide additional dissipation
during an extreme powered down condition such as
an OndervoItage/Overload (Ov/OL) trip. Automatic
heater turn-on is required to counteract a
sustained UV/OL trip that could occur when the
spacecraft is not being monitored. This is
accomplished by using thermostatic switches on
the equipment shelf to lower the set points on
two of the bus voltage limiters of the power
subsystem. When the battery shelf temperature
decreases to 35 ±5°F, the thermal switches
mounted on it close, thereby forcing the first 33
watts of excess solar panel power into the
battery shelf heaters and the next 33 watts into
the RP shelf heaters. The thermal switches open
at 55 *5«F. Similarly when the BF shelf
temperature decreases to 60 ±5°F, the thermal
switches mounted on it close thereby forcing the
first 33 watts of excess solar panel power into
the battery shelf heaters and the next 33 watts
into the BP saelf beaters. The thermal switches
open at 70 ±5<»F. Supplying power to the battery
shelf first regardless of which thermal switch is
tripped ensures adequate heat for the batteries
even in the event of a failure in the battery
shelf heater or heater control circuitry. The
fact that the BF shelf is warmer than the battery
shelf due to greater power dissipation dictates
the use of the relatively high 60°F set point for
the BF shelf thermal switch. Should a failure in
the battery shelf heater or heater circuitry
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occur, the RF shelf temperature vill drop to 60*P
or less and thus activates the thermal switch
before the batteries reach their minimu«
allowable temperature.
The locations of the shelf heaters and
thermostatic switches are shown in Figures
3.8.1.2-1 and 3.8.1.2-2.
Since the bus limiters dissipate only excess
solar panel power, the shelf heater cannot
operate during conditions such as an off attitude
failure mode where there is not an excess of
solar panel current. Shelf heaters can be turned
off by turning off the appropriate bus limiter.
The functioning of the shelf heaters is discussed
more fully in the Power/Thermal Hanagement
Section 4.3.4.
3.2.2.1.3 Probe Heaters. The Large and Small Probes have
comrandable shelf heaters to maintain internal
Probe temperatures early in the mission. The
Large Probe uses two 17 watt heaters on the
forward shelf and a 2 watt heater on the aft
shelf. The Small Probes each use one 2 vatt
heater on the forward shelf. All of the heaters
are powered and commanded from the Bus
spacecraft. The commands for controlling the
Probe heaters are given in PC-455, Reference
paragraph 1.5.1.
The probe heaters are designed to maintain the
internal Probe temperature at or above the
minimum non-operating temperature of -40*F at all
times. In addition, the Large Probe heaters will
raise the internal Probe temperature to at least
the minimum operating temperature of -4°F by
(Launch + 60 days) so that Large Probe checkout
can be accomplished. Large Probe temperatures
can be verified by examining telemetry channels
SLFM1T and SLAF1T for the forward and aft shelf
temperature. Similarly SXPHIT and SXAFIT are the
telemetry channels for the Small Probe forward
and aft shelf temperatures where I is either 1, 2
or corresponding to Small Probe 1, 2 or 3.
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The Large Probe heaters should be turned off when
either telemetered shelf temperature exceeds
+60«p without other internal power dissipation;
the Small probe heaters should be turned off when
either telemetered shelf temperature exceed +60°f
without other internal power dissipation. After
removal of heater power, the Probe heater should
be turned ON again if either telemetered shelf
temperature reaches or decreases below +5°P.
The effects of the thermal design on mission
operations are discussed in Sections 5.1.2.1.2.1
and 5.2.2.1.2.1.
3.2.2.2 Thermal Louvers. The eleven thermal louvers
mounted on the aft side of the equipment shelf
are used to regulate the heat flow from the
equipment shelf by varying the effective thermal
emittance with movable louver blades, when the
blades are fully closed* their polished aluminum
surface has an effective thermal emittance of
0.1. When the louver blades are fully open, the
exposed quartz mirror has an effective thermal
emittance of 0.61.
Each thermal louver covers an 8-inch by 16-inch
area and has four pairs of louver blades. Each
pair of louver blades is actuated by a coiled bi-
metallic strip mounted in a housing between the
blades; the louver blade pair is rotated from the
closed to the open position as the bi-aetallic
strip is heated. The bi-aetallic actuators are
condactively isolated from the louver structure
so that the louver blade position is determined
by the heat radiated from the equipment shelf.
Each blade pair in a particular louver is set to
open and close at the same temperature. However,
there are two different set point ranges used in
order to obtain the proper unit temperatures.
Hine louvers are set to close completely at or
above 50°P and to open completely at or below
85»P. The remaining two louvers which are used
under the batteries are set to close completely
at or above 40°P and to open completely at or
below 75°P. The physical arrangement of these
two different louver types is shown in Figure
3.1.1.1-1 (Appendix C) .
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The thermal dissipation from the louver varies
with temperature due to the position of the
louver blades and the temperature of the
radiating surface. In addition, louver
perfomance is affected by spacecraft spin
induced radial acceleration that increases the
bearing friction and thus creates a hysteresis
effect. The performance of the two louver types
is shown in Figures 3.2.2.2-1 and 3.2.2.2-2.
3.2.2.3 Thermal Doublers. Because of the honeycomb
construction of the equipment shelf, lateral heat
conduction is relatively lov. In order to
adequately spread out the heat from high power
units so that it can be dissipated, a thermal
doubler is used. One thermal doubler on the
aultiprobe is a 0.070-inch thick beryllium plate
mounted between the high power communications
equipment such as the power amplifiers and the
equipment shelf. Another is used between the
star sensor and the equipment shelf.
To enhance the thermal conduction across the unit
mounting interfaces, RXV-566 is applied to the
mounting surfaces of units with high power
dissipation.
3.2.2.4 Insulation Blankets. Insulation blanXets are
used on the spacecraft to help isolate it from
the environmental extremes encountered during the
mission. The blankets are made from fifteen
layers of aluminized Kapton. The interior layers
of these blanXets are 1/4 mil thick, aluminized
on one side only, and crinkled to achieve the
minimum contact between layers. To minimize
weight, separators are not used between layers.
The outer layer is 1 mil Kapton, aluminized on
one side only with the bare Kapton side exposed.
The blankets are made in various segments to ease
access and assembly. The blanket segments are
attached to each other with Velcro fasteners. In
order to minimize heat leaks through these
attachments, the number of fasteners and the
stitching used to attach the Velcro to the
blankets is minimized.
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Temperature Sensors. Temperature sensors are
mounted throughout the spacecraft to measure and
provide telemetry of the thermal status of the
spacecraft and selected units. Table 3.2.2.5-1
lists each of these temperature sensors, its
location, reference designator, and it*s Hughes
part number.
Solar Heating Restrictions. The normal attitude
of the Hultiprobe is with the spin axis
perpendicular to the sun*s rays (sun angle of 90°
as measured from the forward spin axis). Planned
and unplanned excursions from this normal
attitude affect the thermal balance of the
spacecraft. Depending on the operating mode of
the spacecraft and its distance from the sun, off
attitude orientations can be sustained for
varying lengths of time before spacecraft
overheating occurs. Figure 3.2.3*1 shows the
time limits for various sun angles as a function
of tine from launch and spacecraft operating
mode.
Ranges of Expected Mission Temperatures. Table
3.2.4-1 gives the range of expected temperatures
in a nominal mission for each telemetered
temperature.
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TABLE 3.2.2.5-1
TBEBHAL TELEHZTRY DESCRIPTION
Reference
Designator
RVCO1T
RVCO2T
ROSC1T
ROSC2T
RAMP1T
RAMP2T
RAMP3T
RAMP4T
AST ART
FBI PIT
PB1P2T
PB2P1T
PB2P2T
PPAN1T
PPAN2T
VTNK1T
VTNK2T
VJET1T
VJET2T
VJET3T
VJET4T
VJET5T
VJET6T
VLIN1T
VLIN2T
VLIN3T
VLIN4T
Telemetry Description
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Receiver 1 VCO Temperature
Receiver 2 VCO Temperature
Transmitter Aux Oscillator 1 Temp
Transmitter Aux Oscillator 2 Temp
Power Amp 1 Temperature
Power Amp 2 Temperature
Power Amp 3 Temperature
Power Amp 4 Temperature
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Star Sensor Temperature
POWER SUBSYSTEM
Battery 1, Pack 1 Temperature
Battery 1, Pack 2 Temperature
Battery 2, Pack 1 Temperature
Battery 2, Pack 2 Temperature
Solar Panel 1 Temperature
Solar Panel 2 Temperature
PROPULSION
Tank 1 Temperature
Tank 2 Temperature
Radial Jet 1 Temperature
Radial Jet 2 Temperature
Radial Jet 3 Temperature
Radial Jet 4 Temperature
Fwd Axial Jet 5 Temperature
Aft Axial Jet 6 Temperature
Propellant Line Temp 1
Propellant Line Temp 2
Propellant Line Temp 3
Propellant Line Temp 4
HAC
Part Number
TI RTH-42
TI RTH-42
TI RTH-42
TI RTH-42
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908631-32
908635-4
908635-4
908635-4
908635-4
908683-4
908683-4
908631-32
908631-32
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908683-4
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
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TABLE 3.2.2.5-1. (Continued)
Reference
Designator
SHL01T
SHL02T
SHL03T
SHL04T
SHL05T
SHL06T
SHL07T
SHL08T
SHL09T
SHL10T
SHL11T
SHL12T
SBNMST
SBIMST
Telemetry Description
STRUCTURE-HARNESS SUBSYSTEM
Shelf Temperature 1
Shelf Temperature 2
Shelf Temperature 3
Shelf Temperature 4
Shelf Temperature 5
Shelf Temperature 6
Shelf Temperature 7
Shelf Temperature 8
Shelf Temperature 9
Shelf Temperature 10
Shelf Temperature 11
Shelf Temperature 12
BNMS Temperature
BIMS Temperature
HAC
Part Number
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
908631-32
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TABLE 3. 2.4-1
RANGE OF EXPECTED MISSION TEMPERATURES
NOTE: Representative nominal mission temperatures are described in
Reference: 1. 5.33).
Reference
Designator
RVCO1T
RVCO2T
ROSC1T
ROSC2T
RAMP1T
RAMP2T
RAMPS T
RAMP4T
AST ART
PB1P1T
PB1P2T
PB2P1T
PB2P2T
PPAN1T
PPAN2T
VTNK1T
VTNK2T
VJET1T
VJET2T
VJET3T
VJET4T
VJET5T
VJET6T
VLIN1T
VLIN2T
VLIN3T
VLIN4T
Telemetry Description
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Receiver 1 VCO Temperature
Receiver 2 VCO Temperature
Transmitter Aux Oscillator 1
Temperature
Transmitter Aux Oscillator 2
Temperature
Power Amp 1 Temperature
Power Amp 2 Temperature
Power Amp 3 Temperature
Power Amp 4 Temperature
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Star Sensor Temperature
POWER SUBSYSTEM
Battery 1, Pack 1 Temperature
Battery 1, Pack 2 Temperature
Battery 2, Pack 1 Temperature
Battery 2, Pack 2 Temperature
Solar Panel 1 Temperature
Solar Panel 2 Temperature
PROPULSION
Tank 1 Temperature
Tank 2 Temperature
Radial Jet 1 Temperature
Radial Jet 2 Temperature
Radial Jet 3 Temperature
Radial Jet 4 Temperature
Fwd Axial Jet 5 Temperature
Aft Axial Jet 6 Temperature
Propellant Line Temp 1
Propellant Line Temp 2
Propellant Line Temp 3
Propellant Line Temp 4
Expected Mission Temperatures, °F
Maximum
108
106
106
106
128
126
123
115
128
93
93
93
93
146
146
122
122
112
117
122
113
136
116
117
99
113
110
Minimum
57
55
56
51
75
81
45
47
43
30
30
36
38
-64
-64
78
76
45
40
53
49
50
55
53
60
49
61
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TABLE 3.2.4-1 (Continued)
Reference
Designator
SHL01T
SHL02T
SHL03T
SHL04T
SHIEST
SHL06T
SHL07T
SHL08T
SHIEST
SHL10T
SHL11T
SHL12T
SBNMST
SBIMST
Telemetry Description
STRUCTURE-HARNESS SUBSYSTEM
Shelf Temperature 1
Shelf Temperature 2
Shelf Temperature 3
Shelf Temperature 4
Shelf Temperature 5
Shelf Temperature 6
Shelf Temperature 7
Shelf Temperature 8
Shelf Temperature 9
Shelf Temperature 10
Shelf Temperature 11
Shelf Temperature 12
BNMS Temperature (NOTE 1)
BIMS Temperature (NOTE 2)
Expected Mission Temperatures, F
Maximum
92
96
117
109
101
115
104
111
104
116
116
97
113
135
Minimum
10
25
35
50
49
68
61
48
49
• 52
27
15
19
33
NOTE 1: Temperature predictions are for thermal model
Node #301, and NOT for the telemetered temper-
ature sensor whose location is not well defined.
NOTE 2: Temperature predictions are for thermal model
Node #303, and NOT for the telemetered temper-
ature sensor whose location is not well defined.
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Figure 3.2.1-1
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3.3 COHTSOL SUBSYSTEM
3.3.1 Subsystem Description
3.3.1.1 Functional Description. The control subsystem
provides the sensors and onboard logic to
accomplish the following functions:
(a) Spin rate and spacecraft attitude
determination.
(b) Roll reference signals for science
instruments and for timing the spin
angle release of the Small Probes.
(c) Control of thrusters for spin axis
precession maneuvers, spin speed
control, and spacecraft velocity
maneuvers.
(d) Nutation damping.
The simplified blocX diagram of Figure 3.3.1-1
illustrates the control subsystem elements that
perform these functions.
The attitude determination design utilizes dual
slit sun and star sensors to measure the sun and
star positions relative to spacecraft
coordinates. The sensors detect the selected
celestial target crossing through their field-of-
viev (FOf) each spin period due to vehicle spin
rotation. Both sensors use silicon detectors to
develop an electrical pulse when the target
crosses the POf. The star sensor is capable of
detecting 25 (£ •I.5 silicon magnitude) stars.
Time interval measurements are made between
command selected sensor outputs and then
telemetered to a ground station for computation
of spacecraft attitude. A spin angle star gate*
changeable in time occurrence in the spin period
by command* is utilized in conjunction with a
star detection threshold setting that is
changeable in threshold level by command to
provide discrimination of star references.
The inertial reference can be command selected to
be either the sun or a star. This detected
signal then becomes the onboard roll reference
for attitude maneuvers, attitude measurements and
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3.3.1.2
the science reference signals. A "free-run* mode
is also selectable which substitutes an
electronically derived poise for the inertial
reference.
The Bui ti probe spacecraft utilizes six
thrusters to provide the capability for
performing attitude maneuvers, spin speed
control i and velocity change maneuvers. Possible
thruster configurations and the selection
required to perform a desired maneuver are
discussed in Section 3.4. The control subsystem
provides the capability of command selecting the
th rosters and controlling the fire mode and
firing duration. Thrusters may be fired in a
pulsed or continuous mode. In the pulse mode the
firing pulse can be command selected to occur at
any azimuth angle. An additional option permits
the generation of a firing pulse 180 degrees from
the first pulse (alternate fire mode) . Further
options permit two selectable pulse widths (128
ms or 512 ms) and the pulsed firing duration to
be controlled by time or pulse count. Details
and application of this feature are given in
Sections 3.3.2.3.5, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 4.3.1.
The control subsystem also provides passive
nutation damping of the spacecraft.
Hardware Implementation. The equipment required
to perform the control subsystem functions
consists of an attitude data processor, sun
sensor assembly, star sensor assembly, and
damper. The functions performed by these units
are as follows:
(a) Attitude Data Processor (ADPi - The ADP
is a command controlled unit which
processes the sun and star inputs for
attitude determination and on -board
roll reference, controls thruster
firing modes for precession, velocity
and spin maneuvers, and provides the
roll index pulse (RIP), roll reference
pulse (Fs) and sector pulses for the
scientific instruments. The RIP pulse
is used also for generating the roll
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oriented release signal for separation
of the three Snail Probes. Tvo units
are provided for redundancy.
(b) Sun Sensor Assembly- The sun sensor
assembly contains a mid -range sensor,
an upper sensor and lower sensor to
provide the required field -o± -view.
The output fro» a vertical slit (tf>
pulse) provides an inertial reference
and spin speed information. The output
froa a canted slit ($2. pulse) provides
indirectly sun pitch or aspect angle
(sun elevation angle wrt the spacecraft
*Z axis) information. Each sensor is
redundant.
(c) S^ -ar Sensor Assembly . The star sensor
is a COB aand controlled unit vhich
contains a vertical (#*) slit and
canted (4>2*) slit either of vhich can
be used to provide star pulses for an
inertial reference or attitude
deters in at ion .
(d) Nutation Pauper. The nutation daaper
is a passive, self contained device
which uses the vave action of liquid
freon within a tube to absorb the
nutational energy of the spacecraft.
3.3.1.3 Spacecraft Coordinates Definition. The
coordinate system for use with the controls
subsystem is defined in Section 3.1.
3.3.1.1 jBquipmen^ . Loca tions. The control subsystem units
are mounted on the spacecraft as shown in Figure
3.3.1-2 and Figure 3.3.1-3.
3.3.1.5 Attitude Sensors Geometry
3.3.1.5.1 Sun Sensor Field of Views. The mid-range and
extended range sun sensor field-of -views provide
coverage (ip output) from 10<> to 170* from the +Z
axis. The ip2 output provides coverage from 15°
to 165° from the +2 axis. The field-of-view of
each sensor is shown in Figure 3.3.1-4. For the
direction of spacecraft rotation indicated in
Figure 3.3.1-4, the ip sensor will see the sun
slightly ahead of the ip sensor in time.
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3.3.1.5.2 Sensor Field of View. The star sensor
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
field-of-view (FO¥) is 24 degrees in elevation
with the center of the FOf located at 58.272
degrees from the +Z axis as shown in Figure
3.3.1-5. For the direction of spacecraft
rotation indicated in Fignre 3.3.1-5, the ][>*•
sensor slit will see a selected star slightly
ahead of the ip* sensor slit in tiae.
On its Description
Sun Sensors. Three redundant spin scan son
sensors mounted in each of two sensor assemblies
are provided to aeet the field-of-viev
requirements. Both sun sensor assemblies are
located at the outer periphery of the shelf in
order to have an unobstructed fie Id -of -view. The
aidrange sun sensor asseably provides spin
reference pulses (ip) over a sun aspect angle
range of 45 to 135 degrees fro a the vehicle spin
axis and output pulses (^2) f°r sun aspect angle
measurements over a sun angle range of 55 to 125
degrees. The geometry of the mid range sun sensor
is shown in Figure 3.3.2.1-1. The extended range
sun sensor asseably contains two integral
sensors. The upper sensor provides spin
reference pulses over the range froa 10 to 100
degrees and sun aspect angle pulses froa 15 to 90
degrees. The lower sensor provides corresponding
pulses over the range of 80 to 170 degrees and
sun aspect angle pulses from 90 to 165 degrees,
respectively. The geometry of the extended range
sun sensors is shown in Figure 3.3.2.1-2.
One set of three sensors is connected to each JLDP
providing redundancy. The sensor assemblies are
passive; there is no coaaand or teleaetry
interface with them directly nor is any power
provided. Electronic processing of the sensor
outputs and the teleaetered tiae occurrence of
the pulses is perforaed by the ADP. This is sore
fully discussed in Section 3.3.2.3.
Only one of the three sensors can be selected by
command at a tiae so that there is no ambiguity
in pulse usage. The leading edge of the ADP
detected sun pulse is the tiae reference (0.150
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microampere threshold level of sensed sun
signal). The boresight location is nominally at
352.5 degrees in the spacecraft coordinate
system. The relationship of the sun sensor
boresight to the sun pulse as detected by the A DP
is shown in Figures 3.3.2.1-3 and -4. The 4>,2,
pulse is used solely for sun look (aspect) angle
telemetry measurements.
The variation of the sun pulse at Earth and at
Venus is also shown in Figure 3.3.2.1-3. Shifts
in the leading edge of the sun pulse at Venus can
be coipensated for in the calibration data of the
sun pulse.
The relationship of the PSI and PSI2 outputs over
the field-of-view provided by the aid-range and
extended range sun sensors is shown in Figure
3.3.2.1-5.
3.3.2.2 Star Sensor
3.3.2.2.1 General Description. The star sensor is a spin
scan sensor having a dual slit solid-state
detector with a fan-shaped FOV. One slit* <//*, is
aligned in a plane containing the spin axis and
the second slit, t,?** ^ canted 20 degrees
relative to the ip* slit. The direction of cant
causes the tine interval between the 4>* and 4>,2*
to be the shortest when the star is closest to
the +Z axis. The electronics of the i/»» and t/>2*
channels are completely independent; providing
redundancy. Both channels can operate with
either ADP.
The boresight of the star sensor is located
56.182 degrees fro» the spacecraft spin axis.
The elevation FOV is 24 degrees centered about
the boresight axis. This is shown in Figure
3.3.1-5. The azimuth FOV of each slit is 0.5
degree. The star sensor is aonnted on the outer
periphery of the shelf with the boresight at an
azimuth location of 15 degrees fro* the
spacecraft +X axis, Measured toward the +1 axis
in the spacecraft X-Y. plane. A star passing
through the center of the FOV will nominally
traverse the 4>+ slit at an azimuth angle of 21.6°
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3.3.2.2.2
and the ^2* at 15». It is provided an
unobstructed field-of-view.
The sensor is an integral unit having a single
conical sunshade, a common optical system and an
electronics housing assembly containing the two
redundant electronic modules.
The star sensor is not damaged by sunlight
entering the optics. The sun shade design
employs a two-stage baffle system to limit the
input of stray light. This permits stars to be
detected that are 55 degrees or more from the sun
and 37 degrees or more from an illuminated Venus,
Karth, or moon. These angles include an
electronic recovery time of 66 milliseconds
(worst case) .
A common optical system provides energy to the
two photodetectors of the 4* and ijj2* channels.
A block diagram of one of the two identical
electronics channels is shown in Figure 3.3.2.2-
1. The basic function of the sensor is to output
a position pulse from each operating channel for
use by the ADP whenever the detected amplitude
level exceeds the commanded threshold value, thus
providing amplitude discrimination against
background noise and dim stars. Angle
discrimination for the position pulse is provided
by the ADP. A star pulse from either channel can
be selected as the on-board inertial reference in
the ADP or supplied to telemetry for attitude
determination. This is more fully discussed in
Section 3.3.2.3.
Command Functions. The two star channels are
individually controlled by redundant power on and
off pulse commands from cons 1 and 2, (STR19 or
STBA9 for PSI* OH; SIR 10 or STRAjjr for PSI* OFF;
STB29 or STRB9 for PSI2* ON; STR2? or STRB? for
PS12* OFF). The two channels are not
operationally mutually exclusive and thus can be
used simultaneously.
The commands control a mechanical relay which
connects a fused bus line to the unit regulated
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power supply. A single redundant quantitative
cowand (SIEQ1 or STfiQA) controls the desired
individual threshold level and bandpass selection
in each sensor channel. The quantitative coaaand
bit structure is as follows:
Bit location in con and vord
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Don't care
bits
PS 12* bandpass select—1
PS 12* threshold select
PSI* bandpass select
PSI* threshold select
Bandpass selection: 0s 19 Hz; 1=2 Hz
The threshold selection coding is shown in
Reference: Paragraph 1.5.1. Calibration is
listed in Appendix A.
The bandpass selection controls the low frequency
cut-off to be at 19 Hz or 2 Hz to enhance star
detection over the broad spin range. A summary
of the pulse coaaands, coaaand assignments and
associated aneaonics is shown in Section 3.3.4.
The present recoaaendation is that the 19 Hz
bandpass be used for all spin rates* based on
vendor tests (Reference: Paragraph 1.5.23).
Tele»etrv Functions. The star brightness
aeasureaent is telemetered directly froa each
star sensor channel as an 8-bit analog
aeasureaent. The aeasnreaent is the peak
aaplitude of any detected light source appearing
within a spin angle gate provided by the ADP, and
is reset by the leading edge of that spin angle
gate when it opens again one spin period later.
The spin angle gate is 11.25 degrees wide and can
be positioned at any aziauth angle by coaaand to
the ADP.
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The commanded threshold setting for each star
sensor channel is also telemetered as an 8-bit
analog measurement. The nominal expected voltage
for each threshold setting is shovn in Section
3.3.4.
The On/Off status and the bandpass selection
status of each star channel are provided as bi-
level status bits to the DIHs. A temperature
sensor* located near the common star sensor
detector chip is teleaetered. This permits an
assessment of the star sensor detection
capability at a known telemetered temperature
(effect of temperature on performance is
discussed in Section 3.3.2.2*5 below). A summary
of the star sensor telemetry is shown below.
STAB SEM SOB TELEHEIRI S U M M A R Y
TELEflEYS* HEASOBEHEMT TYPE
PSI* Brightness Analog
PS12* Brightness Analog
PSI* Threshold Setting Analog
PSI2* Threshold Setting Analog
Star Sensor Temperature Analog
PSI* OR/OFF Status Bilevel
PS 12* ON/OFF Status Bilevel
PSI* Bandpass State status Bilevel
PSI2* Bandpass State Status Bilevel
DESIGNATOR
A*1BKH
A*2BBK
A*1THS
A*2IHS
ASTABT
A*10MS
A*2ONS
A*1BPS
A*2BPS
3.3.2.2.4 Star Pulse Relationships. The position pulse is
generated within the ADP when the peak amplitude
of the star sensor video pulse exceeds the
commanded threshold level. The leading edge of
the position pulse occurs when the trailing edge
of the video pulse falls to 25 percent of the
peak amplitude. The relationship of the star
sensor boresight axis and the position pulses,
star sensor boresight axis, and PSI* optical axis
is saown ia Figures 3.3.2.2-2, 3.3.2.2-3A through
3.3.2.2-30, 3.3.2.2-41 and 3.3.2.2-4B. These
curves were generated from information contained
in References 1.5.23 and 1.5.24.
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3.3.2.2.5 Detection Performance. Star detection
capability, as affected by temperature, selected
channel, and selected threshold level, is seen in
Figures 3.3.2.2-5A through 3.3.2.2-5G. Detected
star brightness will vary as a function of the
spacecraft spin rate. This effect is shown in
Figure 3.3.2.2-6 and shall be coapensated for in
telemetry data processing using calibration
curves provided with each flight unit. Likewise,
there is a predictable and calibratable effect as
a function of the COM an a selectable bandpass.
This effect is shown in Figures 3.3.2.2-7.
elevation field-of-view is shown in Figure
3.3.2.2-ttA and 3.3 .2 .2-80. Reference: Paragraph
1.5.23 states that the maximum usable field-of-
view of the star sensor is ±11. So.
3.3.2.2.6 Summary of Biases tor Sun Sensor and Star Sensor.
Figure 3.3.2.2.6-1 shows a top view of the
spacecraft coordinate system and azimuthal
relationship between it, the sun sensor and the
star sensor.
(This information is also contained in the
obligue views shown in Figure 3.3.1-4 and Figure
Table 3.3.2.2.6-1 and Table 3.3.2.2.6-2 list and
generally explain the sun sensor biases and star
sensor biases, respectively, that play a
significant role in Attitude determination
(Section 4.3.2) and Roll Reference Transfer
(Section 4 .3 .3) .
3.3.2.3 Attitude Data Processpr (ADP)
3.3.2.3.1 general Description. Each of the two ADPs
contains all the logic and signal processing to
determine time intervals between sun and star
sensor outputs for transmission to the ground
station for computation of spacecraft attitude.
For onboard functions, azimuth spin pulses are
generated for spin period synchronization of star
gates, reaction jet firing start signal, despin
reference and science roll index pulse reference.
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Each. ADP interfaces with a dedicated set of three
sun sensors. (Toe too ADPs and the two sets are
not cross-strapped.) One of the three sun
sensors is command selected based on the
spacecraft spin axis to sun LOS pitch (aspect)
angle. The sun aspect angle relative to the spin
axis is determined by measuring the time interval
between pulses (^ - i j j 2 >- With the spin period
time measurement {\\> - \\,) , the aspect angle time
measurement can then be quantized in terms of
spin degrees. This then can be converted to
obtain the resulting sun aspect angle.
Bach ADP can operate with either channel of the
star sensor. Normally, no re than one star will
appear in the FOV of each revolution, therefore
angle and brightness discrimination is provided
to obtain valid data froa a known star. A
commandable detection threshold setting in the
star sensor will be used to provide amplitude
discrimination against background noise and dim
stars. A star gate, commandable in spin angle
from the sun 4> pulse, will be used in the ADP to
angle-discriminate against other bright stars.
The star aspect angle relative to the spin axis
is determined by the time difference of the ^*
and 4<2* pulses. lime interval measurements from
the sun 4> pulse to the star ^* pulse or 4^* pulse
are also made, thus permitting the use of only
one star slit for attitude determination when
favorable sun-star geometry exists.
Either the son or star can be command selected
for the onboard inertial reference. The selected
input controls a phase lock loop (PLL) which then
provides a quantization of the spacecraft spin
period. The PLL is able to provide 2»° Fs sector
pulses to the scientific instruments. A
commandable delay from the inertial reference is
provided by the Boll Index Pulse (HIP). A roll
reference pulse is also provided by the PLL which
is phase synchronous with the selected inertial
reference.
The ADP also controls all the firing modes of the
thrusters via command, and the operation of the
latch valves.
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3.3*2*3.2 piserete. Command functions. Redundant discrete
commands using COBs 5 and 6 control power
application to each of the two redundant &DP
units. The OB COBBand only affects the
designated unit and does not turn the other unit
OFF. Thus both units can be on simultaneously.
This feature is used for the initial spin up
maneuver following launch vehicle separation to
assure Baxiaui success probability, it is
imperative that the onboard coBBand sequencer be
programmed for this Maneuver to only use COB 5 to
turn on ADP Mo. 1 and only COH 6 to turn on ADP
Ho. 2. These particular command lines are
grounded through the separation switch and
preclude the IDPs from being commanded on and
executing the spin up maneuver due to any failure
or spurious pulses that aay affect the automatic
sequence prior to spacecraft separation.
The ADP will initialize in a randoa Banner at
unit tarn on except for the thruster control
functions. These will initialize as follows:
CIRCUIT STATPS
JCE Output Buffer Disabled
JCE Bagnitude Count Random
Jet Fire COBBand Latch Reset
Jet Interlock Coamand Latch Reset
Additionally, system tests have shown that it aay
take up to 0.5 second after an iDP has been
turned 01 before the ADP will respond to a
quantitative command.
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A summary of the five ADP discrete commands and
their mnemonics is as follows:
CQBHAHD DESCEIPTIQH
ADP 1 OH
ADP 1 OFF
ADP 2 OH
ADP 2 OFF
ADPA9
ADP 1?
ADPA?
ADP29
ADPB9
ADP2?
ADPBpr
Latch Valve *1 Open VAL19
VAL19
Latch Valve 41 Closed VAL1?
Latch Valve #2 Open VAL29
VALB9
Latch Valve *2 Closed VAL2?
VALB0
BESABKS
lot operative
prior to
separation
Mot operative
prior to
separation
3.3.2.3.3 Quantitative Copland Functions. A single but
separate quantitative coMand "ADP configure,* is
provided to ADP *1 only via COB 5 (ATQjM through
ATQ12), and ADP t2 only via COB 6 (ATQjft through
AIOJTL)
 t i.e.* there is NO covaand redundancy to
each unit. The quantitative co»aand is
structured such that the first four LSBs of the
available 16 bit quantity are dedicated for
address identification to control 12 internal
functions. An example of these functions and bit
designations is shown in Table 3.3.2.3-1 for
ATQ?1 (ADP*1) or ATQpA (AD Pi 2) . Beasure»ents A
and B in the table are equivalent to measurements
1 and 2 respectively, in the B1£BOHIC assignments
of PC-* 55. The remaining command functions may
be found in PC -4 55 (Beference: Paragraph 1.5.1).
The structure of the quantitative commands will
be discussed in detail in the following sections
to facilitate use of the ADP.
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The command interface is shown in Figure
3.3.2.3-1 (Appendix C) .
3.3.2.3.4 Mode Control
3.3.2.3.4.1 Circuit Description. Operational control of
the PLL is provided by use of the ADP Bode
Select quantitative COM and that uses Address f2
(ATQJT3 or ATQ0C of the ADP Configure Command) .
The logic processing diagram is shown in Figure
3.3.2.3-1.
The PLL is a variable frequency pulse generator
which maintains both frequency and phase lock
with the command selected input reference: sun,
star* or simulated SBB. The prise element in the
PLL is a voltage controlled oscillator (YCO)
whose frequency is controlled by an analog
compensation network. Under zero error
conditions for the phase locked loop (i.e., phase
and frequency lock with the input signals) , the
fCO will generate a frequency whose value counted
down by either 2**, 2*», 2", or 2" will provide
an output pulse Fs essentially coincident with
the input pulse. The different countdown chains
are command selected ("PLL spin range select11:
ATQJ73; SB) to provide an operating range
consistent with the spacecraft spin rate. For
non-zero error conditions, the sensor input pulse
and the output Fs are phase compared, and the
resulting phase error forces the ¥CO frequency to
be altered until zero phase error condition is
achieved. In addition to generating the spin
synchronous Ps output, the PLL also generates a
synchronous high multiple of 2>* Fs and 2»° Fs(1024 sector poises) .
The output from the PLL is used to drive one
fixed gate, gate -A, which is centered over the FS
poise and two command variable (ATttpS or ATQpE
for ACS Angle Delay Magnitude; ATQjtt or ATQ/F for
Boll Index Delay Bagnitude) delayed outputs, in
addition. Gate A has two command selectable
widths of 11.25 degrees and 45 degrees, both of
which are centered over the Fs pulse. The 45
degrees width is only obtained when star
acquisition is command selected ("Star
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Acqoisition/Momal :ST=M/A) . The two variable
delay generators provide output pulses at
independently command controlled angle delays
froa the Fs reference. The desired delay is
loaded into a 10-bit counter which is counted
dovn by the 2*° FS pulses.
One generator is used as the Boll Index Pulse
(BIP) reference for use by the scientific
instruments. The second generator is used to
provide the desired roll angle delay for jet
firing. This delay is also snared to locate a
second gate. Sate B, which provides angle
discrimination for star pulses.
Hhenever the SBB pulse does not appear within
Gate A, a "aissing SBB* pulse is generated at the
end of Gate A. The generation of this pulse is
not dependent upon the loss of lock enable
COM and bit. The Kissing SBB pulse serves two
functions outside the loss of lock logic; they
are:
(a) Xo generate a *PLL Master Beset Pulse*
in the PLL which is used to reset the
phase detector* error integrator and
PLL timing, so that the PLL frequency
is not changed as a result of aissing
the SKB pulse.
(b) The pulses are accumulated for
telemetry in a counter ("Hissed SBB
Count": ABISSC). This counter is reset
each time it is read out to telemetry.
The SBB to control the PLL can be one of three
inertia 1 pulses (\\>, 4>*r 4^ *) or the simulated
SRB. The sun (^ ) is preferred because it
provides an unambiguous reference. The initial
sun acgnisition is performed with the sun gate
disabled. This allows the PLL to lock onto the
sun wherever it is in the spin cycle. Once
locked, the gated sun mode can be used and the
loss of lock detection enabled. In the gated
•ode, the Fs pulse must occur within Gate A. If
the pulse is missing for two or more consecutive
revolutions, the PLL automatically transfers to
the simulated SBB. Vhen the sun pulse appears
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within Gate A for two consecutive revolutions,
the reference automatically transfers back to the
sun. Any star pulse from either the PSI* or
PSI*2 channel can be selected for a reference.
All star references are constrained to be used in
the gated mode.
The simulated SRR utilizes a commandable spin
period (ATQ?7 or ATQJIG for HSBs; ATQjfS or ATQjTH
for LSBs of PLL spin period magnitude) which can
be set from 0.25 «sec to 16.384 seconds in 0.25
•sec increments. This reference can be selected
by either a command (AXQ.93, fi£F = Sltt) or the
loss of lock logic (if enabled by command ATQJ73,
PL=E) if two consecutive missing SRH pulses
occur. The period should be set within 0.78
percent of the actual spin period (at 5 rpo) when
operating with the loss of lock enabled. The
accuracy is required to maintain the inertial
location of Gate A so that the reference pulse
will reappear in the gate after the two
revolution criteria is satisfied to transfer back
to the inertial reference.
A star advance mode ("SBR Advance": SB A = ADT) is
provided which permits switching the SRR from sun
to star, from star to star, from star to sun,
from simulated SRR to sun, or from simulated SRR
to star, ihen transferring to sun, the sun gate
must be disabled, when transferring to star, the
star gate (Gate fi) must be located over the
desired star. Upon execution of the SRE advance
command, the PLL will reset the phase so that the
new reference will occur within Gate A. The
advance status reverts to normal status once a
new SBR pulse is detected and the phase is reset.
A star acquisition mode (ST = N/A) is provided
which allows locking to a star pulse in the
absence of a sun reference.
Use of the mode control command is described in
the following section.
3.3.2.3.4.2 Command Dsaqe aode control is accomplished
using the ADP Bode Select command (ATQ03 or
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ATQJ7C) . The use of each bit in the command is
described be low:
(a) SHE Advance (SBA = VRB/ADV) - The SBB
(Selected Boll Reference) Advance is
used to switch froa one reference to
another. Typically reference switching
from sun to star, from star to star*
from star to sun* from simulated SBB to
sun, or from simulated SRR to star
(Star Acquisition) is accomplished by
this command bit. The telemetered nSBB
Advance" bit (ADVAHS) will change
automatically from logical one (Advance
State) to logical zero (Normal State)
once a new SRB pulse is detected and
the phase is reset.
Since the "SHE Advance1* can effect
various modes of transfer, the
interdependence of this bit with other
logic bits of (ATQ£3 or ATQjIC) requires
careful elaboration. Transfer of roll
reference, such as sun to sxar or star
to star, is accomplished by positioning
Gate B over the desired star that is to
be the next primary reference. After
receipt of the "SRB Advance1* CUD bit,
the phase of the PLL is reset so that
the desired star now appears in Gate A
and becomes the reference for the PLL.
The other additional modes of transfer
can best be described in subsequent
paragraphs in conjunction with other
CHD bit usage.
(b) Enable/Disable Sun Gate (SUG = E/D) -
The Enable/Disable Sun Gate
accomplishes a two-fold purpose: a)
for a logical 1 (enable), it allows the
loss of reference detector (**nissing
SRB" counter) to telemeter (ABISSC) the
number of missed son pulses during the
sample interval; i.e., between leading
edges of successive occurrences of ADP
Status Read envelopes (the interval
time period depends on bit rate and
selected Tfi format - refer to Paragraph
1.5.2 for details) . If two or more
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consecutive missing sun poises (not
within Gale A) do occur and assuming
"PLL loss of lock* is enabled, it
allows SEE transfer to simulated SHE;
b) for a logical 0 (disable) , it allows
normal son acquisition.
(c) star Acquisition/Normal (ST = N/A) -
Star acquisition allows phase locking
to a star pulse (likely used in the
absence of a sun pulse). Normally, the
simulated SEE signal will have been
selected as a PLL reference and the
commanded spin rate will be chosen as
close to the actual spin rate as
possible. However, some snail
frequency difference may exist which
allows star gates A and B, which are
now phase locked to the simulated SHE,
to slip in pkase with respect to the
actual stars, making it impossible to
keep a star within Gate B.
(d) SftE/Simulated SEE Select (part of HEF -
SOM/STB/SIfl) - For a logical 1, the
primary input to the phase lock loop
will be the SEE (4, 4/* or i|j2*) • unless
an automatic transfer is accomplished
by two consecutive missing SEE pulses.
In the latter case (PLL loss of lock
enable = 1) the simulated SEE is
selected. For a logical 0, the only
input to the PLL is the simulated SEE
irrespective of all other conditions.
Note: Prelaunch tests on one Flight
Hodel ADP have shown that the SEE to Ps
delay at 4.7 rpm had changed from
typically 2.6 milliseconds with use of
a real SEE, to typically l.ttS
milliseconds with use of the simulated
SHE.
(e) Sun/Star Select (part of HKF =
SUM/STB/SIH) * Either the selected 6
(logical "1") or the Gated star A
(logical "0") is selected by the
"sun/star select" (serial command bit) .
The resulting signal is the Selected
Boll Bef erence (SEE) .
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(f) Son Sensor Select (SBB = 8/U/L/S) -
Signals 4> and ^2 are received, each on
tvisted and shielded pair, from each of
three son sensors, midrange, extended
range upper and extended range lower.
These six signals are processed by six
identical sun sensor electronics
su basses blies. The outputs of these
electronics are input to a digital
•ultiplexer vhere one 4> and \\i2 P*ir(both froB the save sensor) are coaaand
selected for use by the ADP.
(g) Star Gate B; Channel 1/2 Select (SGB =
1/2) - One of the two star processor
channels (^* or $2*) vithin the ADP can
be chosen by "star Sate fi channel
select1* (logic 1 * 4^*) . The selected
star sensor channel vould then be for:
(a) telemetered tile interval
measure*ent (SBB to Gated Star B ATTM)
between tae SBB and that star that is
the first chronologically in Gate B
that exceeds the commanded threshold;
(b) tele Bete red star brightness
•easure*eat (A*1BBH or A*2BhH) of the
brightest star appearing in Gate B
before the telemetry is saapled; and
(c) use in the SBB Advance Logic for
transferring the SBR to the first star
appearing in Gate B that exceeds the
CHDED threshold level.
(h) Star Gate A; Channel 1/2 Select (SGA =
1/2) - One output (4>* or (\>2*) from the
two-channel star processor is chosen by
•star Gate A channel select" (logic 1 =
i|j*) . The selected channel is gated by
Gate A froB the PLL to become "gated
star A.N Gated Star A is sent to the
son select/star select logic and the
coB«and and TH subunit tor attitude
measurements (*SBB to SBR," when the
SBR is that star in Gate A) .
(i) PLL Loss of Lock Enable/Inhibit (PL =
E/D) - The "loss of lock- logic should
•ore properly be labeled "loss of SBR"
logic, as that is exactly what it
detects.
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The last commanded s^ ate of the "loss
of lock." logic is telemetered as the
bilevel signal* PLL Loss of Lock
Enable/Inhibit** (ALOLES) .
The actual state of the PLL v.r.t.
lock on the SBB is telemetered as the
bilevel signal *»PLL Loss of Lock1*
(ALOCKS) .
After receipt in the ADP of a
command to enable or inhibit the logic
circuitry, it may take up to one spin
period for that consanded logic state
to be established (commanded state is
set by the occurrence of Gate A). Once
enabled (logical "I"), this logic vill
detect, and output a signal to the
reference select logic, the JCE, and
telemetry (.LOCKS will = 0) whenever
two or more successive SBB pulses are
found to be outside of Gate A. This
loss of lock will cause automatic Boll
Reference transfer to the simulated
SHE, and inhibit the Jets from being
fired. If, while the PLL loss of lock
logic is still enabled, and two or more
successive SRfi pulses vere to reappear
within Gate A, the "PLL loss of lock1*
signal would return automatically to
its normal (in-lock) state. (The
requirement for two or more successive
reappearances prevents a single
spurious noise pulse on the SBB line
from reselecting the SEE as the PLL
reference.
If inhibited (logical N0n) by command,
the "PLL Loss of Lock** signal (ALOLES)
will indicate an apparent "in-lock"
state (logical "I"), whether or not the
PLL is truly locked on the SBB.
(j) PLL Spin Bange Select (SB = 4-71) - PLL
fCO output (nominal operating
frequency) is divided down by a counter
with variable length. Ihe PLL Spin
Mange Select command bits select the
appropriate variable divider output to
give a total countdown chain length
versus spin range as shown below:
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COOSTDOHH
CHAIN LENGTB
PLL OPERATING
EAB6E
4.0
8.0
16.0
32.0
8.85 rpa
17.7 rpm
35.4 rpm
70.8 rp*
These operating ranges have overlap
designed to avoid dead zone regions and
also to allov some flexibility with
respect to the transmission of a new
PLL spin range select command.
Nominal range switching would be
done only associated with substantial
spin speed changes daring which the PLL
loss of lock, would be inhibited, as it
cannot track continuous burn spin speed
changes. After such a change, the PLL
would require approximately 70
revolutions minimum, as a rule of
thumb, before it has settled and is
ready for lock-on to an SKR.
3.3.2.3.5 Haneuver Control
3.3.2.3.5.1 Circuit Description. Attitude, velocity and
spin speed control are provided through the use
of a combination of axial and radial thrusters.
Pour radial, one forward and one aft axial
turusters are common to the Orbiter spacecraft
and flultiprobe spacecraft.
Toe jet controlling logic functions are generated
within each of the ADPs. However, only one
driver module is provided for each thruster or
latch valve. Bach. ADP contains half of the
required drivers. Either ADP can operate any
thruster even though the driver is physically
located in the other ADP. Each driver is
connected to the spacecraft essential bus and
separately protected using 5 amp fuses* There is
no need to activate the drivers by command; they
are permanently activated. The logic diagram of
the thruster control functions is shown in Figure
3.3.2.3-1.
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The drivers, thr asters and latch valves are
interconnected so that the ADP that controls the
latch valve also controls all the thrnsters that
are supplied hydrazine by that latch valve. A
complete loss of an ADP will still perait
•aneavers to be performed.
In the continuous firing mode the firing duration
is controlled by use of the JET countdown
quantitative COB Rand that uses Address *3 (ATQ0N4
or ATQjTD of the ADP configure command) which
permits up to 2096.64 seconds in 0.512 second
increments.
The pulsed firing mode has two commandable poise
widths* 128 ms and 512 ms. The roll oriented
firing location is selected by using the ACS
variable delay output from the roll reference
generator (via ACS Angle Delay quantitative
command that uses Address 14 (ATQps or ATQJ7E of
the ADP configure command)). The occurrence of
the delayed output initiates the start of the
fire pulse. In the command selected normal mode,
a fire pulse will be generated every revolution.
In the alternate fire mode (2 pulse firings per
spacecraft revolution), a second fire pulse will
be generated 180 azimuthal degrees with respect
to the first pulse. The duration of the pulsed
firing mode can be controlled by pulse count or
time duration. Mith pulse count selected, the
magnitude command converts to a pulse counter
which then permits up to 4095 pulses in one pulse
increments.
After the firing logic has been selected, the
actual firing is initiated by commanding the
interlock function (via JET Fire Interlock
quantitative command that uses Address *10 (ATQ11
or ATQjFK of the ADP configure COB Band) followed
by the fire command (via JET fire quantitative
command that uses Address *11 (ATQ12 or ATQpL of
the ADP configure command). There is no time
limitation after the interlock command but the
command sequence should group these tvo commands
together. The firing sequence will terminate
when the magnitude decrements to zero count. The
JCE output buffers are automatically commanded
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off and the Magnitude counter will anderfIon,
terminating with a count of 4095 (indicated in
telemetry by "JCE Countdown" AJBAGC - as twelve
"ones") .
A duty cycle detector is activated during all
pulsed firing »odes which monitors the JCE buffer
output to the solenoid drivers. If the duty
cycle exceeds the limits shown in Pigure 3.3.2.3-
2, firing will be terminated. The detection
point is a function of spin speed and will
exclude the normal operation of the wide pulse
•ode above 20 rpm. This feature cannot be
disabled by command.
One other protective feature is provided for use
with the pulse mode. Since the roll angle delay
requires the PLL to be locked for accurate
firing* a PLL loss of lock detection can be
enabled which will terminate any maneuver. To
use this capability, the PLL loss of lock is
enabled and the PLL reference should be operated
in the narrow gate mode. If two successive SBB
pulses occur outside Gate i indicating the PLL is
not locked, the out of lock detector will
terminate the sequence. This feature should be
disabled for spin speed maneuvers since the PLL
cannot track large spin speed changes and will
terminate the spin sequence if loss of lock is
detected.
Command Usage. Operational use of the
thrasters is accomplished by use of the
commands described belowi
(a) Jet Control (Quantitative command that
uses Address §1 (ATQJT2 or ATQ?£ of A DP
conf ig ure command)) .
(1) Jet Select (HI, R2, B3, B4, A5, or
A6; each = E/D) - six bits of the
magnitude data are dedicated to
selecting any set of four radial and
two axial thrnsters, by commanding a
logical "1" state for each thruster
intended to be active. Any or all
thrusters can be selected; however,
during normal mission operations, a
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aaxiBUB of two thrasters will norBally
be selected. PC-455 (Refer to
Paragraph 1.5.1) shows the specific
Magnitude data bit associated with a
given thraster. Possible thruster
options per maneuvering function is
specified below:
FOlOTIQB
SELECTED FIRIHG
HOPE
THBDSTER
SELECTION
Spin Speed Change Continuous or False 2R+4B (Spin-down)
1R*3B (Spin-up)
Velocity Change Continuous
Pulse
Pulse (Twice Spin
Frequency)
5A+6A
1B*2B*3B*aB
5A+6A
Ittitude Change Pulse
(2) Spin Bate Detector Enable/Inhibit
(SRD = E/D) - Onboard detection is
provided which will terminate any
firing sequence when specific limits
are detected and a logical 1 is
coBBanded for this aagnitude bit. A
spin rate detector measures the spin
period and will teroinate the maneuver
if the spin frequency is less than 3.7
rpa or over 67 rpa. This capability is
provided by a special counter which
Measures the tiae interval between two
successive SBB pulses using a 15.625 Hz
clock rate. A failure is indicated if
the detected count is less than 14 or
greater than 254. If the gated
reference Bode of the PLL is being used
during the first firing sequence,
(i.e., "loss of lock1* logic is enabled)
firing will be terainated if the SBB
Boves outside Gate A. The loss of SBR
pulses will also be detected as a low
rpB condition. Xhis detection
capability can be disabled by coBBand
(logical •0") but this should only be
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done for the initial spinup maneuver so
that the spin rate can be set above the
lover threshold.
(3) Continuous/Pulse Pire Select
(F * P/T) - The thrasters will be
fired in two nodes of operation,
nanely: a) continuous (logical N1W)
and* b) poise. In the continuous node
the throsters are fired continuously
until terminated by a proper completion
of the count sequence or automatic
override features previously discussed.
(4) Pulse/Time Count (C = P/T) - The
jet countdown magnitude (contained
in quantitative command that uses
Address *3 (ATQfft or ATQpD of A DP
configure command)) initializes a 12
bit counter (AJHAGC) , that is
subsequently counted down to zero based
upon the logical state of this bit.
The countdown counter will count
elapsed time when either (or both) the
continuous fire mode or the time count
mode is selected, and counts pulses
when both the pulse fire mode and the
pulse count mode are selected. (If the
alternate mode is selected and pulses
are to be counted, each of the two
pulses per revolution is counted).
Thus, if both the pulse fire and time
count modes are commanded the pulse
duration of the firings is still
controlled by the pulse width selection
signal. The countdown counter counts
elapsed time from the start of the
first pulsed firing. In pulse mode,
the firing pulse can be commanded to
occur at any spin azimuth point using
the ACS angle delay command.
(5) Pulse Hidth Select: (512/128 ms;
P * 2/8 respectively) - The firing
signal to the solenoid drivers in the
pulse mode of operation will either be
512 milliseconds (logical "I*) or 128
milliseconds (logical N0n).
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(6) Normal/Alternate Fire Bode (FH *
I/A) - In the nomal fire mode
(logical "1") a single fire pulse vill
be generated every spin period at the
commanded angle delay. In the
alternate fire node (logical "0") a
second firing pulse is generated 180
degrees after the first pulse in each
revolution. The alternate fire node
provides the capability to translate
the spacecraft axially in a vernier
increment, i.e.* pulsed, while keeping
nutation at a small level. The first
pulse firing to occur after the
Alternate Fire Bode is selected vill
correspond to the first occurrence of
the SEE pulse (0° azimuth angle), even
if Bode selection occurs on-board
before occurrence of the 180° azimuth
angle event.
(b) Jet Countdown (Quantitative command
that oses Address *3 (ATQJM or ATQ£D of
ADP configure command)). Twelve bits
of magnitude represent 4095 pulses or
2096.64 seconds Maximum count. In the
ti»e count mode, a clock, frequency of
1.9S3 Hz or 0.512 seconds per bit is
used to countdown the elapsed time as
represented by the contents of the 12-
bit jet countdown register, that has
been loaded by command. In the pulse
mode, the same register is used, and
decrements for each fire pulse
generated.
(c) ACS Angle Delay Hagnitude (Quantitative
command that uses Address §4 (ATQJ75 or
ATQjTB of ADP configure command)) . The
JCB jet fire angle is determined by the
ACS delay generator. The ACS delay
pulse is generated by a 10-bit (360»)
delay counter. The command is the
binary magnitude of the desired delay
with a quantization of 0.351 degree per
bit. This counter is initialized to
the commanded "ACS delay" angle by the
PLL output signal Fs. The counter is
then counted down by the "2"° FS* clock
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poise ontil it underflows. The counter
underflow is the "ACS delayed pulse,"
and initiates thruster firing in the
pulse Bode.
The ACS delay generator is shared with
the star gate B function. The angle
delay locates the starting edge of Gate
B (Gate A is centered on Ps) . The ACS
delay quantity has a one count bias,
i.e.* the actual delay is one count
greater than the coaaanded value.
Therefore, to accomplish a zero degree
angle delay, a delay of 360° (ten
"ones") iust be commanded into the
countdown register.
(d) JCB Buffer Output Enable (Quantitative
coMand that uses Address t8 (ATQ?9 or
ATQpI of A DP configure coaaand)). The
+5 volt and the +15 volt to the JCE
logic circuitry is controlled by the
ADP power on/off discrete coaaand.
However, an additional line switch
provides coaaand control of the +15
volt bus to the JCE output buffers.
The line switch is latched on (and
indicated by A JCE IS or AJCE2S,
corresponding respectively to the use
of ADP1 or ADP 2), whenever the "JCE
buffer output enable" coaaand is sent.
The latch is reset to logical "0" and
the switch turned off whenever any of
the six disable conditions listed below
occurs:
(1) Countdown counter (AJBAGC) reaches
zero count and underflows (noraal
operation)
(2) ADP initialization (insures that
the JCE buffer output is off at
ADP power turn-on)
(3) Receipt of the "JCE buffer output
disable* cad (see itea (e) ahead)
(4) "PLL Loss of Lock" condition when
enabled
(5) "Over/under spin rate" condition
when spin rate detector is enabled
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(6) "Duty cycle failure" condition
when operating in poise firing
•ode
(e) JCE Buffer Output Disable (quantitative
command that uses Address 19 (ATQ1? or
ATQjTJ of ADP configure command)). This
COMBand will terminate any thruster
firing in progress irrespective of the
state of the countdown counter or the
onboard JCE failure protection. The
coKBand disables the JCE output buffers
and will reset the fire and interlock
logic. The counter will indicate the
incompleted count of the maneuver.
(f) Jet Pire Interlock (Quantitative
GOBIand that uses Address i10 (ATQ11 or
ATOJTK of A DP configure command)).
The Jet Fire interlock Command
controls the state of the JCE Fire
Enable/Disable logic. This
Enable/Disable logic does not allow the
jets to fire (as indicated by AJCEPS -
JCE Fire Enable Status remaining a
logic «0«) until both the jet fire
interlock command and the jet fire
comaand have been received in that
order without an intervening JCE Buffer
Output Disable command. The interlock
command sets a flip flop which then
permits another flip flop to be set
when the fire command is received.
Should the JCE Buffer Output Disable
command be received after the jet fire
interlock command but before the jet
fire command, both flip flops will be
reset and the jet fire interlock
command must be transmitted again
followed by the jet fire command before
the jets will begin to fire. There is
no time lapse requirement between the
jet fire and jet fire interlock
command.
(g) Jet Fire (Quantitative command that
uses Address §11 (ATQ12 or ATQ?L of ADP
configure command)). This CSD starts
the thruster firing sequence if proper
initialization described above is true.
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3.3.2.3.6 Attitude Beasurements
3.3.2.3.6.1 Circuit Description. A logic diagram of the
attitude measurement function is shown in
Figure 3.3.2.3-1.
A total of six different time separation
measurements may be computed, however, only two
may be selected at a time, in any combination
from the table below:
SELECTABLE H3ASORBHEHT (ATTHi ADDRESS
S B B - S B B 0 0 0
SRR - Hinor Frame Start Signal 100
SBB - BIP (Boll Index Pulse) 0
SBB - HIP (Invalid on Hultiprobe) 1
SRB - Gated Star B 00
SBB - PSI2 1 1
SRR - Hajor Frame Start Signal 0 1
1
1
0
0
1
The signal SEB (selected Boll Reference) may be
command selected to be: SUM (i|>) , star Channel 1
MJ*) , Star Channel 2 (^2*> • or Simulated SRB.
while operating in the so-called •free-run" mode.
Hote that for measurement number 5, Gated Star B
may be either ijj* or 4/2*'
The actual measurements are computed in binary
counters using a clock frequency of 4 kHz, thus
giving a measurement resolution of 0.25
milliseconds. After the measurement is
completed* the counter is frozen and cannot be
reset by the SBB until the 16-bit magnitude along
with the measurement identification, A or B,
(equivalent to 1 or 2 respectively in the
mnemonic assignments of Reference: Paragraph
1.5.1) and the command selected addresses are
parallel transferred into the serial IB registers
at the leading edge of the first of the three
readout envelopes. This clears the counter and
enables the start of a new measurement. The 24
bits of data in the Tfl register is then shifted
out serially least significant bit first in three
groups of 6 bits. The readout format is shown in
Table 3.3.2.3-2. This same measurement will be
continued to be read out until the on-going
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measurement is complete and the transfer and
readout process is repeated.
A summary of the attitude measurement processing
is as follows:
(a) The selected roll reference pulse
generates a "start* pulse which:
(1) Resets the ATTB counter to zero
(2) Enables the 4 kHz clock pulse to
the ATTB counter
(b) The selected "stop* pulse (SBR, Binor
Frame Start, Major Praae start, RIP, HIP,
Gated Star B, or ijj2) •(1) Disables the 4 kHz clock pulse to
the ATTH counter
(2) Sets a "measurement start/stop
control* flip-flop which freezes
the ATTB counter until the telemetry
subsystem is ready to read the
measurement
(c) The first of the three ATTB read
envelopes will:
(1) Transfer the measurement, if
complete, to the TB register
(2) Enable the start of new measure-
ment at the next SRR
(3) Start the TB readout process
The synchronization of the attitude measurements
with telemetry will insure that information will
only be loaded into the TB register when the
previous measurement, has been completely read out
at least once. If no stop pulse is detected
before a second selected roll reference pulse is
generated, the counter will be reset and the same
measurement will be started again.
The serial TB register shall be shifted out
during 3 TB read envelopes; 3 subcommutation
envelopes in the subcommutation mode (S BODE) or
3 minor frame envelopes in the minor frame mode
(B BODE). In each mode, the envelopes are
counted modulo 3 and the data are output to two
separate DIBs providing redundancy.
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If a new measurement is not ready when the first
envelope of the next group arrives, the old
measurement is shifted oat again (recirculated).
The repeated measurement word can be identified
by Sel 1/B (equivalent to 1/2 respectively), bit;
Sel A/B is toggled as each new measurement is
loaded and the previous measurement is read out
in TB. The state of this bit remains unchanged
if a measurement is repeated.
3.3.2.3.6.2 pata Valid Deft.ermiaatj.on. The attitude
measurements can be telemetered in either
the subcom (s) mode or in a minor frame format (M
mode). If data is being telemetered in a minor
frame format, the subcom data is invalid. The
onboard processing is as follows:
S mode is arbitrarily assumed at the start of
each major frame. H mode is then entered and S
mode is inhibited if a single minor frame
envelope is detected. If H mode is envoked,
subcom envelopes will be ignored for the
remainder of the major frame. If H mode is not
entered, the subcom data will remain valid. A
summary of this process is as follows:
(a) If no minor frame envelopes occur, the
data in the subcom words will be valid.
(b) If subcom envelopes and minor frame
envelopes both occur within the same
minor frame, the minor frame data will
be valid and the subcom data will be
all logical zero's except for the first
subcom word in each major frame.
(c) When switching from the subcom only
sampling format to the minor frame
sampling format, the minor frame data
may be out of sequence until the next
measurement is completed.
(d) When switching from the minor frame
sampling format to the subcom only
format, the subcom data will be all
zero's until the start of the next
major frame, or until the next
measurement is completed, whichever
occurs last. If the new measurement
occurs last, the subcom words following
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the first »ajor frame pulse may be
randoa1; permutated until the nev
measurement is completed,
(e) If any of the selected measurement
pulses disappear, the ATTH will "hang
up" and the previous measurement will
be repeated.
3.3.2.3.6.3 Unjgqe Attitude Heasurements. Several types of
measurements ace somewhat unique and bear
mentioning.
(a) The SRH-Hinor Frame Start or Hajor
Frame Start measurement. Whenever the
spacecraft rotor rate is higher than
the minor frame rate, two or more SRB
pulses may be expected between two
minor frame rate pulses. The ATTH
logic is implemented to calculate the
smallest time separation between these
two pulses. This is accomplished by
the logic automatically resetting the
ATTH counter whenever an SRB pulse
occurs, regardless if a measurement is
in progress or not*
(b) whenever an inertial reference is lost
and the Simulated SRB becomes the SBB,
all measurements will be computed with
the Simulated SRR acting as the "start"
pulse. This insures that such vital
science data as SRR—RIP signal, or SRB-
flavor Frame Start signal will not be
lost. The drift rate between the
Simulated SRR and the actual rotor rate
can be checked by (SRR-^2) or (SRR-
Gated Star B) telemetry measurement.
3.3.2.3.7 Roll index Delay Hagffitude (Quantitative Command
that Uses Address fS (ATQ06 or ATQ0F of ADP
Configure Command* I . The Roll Index Pulse (RIP)
is generated by a 10-bit (0° to 359.65°) counter
in exactly the same manner as is the ACS delayed
pulse. The counter is initialized to the
commanded roll index delay magnitude by Fs. The
command is the binary magnitude of the desired
delay with a quantization of 0.351 degree per
bit. The RIP is transmitted to science, to the
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3.3.2.3.8
3.3.2.3.9
COM and and telemetry subanit for attitude
Measurements and to the Small Probes release
interface circuit.
On like the ACS delay, the actual BIP delay is
equal to the number of magnitude counts
commanded.
PLL Spin Period Magnitude - HSB {Quantitative
Command that Uses Address *6 fATO07 or AT00G of
JIDP Configure Command)) . Eight bits of this
magnitude command are used to control the eight
most significant bits of a 16-bit counter that
control the simulated SBB generator. The
simulated SBB generator outputs pulses at a
period proportional to the PLL Spin Period
Magnitude serial commands. The 16-bit command
words are loaded into a counter which is counted
down at 4 kHz. Upon reaching zero, the counter
outputs a pulse and reloads itself (in the "free-
run1* mode) with the 16-bit command word and
continues to count down).
The output frequency of this generator can be
made nearly equal to the actual rotor spin rate
within 1/2 of the 0.25 msec resolution. The
phase of the output signal is made equal to the
PLL output, Fs, by using Ps to load the counter
prior to manual or automatic switching to the
simulated SBB as the PLL reference. Thus,
negligible phase transients are introduced to the
PLL when switching to Simulated SBB as a PLL
reference.
The generator is allowed to "free run" (not being
loaded by Ps but by the Simla ted SBR pulse
itself) whenever the Simulated SBB is used as the
PLL reference, which occurs whenever a "Loss of
Lock" condition exists or whenever so selected by
the SBB/Simalated SBB select command bit.
PLL Spin Period Magnitude — LSB (Quantitative
Command that Oses Address *7 (ATQp"8 or ATQ0H of
ADP Configure Command^1. Eight bits of this
magnitude CHD are used to control the eight least
significant bits of a 16-bit counter described in
the preceding paragraph.
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3.3.2.3.10 ADP Status Heasureaents
3.3.2.3.10.1 Circuit Description. There are 79 bits of
status information within the ADP that is
formatted into ten serial digital TH words,
consisting of 8 bits per word. Host of the ADP
configure ooviands (ATQjM through ATQ12) status
bits are telemetered as part of these ten words,
allowing for command verification. In addition,
the following data is contained within these ten
TH words:
(a) S«all Probe Release Status (1 bit)
(b) flissed SBB Count (4 bits)
(c) PLL Loss of Lock Status (1 bit)
The data format for each of these words is
contained in PC-454 (Reference: Paragraph 1.5.2).
The ADP Status TH can be read out in either a
subcom mode or in a minor frame mode. In the
subcom mode, the ten words are read out one word
per minor frame for ten consecutive minor frames.
In the ACS format, or minor frame mode, the words
are read out in ten consecutive word slots, all
ten words being read twice per minor frame.
The interface with the telemetry subsystem is
done by way of a three signal interface. The ADP
receives a TH read envelope and TH read clock and
outputs ADP status data serially, one bit per TH
read clock, 8 bits per read envelopes. The ADP
has redundant output buffers to each DIH which
precludes a single failure in one DIH from
destroying the data read into the redundant DIH.
3.3.2.3.10.2 ADP Status Data Talid Determination. The ADP
status data can be telemetered in either the
subcom mode or in the minor frame format. If
data is being telemetered in the minor frame
format the subcom data is invalid. The onboard
process is as follows:
A unique read envelope is sent to the ADP for
each of the two formats. This allows the ADP to
determine which format has been selected and
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output the data on a single serial interface. A
suBBary of this process is as follows:
(a) If no ainoc frame envelopes occur, the
data in the SUDCOB words will be valid.
(b) If snbcoB envelopes and Binor frame
envelopes both occur within the same
minor frame:
(1) The data appearing in the snbcom
words will be word 1 of the ten
word sequence.
(2) The data in the Binor frame words
will be valid.
(c) When switching from the snbcom only
sampling format to the Binor frame
p sampling format, the minor frame data
will be valid within the first complete
minor frame.
(d) When switching from the Binor frame
sampling format to the subcoB only
format, the data will be valid within
the first coaplete major frame.
3.3.2.3.11 Bile vel Telemetry . Each ADP provides two
bilevel bits directly to separate DIM channels
as follows:
TB DESCBIPTIOB HBEflOBIC
ADP go. 1 OB/OFF Status AADP1S
ADP Bo. 2 OB/OFF Status AADP2S
JCE Bo. 1 Buffer Output AJCE1S
Status
JCE Bo. 2 Buffer Output AJCE2S
Status
3.3.2.4 Mutation PailP3r- *&« nutation damper on each
spacecraft is a passive, sealed straight tube of
liquid freon S3.
Wave action in the peripheral surface of the
liquid absorbes the nutational energy of the
spacecraft, assuring positive stability of the
vehicle. The damper is required to reduce
vehicle nutation to 1/3 (~ 37 percent) of the
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3.3.2.5
3.3.2.5.1
initial value in a time interval of 160 minutes
for all phases of the mission.
A fill fraction of 25 percent of the total cavity
volnne is employed, based upon results of
optimization studies.
The damper longitudinal axis is mounted 16.5 ±1.0
inches radially outboard from and parallel to the
vehicle spin axis.
Liquid Freon contained within the damper is free
to aove at all times. Its boiling point of
+3060? and freeze point of -160°F are well
outside the qualification temperature range of
1380? and 0*P. Because of favorable inertia
ratios during probes separation, it will not
produce unfavorable dedaaping or amplification of
nutational motion. After spinup, centrifugal
force acts on the liquid Freon forcing it to
spread out along the tube longitudinal axis.
During spacecraft nutational motions, free
surface waves are propagated in the liquid Freon.
Energy of nutation is dissipated by means of
viscosity friction effects of these surface waves
relative to the damper tube wall.
The performance of the damper is dependent on
spin rate, temperature and the mass properties of
the vehicle. The performance of the damper at
specific phases of the mission is summarized in
Table 3.3.2.4-1.
Engineering Instrumentation
Temperature HonitorjLnor. A temperature sensor for
the control subsystem, as shown in the table
below, provides thermal information directly to
DIMs. The measurement is only sampled in the
snbcom format and there is no redundancy.
DESCRIPTION
Star Sensor
Temperature
LOCATION
Hear the detector chip
HNEHOHIC
ASTABT
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3.3.3 Operational pe script ion
3.3.3.1 Sqn Acquisit jon. San acquisition occurs when the
PLL in the 1DP obtains a frequency and phase such
that the Ps output pulse is in lock with the
detected son pulse. Since the sun can be
detected unambiguously, acquisition can be
accomplished using the nngated (360 degree gate)
sun mode. However, certain command information
must be supplied to the ADP to achieve and verify
a successful acquisition. After the A DP "OH"
command is generated (ADP19 or ADPA9 for ADP No.
1; ADP29 or ADPB9 for ADP Ho. 2), then the ADP
must be configured via the quantitative commands
in the following manner (Heasurements A and B
correspond to measurements 1 and 2 respectively
of the Bnemonic listing contained in Reference:
Paragraph 1.5.1) :
(a) Heasurement Select (ATQJM or ATQ0A)
COHHAHD BIT t:
Address
Don't care
25
thru
28
29
thru
35 38
thro thru
37 10
0000 ZZXZXX 010 010
Heasurement A; SBR to SIP
measurement B; SHR to RIP
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(b) Jet Control (ATQ?2 or ATQpB)
1000 0000000 1 0 0 0 1
Id dress —— —-1
Bo jets selected
Borstal fire mode selected -
128 BS poise width selected —
rise count selected
Pulse Bode selected
Spin rate detector enabled
(assuses spin rate >3.7 rp»)
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ADP Bode Select (ATQ03 or ATQ0C)
0100 10 0 XX 11 1 1 0 0 0
Address
8.0 to 17.7 rp«J
spin range
PLL Loss of Lock —
Enable/inhibit
(Inhibited)
Star Gate & channel —
select (don't care)
Star Gate B channel —
Select (don't care)
San Sensor Select ———
(attitude dependent)
San/Star Select
(Son selected)
SRR/simlated SHR Select
(SEE selected)
Star Acquisition/Horaal •
(Rorval Selected)
Enable/Disable Sun Gate *
(Disable Selected)
SBR Advance (Hor»al Selected)
Roll Index Delay Hagnitude (ATQJT6 or
ATQpF)
Address
1010
..J
0000000000 XX
Zero Angle Delay
Don't Care
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The *SBB to RIP" measurement is selected to
verify normal phase Lock Loop Acquisition. At
ADP power turn-on, the PLL is initialized to the
center of one of the randomly selected spin
ranges; i.e., 6.425 rpm, 12.85 rpm, 25.7 rpm or
51.4 rp». Proper initialization by the ADP Rode
Select Command above is necessary so that the PLL
can slev in the correct frequency range using the
sun as a reference until the PLL rate is
identical with the spacecraft rotor rate. The
only time the PLL will not slew in frequency is
if the PLL is din phase and frequency lock with
the SBB. Therefore, by selecting the BIP angle
to be zero, the attitude measurement SBB to BIP
will provide a •easnreaent of the PLL phase bias
fro* ADP input leading edge detection (SBB pulse)
to Fs (PLL overflow pulse}. This is identified
as SEE to Fs bias in Figure 3.3.2.1-3. (Any roll
index delay can be used if this phase bias is not
to be measured.) Daring sun acquisition, the
Measurement of SBB to BIP will behave like a
damped sine wave (see Figure 3.3.3.1-1). Once
the PLL is in lock, the measurement provides the
steady state phase bias between the SBB and the
PLL output for attitude determination update.
The steady state bias is not expected to exceed
±0.250.
A time history of representative phase lock loop
acquisition for 5 rpm and 15 rp» (Figures
3.3.3.1*1 and 3.3.3.1-2) shows total acquisition
time of 450 seconds and 76 seconds, respectively.
These figures were derived from a computer
simulation that excluded any effect of nutation
and wobble.
The following time interval measurements are
obtained upstream from the phase lock loop, and
their validity is therefore unaffected by the
state of the phase lock loop: (4^, ~^^ 2' ^ ~
Ba jor Frame Start, and -^flinor Frame Start).
Proper telemetry indication after Sun Acquisition
is as listed in Table 3.3.3.2-1 in the next
section.
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3.3.3.2 ADP HorBal Opera+JM ffo^y- The normal operating
mode will be considered to be son reference while
spinning at 15 rpa for the transit phase. The
sun acquisition operation discussed in the
preceding paragraph is considered to have been
accoiplished at this point.
The initial conditions for transferring to the
normal operating Bode are assumed to be as
follows:
(a) Spacecraft spinning at 15 rpa.
(b) ADP is OK and the PLL is in lock with
the sun as reference.
The jet control logic should have been COBBanded
to the safest configuration; i.e., no jets
selected with the spin rate detector enabled
during sun acquisition (see 3.3.3.1).
Telemetry indications for these initial
conditions should indicate as shown in Table
3.3.3.2-1.
The jet countdown magnitude (ATQJH or ATQ/D)
should be couanded to a zero count. (The
initial spin-up maneuver would have terminated
with a BaxiauB count in the count register.)
Verify the JCE buffer output power (AJCE1S or
AJCE2S) is off* or disable the output by coaaand
(ATQ1? or ATQJTJ) .
The ATTB Beasuremenls (ATQjH or ATQ?A) should be
coaiand selected to be:
(a) SHE to SER
(b) SBR to PSI2.
This will provide a measureaent of the actual
spin period and the sun aspect angle. These two
aeasureaents provide a quick look of the
spacecraft inertia1 relationship. After the
average spin period has been determined, the
siBulated spin period of the saae magnitude
should be commanded ((ATQJT7 and ATQJ78) or (ATQJTG
and ATQpR)). It is recoBBended that the spin
period be continuously telemetered throughout the
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•ission if other attitude measurements are not
being Bade. The simulated spin period then
should be updated to the nearest integral value
(25 millisec, resolution) when GOBI and
opportunities exist. A one-bit error vill permit
operation in the free-run .ode for 16-minutes at
15 rp» without the inertial reference moving
outside of Gate 1.
After the correct simulated spin period has been
commanded, the A DP should be commanded to operate
in the gated sun Mode with the PLL loss of lock
enabled. This will permit transfer to the
simulated roll reference if tvo consecutive sun
pulses are missed for an; reason. The ADP mode
command to select this configuration is as
follows:
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ATpQf3 or ATQgfCr
25 29 . 34
thru & &
COHBAWD BIT *: 28 30 31 32&33 35 36S37 38 39 40
,0.100 10 1
Address '
8.0 to 17.7 rpm 1
Spin Range
PLL Loss of Lock. — •-
Enable/Inhibit (Enable
Selected)
Star Gate A Channel ——-
Select (Star 1 Selected)
Star Gate B Channel ———
Select (Star 1 Selected)
Sun Sensor Select —— '
(It tit ode dependent)
Sun/Star Select (Son Selected) •——
1 1 X T 1 1 0 1 0
SRR/SiBolated SRR Select
(SRR Selected)
Star Acguisition/Horaal (loraal
Selected)
Enable/Disable Son Gate (Enable Selected)
SRR Advance (loraal Selected) ——
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.3.1
Star Sensor Control Includina Star Acquisition
Control. Each channel of the star sensor
is individually controlled bj ON and OFF discrete
couaads- Both channels vill nor* ally be
commanded OS for attitude determination
•easure»ents .
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Typical telemetry response for the star sensor
with both channels operating is shovn in Table
3.3.3.3-1.
3.3.3.3.2 Star Detection Capability. The star sensor has
capability of detecting (one at a tire) any one
of 25 stars or the planet Saturn within the
celestial sphere, dependent upon the spacecraft
attitude. The detection capability at any point
in time will vary with spacecraft spin rate, star
elevation within the FOV, sensor temperature, and
the selected bandwidth within the sensor. These
effects are presented in 3.3.2.2 and are to be
used to correct the telemetered star brightness
value. The sequence for star brightness
calibration are listed in Table 3.3.3.3-2.
Temperature affects the probability of detection
for any given star, but does not affect the
brightness to TB volts relationship
significantly .
The brightest stars are listed in Table 3.3.3.3-3
in decreasing order of brightness index ("silicon
magnitude* as determined by the star sensor
silicon detector spectral response and tabulated
in Reference: Paragraph 1.5.23) with their
positions expressed in terms of Earth Centered
Ecliptic coordinates. In-flight calibration
shall be used to correct the list to remove
intensity errors created by a non-perfect star
standard during test.
The minimum star brightness levels (as
telemetered) required for time interval
measurements versus selected parameters, are
listed in Table 3.3.3.3-5.
3.3.3.3.3 Star Brightness Heasorements. Star brightness
measurements are telemetered directly from each
channel of the star sensor, &*1BRN for the PSI*
channel and &*2BRH for the PSI2* channel. To
measure the brightness of a given star, the
azimuth position of (Sate B must be commanded via
the A DP (ITQprS for ADP Ho. 1; ATQJTE for ADP Ho.
2) to encompass the star location within the
11.25 degree gate. Formulation of the proper
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command bit structure to position Gate B properly
is discussed in 3.3.2.3.5.2. The commanded angle
delay is the leading edge of Gate B with respect
to the occurrence of the SRR pulse. This same
Gate B is used within the 1DP to Bake a time
interval measurement to the star pulse occurring
within Gate B.
Important distinctions between the brightness
measurement and the tire interval measurement
should be understood.
For the sake of understanding the brightness
measurement, the opening of Gate B can be
interpreted in terms of time occurrence as veil
as azimnthal location. The commanded azimuthal
position for Gate B is translated by the Controls
S/S into a tiae delay w.r.t. the SRR occurrence,
for the opening of Gate B. At the instant that
Gate B begins to open, the star brightness
detector resets, and begins to look for the peak
signal that occurs wh^le Gate B resains open (for
the tiae period equivalent to 11.250 azimuthal
angle) . At the instant that Gate B closes, the
brightness detector stops looking for any signal,
and instead, holds the peak signal in storage for
nearly one spin period, when Gate B begins to
open again, and the brightness detector to reset
again.
The telemetered value will be the peak star
brightness detected during the last occurrence of
Gate B if the telemetry system samples the
measurement between gate occurrences. If the
telemetry system samples the measurement during
the gate occurrence, the telemetered value will
be the peak value obtained up to the time of
telemetry sampling occurrence. For example, if
the telemetry sampling time occurs instantly
after the opening of Gate B, but before a star is
brightness detected azimnthly later in Gate B,
the telemetered value for brightness would be the
background level (approximately 120 mv. or less).
As a second example, if the TH sampling time
occurred between two stars that are within Gate
B, the telemetered brightness value will
correspond to that star that has already been
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brightness detected, even though the star yet to
be detected Bay be brighter.
The brightness measurement in the star sensor is
independent of the commanded threshold value.
For instance* the commanded threshold value »ay
be insensitive to a star within Gate B, thus
precluding a time interval Measurement w.r.t. the
SRR occurance, but the star's brightness will be
telemetered (if the TH sampling interval occurs
after the star has been brightness detected).
Since only one star channel may be assigned to
Gate B at any instant, only that star channel*s
brightness detector is usable to produce valid
telemetry. The other star channel*s brightness
detector will produce meaningless telemetry.
It follows also that, in the ADP, only one star
channel can be selected at a time for the Gated B
star time interval measurement. Operationally,
it may be desirable to move the location of Gate
B, which is 11.25 degrees wide, around a given
star to determine if there are any interference
sources near that star. Similarly, the threshold
setting of each channel can be varied above and
below a given setting to determine the optimum
setting as well as possible interference effects
from dimmer stars.
3.3.3.3.4 Star Happing. A star map can be attained by
moving the location of Gate B to successive
angular positions. The peak brightness reading
of any detected star will be telemetered directly
by the star sensor. The attitude measurement
capability of the ADP is used to obtain the
azimuth location of a star by selecting the Star
1 input and the elevation of a star by selecting
the Star 2 input. Since these measurements are
made with respect to the PLL reference pulse, it
may take up to three spacecraft revolutions to
acquire a single star measurement depending upon
the selected alternate attitude measurement.
Furthermore, if a detected star is not bright
enough to exceed the commanded threshold level,
the star sensor will not output a star pulse.
Consequently, if no pulse is generated at the
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location of Gate B, the ADP will "hang up*
attempting to make the gated star «easure»ent and
will no longer alternate between measurement k
and B. The telemetered star brightness would
then be used to confirm that a detectable star is
not present at the gate location, and the gate
can be moved to a new azimuth location.
The use of the star mapping capability would be
dependent upon the current knowledge of the
spacecraft attitude and the probable number of
stars that can be detected. If the approximate
attitude is known. Gate B can be moved to the
probable star locations. If the attitude is
totally uncertain* Gate B (11.25 degrees wide)
may be moved in 10-degree increments to attain a
360-degree sweep of the sensor field-of-view or
until the approximate attitude can be derived.
This would minimize the number of gate locations
that would have to be commanded and the time
involved since only three to five stars can be
expected to be detected in any single spacecraft
sweep, i.e., spin revolution. In all conditions,
set the star detectable threshold to level T, (to
level 8 only if no stars are detected with level
7), select the ATTB measurements to be the same
(SBB to PS I*, or SRB to PSI 2*) , and allow
telemetry to gather at least 10 revolutions of
data (5 samples of each of two measurements) . A
suggested flow chart to perform a star map is
shown in Figure 3.3.3.3-1.
3.3.3.3.5 Star Acquisition. Star acquisition is a process
by which the PLL will lock onto the first
detectable star anywhere in the spin period
irrespective of the location of Gate B. It is
intended to be used to lock-up the PLL in the
absence of a sun pulse. Conceivably, this would
only be necessary if the spacecraft spin axis is
within 10 degrees of the sunline (non-standard
attitude) or during a condition when either the
inertial reference is lost due to an incorrect
transfer to a star reference or it becomes
necessary to transfer to the redundant ADP. A
successful star acquisition can only be
accomplished when the star threshold setting has
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been selected to exclude detectable stars within
45 azimuthal degrees of each other.
The sequence of events to lock to a star pulse is
as follows:
(a) Transmit the ADP mode command that
contains the following inforaation:
(1) Star acquisition bit = logical "I"
(2) SRR advance bit = logical "1"
(3) Star Gate A and Star Gate B
channel select ace both equal to
the desired star channel (Star "1" or
Star »2"). HOTE: Star Gate B is
selected in anticipation of making a
star brightness Measurement after the
PLL is phase-locked to the star pulse.
(b) The star acquisition bit (logical •I")
performs two functions:
(1) Widens star Gate A in the PLL to
45 degrees.
(2) Enables the SRR advance logic to
accept the first star pulse
appearing in star Gate A channel
select.
(c) The first star pulse that appears on
the selected star Gate A channel is
used to phase reset the PLL counters
and the Hold Zero Phase Error flip
flop, thus forcing that star to be in
the middle of the 45-degree Gate A.
(d) The PLL then proceeds to produce the
correct phase and frequency to lock on
this star pulse. The wide Gate A can
accommodate the phase transients in
this process, which can be in excess of
the normal 11.25 degree gate.
Formulation of the command bit structure and the
telemetry response is presented in 3.3.4.
3.3.3.4 JCE Control. All command sequences for a thrust
maneuver including the latch valve control should
be carefully checked before the commands are
transmitted. The proper receipt of each command
should be carefully verified by telemetry prior
to initiating the thrusting sequence. (Status
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should be as shown in Table 3.3.3.1—1) . It is
highly recOBaended that all maneuvers be
performed within view of a ground station so that
prompt corrective action can be taken, if
necessary. For any maneuver sequence, the
attitude measurements should be selected to
•easure spin period (SRR to SRR) and sun aspect
angle (SRR to 4^) to provide a direct indication
of expected performance as well as any anomalous
thruster behavior and its effect on spin rate or
spacecraft attitude. The command sequence should
include a back-up command* *JCE Buffer Output
Disable,* (ATQipr or ITOjTJ) following normal
expected completion of the jet firing.
During periods when there is no ground station
coverage, it is recommended that both latch
valves be closed to protect against any possible
failure.
If a maneuver sequence has to be performed in a
manner where the actual magnitude of each
maneuver is not verified prior to the start of a
maneuver, then the magnitude should be
transmitted at least two times. This will
preclude the possibility of a command rejection
causing an improper magnitude execution. The
repeated transmission is to insure that the
countdown register is changed to the desired
value since it would have terminated at the
maximum count after completion of the previous
maneuver.
1 JCE quantitative command or mode command should
not be transmitted while a desired maneuver is in
progress. The commands will be accepted and will
immediately reconfigure the JCE accordingly.
JBgnally important to selecting the JCE
configuration is establishing the proper
configuration of the PLL for a particular
maneuver. One of the basic determinations is
whether it is necessary for the PLL to remain in
lock for successful execution of the maneuver, in
which case the PLL loss of lock function and the
sun gate must be enabled for the maneuver. This
would apply for all pulse firing modes where the
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PLL is used to generate the angle delay for the
azimuth phase angle, but would exclude spin speed
changes using the pulse mode. In operating axial
thntsters in the alternate fire mode, the PLL
phase accuracy is not necessary for the start
fire angle, but is necessary to generate the 180*
pulse separation (pulse firings 180° apart) to
provide cancellation of precession inputs in
order to preclude an unwanted attitude
disturbance. Again, in this case, the PLL loss
of lock function and the sun gate oust be
enabled.
ill continuous firing initiations and
terminations are accomplished by time alone, and
are independent of the PLL operation. However,
when using the axial thrusters in the continuous
fire mode, the spin rate should reaain
essentially constant, and additional failure
protection can be obtained by using the loss of
lock detection capability, since the PLL should
stay in lock during this maneuver. Under such
circumstances, any unwanted radial thruster
firing (due to a logic failure or improper
command selection) would produce a spin change,
causing the PLL to lose lock and terminate the
firing sequence.
A summary of the use of PLL loss of logic for the
various maneuver sequences is presented in Table
3.3.3.4-2.
The PLL has four discrete operating ranges as
discussed in 3.3.2.3.4. When a spin change is
commanded that causes transition of the
spacecraft into a new spin range, the command
sequence must include an ADP mode select command
to the new spin range. When the spin rate is
increased to 15 rpm or higher, the PLL will
reacguire lock (based on unit test data) within
120 seconds maximum after the maneuver is
completed and the proper spin range has been
selected, ihen the spin rate is decreased to 5
rpm, it may take up to 8 minutes for the PLL to
reacqnire lock.
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tonally, the Bidrange sun sensor will be
selected to provide the sun reference pulses to
the ADP. Since its field-of-view (TOY) is
liMited to ±45 degrees, any precession Maneuver
outside this range will require that the
appropriate extended range sun sensor be selected
to complete the Maneuver. However, the extended
range sun sensor can be used for the entire
sequence, since its FO? extends past the 90-
degree sun line angle (see Figure 3.3.2.1-5).
The disadvantage of this last approach is the
loss of resolution in the sun aspect angle in the
initial part of the Maneuver. Hie disadvantage
of the first approach is that it would require a
two-step sequence. This assumes that the bias
angle between the two sensors would have to be
compensated for to achieve the desired accuracy.
If the bias error was Miniaal and could be
accoBBOdated, the transfer could be done while
the aaneuver was in progress provided it was
controlled so as not to occur while a sun pulse
is being generated. This could result in double
pulses being provided to the PLL, and cause it to
slew off frequency, thereby generating a loss of
lock condition. Therefore, it is reconended
that while a sun sensor is acting as the SRR, it
should HOT be replaced by a different sun sensor
during a Maneuver.
After the spacecraft has been spun up to 15 rp»
(after S/C/Lannch vehicle) separation, spin rate
detection should be enabled (SB0X selection of
ATQ92 or ATQPB) to provide that protective
capability for the reaainder of the Mission.
The detector uses a 15.625 Hz clock rate to
Measure the tiae interval between successive PLL
reference poises. When the PLL is operated in
the gated Bode, the gate will exclude the
reference pulse, if the PLL phase error is
greater than half the gate's width (11.250 or
45°) . The loss of the reference pulse for More
than 16.256 seconds will appear as a low rpM
condition (S3.7 rpB) and terMinate any Maneuver
when this detection is enabled. To preclude
preaature ten in at ion of a spin change Maneuver
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for this reason, large spin change maneuvers,
which will create large PLL phase errors, should
be performed with the son gate disabled. The
narrow pulse firing mode for spin changes will
not cause large phase errors and thus, can be
used in the gated mode.
The Fs phase error generated during spin
maneuvers using the pulsed firing mode is shown
in Figures 3.3.3.4-1 and 3.3.3.4-2 for the narrow
(128 is) pulse mode and in Figures 3.3.3.4-3 and
3.3.3.4-4 for the wide (512 as) pulse mode.
The typical command sequence for any maneuver is
shown in Table 3.3.3.4-3. Use of the PLL loss of
lock detection and sun gate mode should be
controlled as previously shown in Table 3.3.3.4-
1. The table illustrates only a single maneuver.
If the sequence is to be followed by another
maneuver, the listed commands following the
completion of the first maneuver can be revised
to configure the JCE accordingly, rather than
configuring to an intermediate "SAFE"
configuration.
3.3.3.5 Attitude Determination. Attitude determination
in its simplest fora reguires sun aspect
measurements and star aspect measurements or
Multiple Star aspects measurements.
The electrical signals from the sensors are
processed by a common attitude data processor
(ADP) unit. The time interval between pulses are
measured and transmitted to the Ground Station
for computation of spacecraft attitude. The
understanding of how these time interval
measurements are made will facilitate a better
overview of the attitude determination problem.
A total of six different time separation
measurements may be computed; however, only two
may be selected at a time, in any combination,
•hat is actually measured is shown in Table
3.3.3.5-1.
Several types of measurement are unique and are
affected by the relation of the TB sample rate
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with the spin rate. The SRR - Hinor Frame Start
is one such measurement, whenever the spacecraft
spin rate is higher than the minor frame rate
(Figure 3.3.3.5-1) , tvo or lore SEE pulses may be
expected between two minor frame rate pulses.
The &TTB logic is implemented to calculate the
smallest time separation betveen these pulses.
This is accomplished bj always resetting the ATTH
counter with the SRR pulse* if the measurement
has not been terminated by the detection of the
selected reference pulse. Another interesting
point illustrated by Figure 3.3.3.5-1 is that the
completion of the measurement does not
automatically allow the next measurement to
start. The initiation of the readout sequence,
i.e., the leading edge of the first of three read
envelopes, will parallel transfer the measured
data to a IB register for readout during that
word time and the next two word times (24 bits
total). This same event also allo ws the
alternate measurement to be started at the
occurrence of the next SBB pulse. This alternate
measurement, if completed, cannot be transferred
to the TB register until initiation of the next
group of three read envelopes. This insures that
the previous measurement is read out at least
once. If measurement 1 is not completed at the
initiation of the read out sequence, measurement
B will be read out again. However, measurement B
(SRfi to minor frame start) vas measured to the
start of the minor frame and the data is only
valid in the first minor frame it is read out.
Figure 3.3.3.5-2 on the other hand, represents a
condition of high TB sample rate, i.e., many
minor frames between successive SRR pulses. The
resultant shown here, is that a lot of repeated
measurements are sampled. Ill repeated
measurements of SBR to SRR (measurement &) are
valid, whereas, only the readout of measurement B
in the first minor frame is valid.
Roll Reference Transfer. The following is an
overview description of transfers. Detailed
command sequences are shown in Section 4.3.3.
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3.3.3.6.1 Sun Senior jo gun sensor. Typically, the sun
sensor will be used to proTide the roll reference
pulse for the PLL. when the attitude of the
spacecraft is changed* which requires the use of
another sun sensor, e.g., extended range sensor,
only the appropriate sun sensor need be selected
by cow and (ATQ?3 or ATQjJC) . If there is a bias
difference between the pulse outputs, there will
be a Bomentary phase transient in the PLL
outputs, the Magnitude of which is equal to the
bias difference. The bias difference can be
•easured by vailing an attitude measurement to a
known star before and after the transfer process.
The RIP location should be corrected if the bias
difference is greater than a one-bit change
(0.351 degree) in the RIP angle delay capability.
The phase transient that occurs during transfer
can be avoided by commanding SRR Advance (i.e.,
phase reset) when the new sun sensor is selected.
3.3.3.6.2 Sun Sensor to Star Sensor. The transfer froa a
sun reference to a star reference requires that
Gate B be commanded to an angular location
containing the desired star. The star sensor
threshold setting should then be set coBBensnrate
with the predicted star intensity to achieve an
acceptable probability of detection and false
alara rate. The transfer is accomplished by
using the SRR Advance bit and selecting the
desired star channel (ATQP3 or ATQpC).
The PLL Bust be in lock for a successful transfer
so that the PLL is not being controlled by the
SIHSBB aode. Otherwise, after the phase is reset
by the star reference, the SIHSRR node vill
atteipt to slew the PLL back, so the initial
phase, causing Gate A to move. If the phase
error is large (i.e., 5-625° = one-half the
width of Gate A), Gate A will no longer contain
the desired star after 2 revolutions. If lock
status is not known at the time of transfer, the
PLL loss of lock should be inhibited during the
transfer process to prevent the loss of lock
detection from interfering with the transfer.
The loss of lock detection should be immediately
enabled after the transfer has been accomplished.
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3.3.3.6.3
3.3.3.6.4
3.3.3.7
3.3.3.7.1
3.3.3.7.2
The transfer will change the phasing of all the
PLL outputs. The RIP location and the location
of Gate B are affected and require additional
commands to restore operation to normal.
Star Sensor to SPP Sensor. The transfer fro> a
star reference to a sun reference is aade easier
because the sun is an unambiguous reference
requiring no spin gate for initial capture.
Consideration to the phase changes in the PLL
outputs as discussed in the proceeding paragraph
is still necessary.
Star Reference to Star Reference. When
transferring froa one star reference to another
star reference* the new star reference Bust be
located within Gate B. Configuring the ADP mode
COM and (ATQJX3 or ATQpC) to perform an SEE
advance will cause the SRR to transfer to the new
star. If the transfer involves transferring to
the alternate star channel* the ADP »ode command
(ATQ03 or ATQPC) must include selection of the
desired channel for Gate 1 as well as the SRR
advance coma and bit.
Science Outoufr Control
General. All of the reference pulses provided by
the controls subsystem for use by the scientific
instruaents are dependent upon the operation of
the PLL in the ADP. This implies that the PLL
Bust be in lock with the selected roll reference
for proper performance of any of these signals.
Hh>en the simulated SRR is used as a reference*
the phase accuracy of any output is directly
dependent on how accurately the commanded
simulated spin period matches the actual spin
period.
Boll Refereacc Signal (Fsl. The roll reference
signal (ts.) is an output of the PLL that occurs
once per spin revolution synchronous with the
occurrence of the selected roll reference (a
small bias can exist between the SRR and the Fs,
the magnitude and polarity of which can be
calibrated) . The time occurence of this pulse in
inertia1 coordinates is dependent upon the
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selected roll reference* such as the son or a
particular star. A discussion of these phase
changes is presented in 3.3.2.4.4.
The occurrence of the Ps pulse can be related to
telemetry by aaking the aeasurevent of SRB to
Hinor Fraae Start or to Hajor Frame Start (ATTH1Z
and &TTB22). The phase difference between the
SSR and the Fs event tiae can be calibrated at
each spin speed by setting the Boll Index delay
•agnitude to zero which Bakes the occurrence of
the RIP coincident with Fs. By making the
•easureient SBB to RIP, the phase delay through
the PLL is then Measured.
3.3.3.7.3 Spin Period Section Pulses (2*° Fsl- The spin
period sector pulses are generated by the PLL as
a continuous pulse train having 1024 Bear-equally
spaced pulses per spin revolution.
Phase Lock of the Fs pulse to the SBB is
controlled in the PLL by correcting the ?CO
frequency as a function of the magnitude and
polarity of the phase difference between the F.s
and the SRR pulses. The phase error correction
is completed within 1.8 seconds following receipt
of both pulses (SRR and Fs). This Beans that the
pulse to pulse jitter of the sector pulses caused
by the ICO frequency correction will be at a
BaxiBUB for the first 1.8 seconds following
receipt of the later pulse. The Baxiaun jitter
is expected to be less than 0.03 degree.
Following the 1.8 second correction interval, the
pulse to pulse jitter is essentially
unmeasu rable.
3.3.3.7.4 Boll Index Pulse (RIP*. The RIP is a pulse that
occurs once per spin revolution at a COB Banded
angular delay fro* the occurrence of the FS
pulse. The angular delay is counted using the
1024 sector pulses (2*° P ), providing an angular
increment of 360«/1024 or 0.351 degree. The RIP
pulse occurrence is coincident with the sector
pulse at the COB Banded angular delay. The actual
location can be Beasured with respect to the
input reference by Baking the Beasureaent of SRR
to RIP. Whenever the selected roll reference is
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changed or a different star Is selected when
using the star reference, the inertial location
of the Fs pulse will change. Since the RIP will
shift In phase accordingly* a new angular delay
must be commanded at the time of transfer to
•aintain the BIP at the save inertial location.
However, unless the transfer command and the new
BIP delaj are timed to occur between the
occurrence of the old reference pulse and the new
reference pulse, the BIP may occur at the wrong
angle for one revolution during the transfer
process. The fact that the commanded RIP delay
is loaded into a w or King register, each
revolution at the occurrence of the Ps pulse can
cause the one revolution ambiguity. The tiling
relationship further clarifying this point can be
seen in Figure 3.3.3.7-1.
Redundancy. Redundancy within the control
subsystem is achieved by using the following
complement of units:
(a) Two AD Ps
(b) One star sensor having two channels
which are electrically redundant.
(c) Two sets of sun sensors with each set
containing a aid-range and a lower and
upper extended range sun sensor.
The interconnection of these units and the
interface with other units to achieve redundancy
is presented in Table 3.3.3.8-1. It is
emphasized that each ADP configure command
interfaces with only one COR. whereas each
discrete COB Band interfaces with either of two
COHs.
Operational Restrictions
Operation of two ADPs Simultaneously. The
command capability peraits both ADPs to be
operating simultaneously. This feature was
intended to be used solely for the purpose of
performing the initial spin-up maneuver which
occurs out of view of any ground station. At all
other times, only one ADP should be on at a time,
because the telemetry channel for attitude
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measurements and status data are shared between
the two ADPs. These data channels would become
meaningless with both units operating
simultaneously. Additionally, the interface with
the star sensor would be controlled by both ADPs,
producing non-standard operation.
3.3.3.9.2 APP Attitude Measurements- Attitude measurements
made in the ADP alternate between the two
command selected measurements. If either of the
two measurements is not completed due to that
event, not occurring, the ADP will "hang up**
waiting for this event to occur, i.e., there is
no default condition to cycle to the alternate
measurement. Telemetry will, however,
continually readout the previously measured data.
This possibility is likely to occur when
transferring to a star reference for the SEE.
Typically, the desired star is located within
Gate B, and the attitude measurement selected
would be •SRB to Gated Star B". tfhen the
transfer is made to this star, it will no longer
occur in Gate B, causing the attitude measurement
to "hang up". After the reference transfer, the
gate should be moved or a new attitude
measurement selected to allow attitude
measurements to continue.
The attitude measurement "SHE to Minor Frame
Start" shall only be selected when ACS data is
being telemetered at minor frame rate in order to
be able to identify the specific minor frame to
which the measurement is referenced. Furthermore
the data is valid only in the first minor frame
that is read-out, since that is the frame to
which the measurement was made. The same data
will however, be continuously read out until the
alternate (on-going) measurement is complete.
The attitude measurement "SHE to Hajor Frame
Start" shall only be selected when ACS data is
being telemetered at a subcom rate, so as to
provide an unambiguous reference to telemetry
time. The measurement can be made in the minor
frame mode, but could take an entire major frame
to complete. In the meantime, the alternate
measurement would be read out each minor frame.
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thus defeating the purpose of the high sample
•inor frame rate.
JCE Restrictions. The JCE countdown command
(ATOJW or ATQpD) or the jet control command
(ATOJI2 or ATQjrE) should not be sent to the A DP
while a desired maneuver is in progress. The
commands will be accepted and Iwill configure the
JCE accordingly.
If a maneuver appears to have terminated
prematurely* possibly due to on-board detection
logic* the maneuver should not be restarted until
the contents of the countdown register are
verified. If the register had counted down
completely* it would have terminated at full
count. Restarting the sequence would then
initiate firing for maximum duration.
3.303.9.4 Programmed Spin— OP Sequence. It is
3.3.3.10
imperative that the commands to turn the IDPs on
for the initial spin -up maneuver be programmed
through the proper COHs. The ADP Ho. 1 OH
command via COB 5 (ADP 19) and ADP Ho. 2 ON
command via COR 6 (ADPB9) are the only ones to be
loaded into the stored command sequencer for this
maneuver. These commands are inter-locked
through the separation switch and are not
operative until spacecraft separation has
occurred. This prevents any failure or an
anomalous event from initiating the stored
sequence and firing thrusters while in the
launch configuration.
MOD— Standard Modes
3.3.3.10.1 Loss of Roll Reference - (Outside Gate h\ . When
the ADP is operated with the PLL loss of lock
enabled* it will transfer to the simulated SRH
reference* "free run mode* If the reference pulse
is missing for two consecutive revolutions. If
the correct simulated spin period is commanded*
the PLL will automatically transfer back to the
selected roll reference pulse when the pulse
reappears for two consecutive revolutions. If
the commanded spin period is not sufficiently
accurate* causing Gate A to move more than 5.S
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degrees inertially, the reference pulse will be
outside Gate A and the transfer will not occur
(recognized bj ALOCKS and AHISSC, indicating
sustained loss of lock and Hissed SRB counts
accumulating). To recover from this condition,
two possibilities are presented. The first,
which is preferred and the easiest, assumes that
the sun is visible or the operation is delayed
until it is visible. The second method assumes
that the sun is not visible and a star reference
must be used.
(a) ftethod One (Sun Reference Available) ;
If the sun is visible, a single ADP
mode command will allow the ADP to
perform a sun acquisition and re-
establish lock. The command (ATQJ73 or
would be configured as follows:
PLO: Loss of lock inhibited
selection (1=0)
SSBZ: I Selected as required for
spacecraft attitude.
BBF SOHs To select sun reference.
SBGD: Disable sun gate for 360
degree sun detection.
SBBADV : Transfer phase reference to
sun when detected.
Best oration of PLL lock can be verified
by measuring SUB to BIP as discussed in
3.3.3.1, and observing the decay of the
phase transient.
(b) method Two ISun Reference Hot
Available! ; If the sun is not visible,
a star acquisition would have to be
performed to obtain a reference.
Consideration would first have to be
given to the commanded star sensor
threshold setting to insure a high
probability of detecting a star. If a
star reference has been reliably
detected previously, and has merely
slipped out of Gate A, the threshold
setting should be left the same. It
could possibly be lowered one setting
to enhance the detection capability,
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provided that there are no interference
sources within 45 degrees of the
desired star. When star acquisition is
commanded, the PLL will lock onto the
first detectable star. The command
sequence is presented in 3.3.3.3.5. By
locating Gate B over Gate A (ATQjTS or
ATOJFK) , the star intensity can be
•easured to ascertain if this star is
the desired reference. If it is not,
Gate B can be moved to find the desired
star reference. When found, transfer
to it maj be performed as previously
described in 3.3.3.7.4.
3.3.3.10.2 Loss of Boll Beferenqe - (Outside Sensor FOV -
Maneuver ^nduced}. The roll reference ma; be
lost during the execution of a precession
maneuver if the sun moves out of the sun sensor
FOV. If the maneuver was being performed on the
midrange sun sensor, the selection of the
appropriate extended range sun sensor (ATQ?3 or
ATQjTC) will provide a sun reference pulse. If
phase reference has been lost, a sun acquisition
must be performed as described in Method One,
above.
If the FOV of an extended range sun sensor is
exceeded as a result of the maneuver (sun angle
less than 10 degrees), the SHH would have
transferred to the "free run mode1*. This mode
still provides a reference pulse which can be
used to perform a maneuver in the reverse
direction. Even if the phase of the PLL has
changed due to an incorrect simulated spin
period, the maneuver should be performed to
reacgnire the sun. After the attitude has been
established, a maneuver to the correct attitude
can be performed. To perform a precession
maneuver using the free run mode, the ADP mode
command (ATQ.J73 or ATOJTC) would be configured as
follows:
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PLO: Select P1L Inhibit (X = 0) to prevent
loss of lock froa terminating the
•aneover.
SSBX: X. Selected for the required extended
range sun sensor.
REP SIH: simulated reference selected for
•aneaver reference. (SDH is not
selected since it nay introduce PPL
transient when son is detected).
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ControJf ynhyystea Command Response. Table 3.3.U-
1 presents the command responses for the Control
Subsystem. The table lists every command that
directly affects the subsystem, and the telemetry
indication that verifies the proper execution of
the COM and. The mnemonics for the command and
telemetry parameters are also included.
•hen a unit is in the unpovered OFF state, all
telemetry fro* that unit will be reading zero
scale (nncalibrated), except temperature
telemetry which is powered by DIRS.
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TABLB 3.3.2.2.6-1
S/C * I A1IS/SVB SB SOB BOBBSIGBT BUS
(1) Sun Sensor Leading Edge Detection
Level (150 /**•? level) to Leading
Edge of ADP Detected Paine (SBB Pal
when Sun is Selected}
(2) San Sensor Boresight to San Sensor
Leading Edge Detection Level(150 jianp Level)
(3) «X Axis to Son Sensor Boresight
(4) SBB to Ps Bias (PLL) (Baxiaus)
-0.02* (Bote 1)
*0.75» (Bote 2)
-7.430
*0.25* (Bote 3)
BOTB 1:
BOTH 2:
BOTB 3:
A positive tine delay reflects itself as a
negative angle (Positive angle is in the positive
spin direction)•
faries essentially with spin rate* A value say be
estimated via use of Pignre 3.3.2.1-4.
faries with solar intensity. The absolute value
nay be estisated via use of Figure 3.3.2.1-3 and
interpolating geometrically as necessary. The
change in this value due to solar intensity nay
be measured by comparing ATTB measurements to the
same star* using the sun as the SBB for all
measurements. The absolute value aay be
determined by measurements to tvo or more
stars* and determining star sensor biases
concurrently via iterative estimation.
This is measurable by commanding the SBB to BIP
delay to zero degrees and reading *SBB to BIP*
ATTB. (See Figure 3.3.2.1-3 and Paragraph
3.3.3.1)
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tABLB 3.3.2.2.4-2
S/C «• Z MIS/STAR S KB SOB BOBBSIGBT BIAS
(A)
IB)
(C)
Delay between PS I* Optical Axis -0.2S* (Rote 1)
(Star sensor totaling edge detection
level, i.e., 25% of peak) and PSI*
position poise (SBB pulse vhen PSI*
is selected)
Star Sensor Boresight to PSI* optical +6.15* (Hote 2)
Axis
+X Axis to Star Sensor Boresight
SBB to Fs Bias (PU.) (Baxinan)
•15.1*
*0.2S« (Mote 3)
Bon 1:
BOTB 2:
BOTB 3:
A positive tiae delay reflects itself as a
negative angle (Positive angle is in the positive
spin direction).
the valae shorn here is equivalent to a noainal
2 Billisecond delay at 15 rpa. Actual delay is
dependent on the star brightness* star elevation,
star channel, bandpass selection* and spin rate.
A valne say be determined iterative!? with
determination of star elevation* via use of Figure
3.3.2.2-31 and 3.3.2.2-3B if the PSI* channel is
being used for the SBB* or via use of Figure
3.3.2.2-3C and 3.3.2.2-3D* if the PSI2* channel
is being used for the SBB.
If PS12* slit is selected for star reference*
this value would be deleted from the list.
This is aeasarable by cosaandiag the SBB to IIP
delay to zero degrees and reading the *SBB to
IIP" ITIB.
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TABLE 3. 3.2. 3-1
ATQ01 {ADP #1) OR ATQ0A (ADP #2)
QUANTITATIVE COMMAND ASSIGNMENTS
Command Description
Attitude Data
Processor Configure
Measurement Select
A) Measurement A
Select
1) SRR - SRR
2) SRR - Minor F
Start
3) SRR - RIP
4) SRR - MIP (Invalid
on Multiprobe)
5) SRR - Gated
Star B
6) SRR - PSI 2
7) SRR - Major F
Start
B) Measurement B Select
1) SRR - SRR
2) SRR - Minor F Star
3) SRR - RIP
4) SRR - MIP (Invalid
on Multiprobe)
5) SRR - Gated Star B
6) SRR - PSI 2
7) SRR - Major F
Start
Magnitude Data
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
LSB 1 MSB
Address Magnitude
0 0 0 0 | X X X X X X | A A A B B B
1
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
1
0 0 0
: 1 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
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TABLE 3.3.2.4-1
PREDICTED DAMPER PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR MULTIPROBE
MULTIPROBE
Mission Phase
Separation/Cruise
After Large Probe Separation
After Small Probe Separation
Bus Entry
Temp.
(°F)
21
77
140
21
77
140
21
77
140
21
77
140
21
77
140
Inertia
Ratio
1.
1
25
f
1.49
i r
1.46
1f
Spin
Speed
(rpm)
15
1 r
48.5
1 r
10
i
r*
(Min)
7.2
12.0
18.3
22.3
28.6
36.0
10.0
13.4
17.6
4.6
6.3
8.4
13.7
17.6
22.0
*Tis the time required to produce 1/e of the starting value.
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APT E 3.3.3.?.-!
TELEMETRY INDICATIONS FOR ADP STATl'S
Mnemonic for
Pertinent TM
ATTM1Z and
ATTM2Z
AJTMAGC
APULLS
AMAGCS
AJETMS
ASDETS
AJETMS
AJETSS
AJCEFS
A*GASS
A*GBSS
ASUNSS
ASRRMS
A*ACQS
ASPINS
ALOLES
ASUNGS
ADVANS
ARIPAD
ALOCKS
AMISSC
AACSAD
ASIMSZ
NOTES:
3.3-68
Status After
Sun Acquisition
• SKR to SRR equal to expected
spin period.
• SRR to RIP = 0.0° +0. 25°
(0° delay command)
• SRR to PSI2 equal to 90.0°
±10°.
• JCE countdown at maximum
count 4095.
• Pulse width selection = 128ms
• Pulse time count selection =
time count.
• Pulse fire mode selected,
o Spin rate detector enabled.
• Normal fire mode select.
• No jets selected.
• JCE fire status disabled.
• Star Gate A channel select
as commanded.
e Star Gate B channel select
as commanded.
• Sun sensor selection as
commanded*.
• Sun selected as SRR
• Star normal mode selected.
• Spin range selection = 8.0 to
17.7 rpm.
• PLL Loss of Lock inhibited.
• Sun gate disabled.
• SRR advance set to normal.
• RIP delay equal to zero
degrees.
• In Lock Status.
> Normally = 0 Counts
t ACS Angle Delay is a Random
Selection.
» PLL Spin Period as
Commanded.
Status After Commanded to
Normal Operating Mode
SRR to SRR equal to expected spin
period.
SRR to RIP equal to comm anded delay
+0.25°.
SRR to PSI2 equal to 90.0°+2°.
SRR to Gated Star B (dependent on
selected star).
JCE Countdown at a count of zero.
Pulse width selection = 128 ms.
Pulse time count selection = time
count.
Pulse fire mode selected.
Spin rate detector enabled.
Normal fire mode selected.
No jets selected.
JCE fire status disabled.
Star Gate A channel select as
commanded.
Star Gate B channel select as
commanded.
Sun sensor selection as commanded
Sun selected as SRR.
Star normal mode selected.
Spin range selection as commanded.
PLL Loss of Lock enabled.
Sun gate enabled.
SRR advance set to normal.
RIP delay as commanded.
In Lock Status.
Normally = 0 Counts.
ACS Angle Delay as Commanded.
• PLL Spin Period as Commanded.
Status after Sun Acquisition applies for initial ground station acquisition.
Status for Normal Operating Mode applies for 15 rpm and Cruise
Configuration.
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TABLE 3.3.3.3-1
TBLBHBTB1 INDICATIONS FOB STAB SEHSOB BESPONSE
BHKBOHIC FOB
PBBTIBBBT TB
1STABT
A*1BBH
A*1BPS
A«1TBS
A*2BPS
A*2BBH
A*2TBS
A*10BS
A*20MS
E8 CBABBEL
Star Sensor
Tevperature
Star 1
Brightness
Star 1
Bandpass State
Star 1
Threshold
Setting
Star 2
Bandpass State
Star 2
Brightness
Star 2
Threshold
Setting
Star 1
OH/OFF
Star 2
OH/OFF
TYPICAL STATOS OR
EXPECTED TALOE
Dependent on spacecraft
attitude and solar intensity;
57±28op at sun aspect of 90±5«
Dependent on location of star
gate B and star sagnitude
within the gate.
Consistent with COBBand
selected value (S1B9X
selection of STBQ1 or STBQA).
See Section 3.3.4 for expected
value associated with
COB Banded threshold setting.
Consistent with coBaand
selected value (S2BVX
selection of STBQ1 or STBQA).
Dependent on location of star
gate B and the star Bagnitnde
within the gate.
See Section 3.3.4 for expected
value associated with
COBsanded threshold setting.
Logic Level "1- if ON.
Logic Level •I** if OB
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TABU 3.3.3.3-2
STAR BBIGHTHBSS CALIB&ATION BBTHOD
Case A:
(1-1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
Starting with telemetered data, detersine
silicon Magnitude of the star.
Calculate the Bean and 3a deviation froi the
Bean of 30 successive TH saaplies of A*1BRH
or A*2BRH (corresponding to that star
channel that was assigned to Star Gate B at
the tiae of data collection) . Reject all
samples outside the 3(7 deviation, and
calculate the Bean of the retaining saaples
For worst case conditions (to account for
end-of-life, possible errors in system
calibration, and Johnson Reference),
increase ju, bj 14 percent:
M2. 1
To account for star sensor POT effect on the
sensor input signal level, calculate M 3 s
(1 -.01P) p 2 • where P - the percent change
obtained fro* Figure 3.3.2.2-8A for the PSI*
channel and Figure 3.3.2.2-8B for the PSI2*
channel.
Calculate the equivalent silicon aagnitude
for the star:
si= silicon aagnitnde = -2.512 log
where: A
B
Offset
Gain
DC video for nON magnitude star
AC video for the subject star.
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TABLE 3.3.3.3*2. (Continued)
Parameters A and B are obtained from Table
3.3.3.3-4* corresponding to the prevailing
spin rate and selected star channel
bandpass. Parameter lo = 344.9 mv, for the
PSI* channel; lo * 362.1 mv. for the PSI2*
channel.
Case B: Starting with the silicon magnitude of a
star, determine the expected telemetered
value for star brightness (A*1BRH or
A*2BRa) .
(B.I) Calculate the uncorrected star sensor signal
input level,
H3. * on corrected signal l*BIe(2.152) si
where the terms are as defined in step (A.4)
of this table.
(B.2) To account for star sensor FOV effect on the
sensor input signal level, calculate: ^2 =
(1+0.01P) fi3, where P = the percent change
obtained fro* Figure 3.3.2.2-8A or 3.3.2.2-
8B (as applicable) .
(B.3) For worst case conditions (to account for
end-of-life, possible errors in system
calibration, and Johnson Reference),
decrease ^2 **! 12 percent:
M1 - (.88) M.2
MI is the expected telemetered value in mv.
for A*1B£H or A*2BR8, as applicable.
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TABLE 3.3.3.3-3
DETECTABLE STAR LIST
liright Star
Number : : :>' :
2491
2061
2326
5340
5459
6134
1708
7001
1713
1457
2943
4763
472
5267
8636
7557
4730
2990
5056
8728
4853
7924
337
3634
3982
-
Silicon Magnitude
PSI*
Channel
-1.35
-0.73
-0.74
-0.46
-0.39
-0.14
-0.09
+0.10
+0.16
+0.21
+0.31
+0.51
+0.52
+0.59
+0.64
+0.77
+0.81
+0.92
+0.96
+1.23
+1.27
+1.29
+1.31
+1.43
+1.44
+0.74
PSI2*
Channel
-1.35
-0.75
-0.74
-0.47
-0.40
-0.15
-0.10
+0.10
+0.16
+0.19
+0.30
+0.48
+0.52
+0.59
+0.63
+0.77
+0.81
+0.90
+0.97
+1.23
+1.28
+1.29
+ 1.30
+1.42
+1.44
+0.74
Star
Astronomical Nomenclature
Sirius (A CMA)
Betelgeuse (A ORI)
Canopus (A CAR)
Arcturus (A BOO)
Rigil Kentaurus (A CEN)
Antares (A SCO)
Captella (A AUR)
Vega (A LYR)
Rigel (B ORI)
Aldebaran (A TAU)
Procyon (A CMI)
Gacrux (G CRU)
Achernar (A ERI)
Hadar (B CEN)
Beta Grus {B GRU)
Altair (A AQU)
Acrux (A CRU)
Pollux (B GEM)
Spica (A VIR)
Fomalhaut (A PAU)
-Mimosa (B CRU)
Deneb (A CYG)
Mirach (B AND)
Al Suhail (L VEL)
-Regulus (A LEO)
Saturn***
L.-ocalion
Celc.-st.ial Celestial
Latilucit- I.onyilude
-39.599
-16.031
-75.827
30.754
-42.5S7
- 4.567
22.864
61.734
-31. 126
- 5.469
-16.015
-47. 828
-59.377
-44. 134
-35.129
29.304
-52.876
6.682
- 2.053
-21. 132
-48.636
59.907
25.944
-55.871
0.464
J03 .723
88.391
104. 602
203.871
239. 152
249.399
81.494
284.951
76.466
69.426
1 15.427
216.377
344.941
233.431
321.624
301.409
221.510
112.857
203.478
333.494
221.286
334.971
29.706
160.495
149.468
Star positions from 1974 American Ephcmeris.
Listed in approximate descending order of brightness for silicon detector response as
documented in reference 1.5.23.
* Not reliable for spin rates above 30 rpm.
**Yale University Observatory catalog edited by D. Hofflcik.
***Saturn silicon magnitude applies for the spacecraft located at Venus on 8 December 1978.
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TABLE 3.3. 3. 3-4
Offset (=A) and Gain ( = B) versus Spin Rate, Bandpass and
Selected Star Channel. (Ref: 1.5.23)
Channel
Bandwidth (Hz)
Rate: 4. 7
(RPM)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
PSI*
2
A= 107. 13
B= 3.532
87.40
3.925
68.11
4. 149
65.92
4. 199
59.00
4.050
52.40
3.852
54.30
3. 610
56. 50
3.320
58. 81
3. 097
57.35
2.885
50. 93
2.697
48. 71
2. 522
19
A=43.35
B= 2. 506
40. 20
3. 095
36. 52
3. 279
58. 50
3.337
57. 00
3. 340
55. 71
3. 256
57.30
3. 115
58. 10
2. 955
59. 02
2.735
64.67
2.545
62.49
2.388
56.17
2.248
PSI*
2
A=43. 73
B= 3.651
27.50
3. 950
11.97
4. 071
16. 10
4. 066
15.70
3.940
15.34
3.771
20. 10
3.535
25.00
3.300
29.77
3. 054
41. 17
2.824
39.61
2. 645
45.20
2.471
19
A= 13. 58
B= 2. 544
8. 00
3. 105
2. 71
3. 269
16.38
3.294
11. 00
3. 280
6.46
3. 210
12. 20
3. 070
18. 10
2.885
23. 68
2. 692
22. 05
2. 520
21. 24
2.372
29. 90
2. 221
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TABLE 3.3.3.4-2
USE OF PLL LOSS OF LOCK FOR THRUST MANEUVERS
Maneuver Type
Continuous Radial
( AW = Spin Rate
Change).
Continuous Axial
(AV = Velocity
Change).
Pulsed Axial,
1 Per Revolution
(A P = Precession).
Pulsed Axial,
2 Pulses per Rev.
(AV)(180° intervals).
Pulsed Radial Pair
(AV)
Pulsed Radial
(512 ms) (AW).
Pulsed Radial
(128ms) (AW).
PLL Loss of
Lock Selection
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disabled
Enabled
Sun Gate
Selection
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disabled
Enabled
Remarks
PLL response unable to maintain
SRR within Gate A during large spin
changes. Removal of gate allows
reference pulse to be detected
once per revolution for proper
operation of spin rate detector and
preventing erroneous termination.
Loss of lock detection not required
for maneuver accuracy, but pro-
tects against a radial thruster
failure.
Loss of lock detection required for
phase angle accuracy; protects
against a radial thruster failure.
Loss of lock detection required to
maintain 180-degree phase separa-
tion between pulses.
Loss of Lock detection required for
phase angle accuracy; protects
against a radial thruster failure.
Loss of lock detection disabled to
prevent PLL loss of lock termina-
tion.
PLL can track phase angle change
in either normal or alternate fire
modes.
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TABLE 3.3.3.4-3
TYPICAL MANEUVER SEQUENCE
Step
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Command
Mnemonic
ATQ02 or
ATQ0B
ATQ05 or
ATQ0E
ATQ04 or
ATQ0D
ATQ03 or
ATQ0C
VAL19 or
VALA9
Command Title
Jet Control
ACS Angle Delay
Magnitude.
Jet Countdown
A DP Mode Select
Latch Valve 1
OPEN
Remarks
Select jets to be fired, firing mode, and spin rate
detection.
Only necessary when using pulse fire mode.
Select desired pulse count or time count.
Only necessary to disable sun gate and PLL loss of
logic detection.
Open Latch Valve No. 1 to fire 3R, 4R, A5 .
AND/OR:
VAL29 or
VALB9
ATQ09 or
ATQ0I
ATQ11 or
ATQ0K
ATQ12 or
ATQ0L
ATQ10 or
ATQ0J
VAL10 or
VALA0
Latch Valve 2
OPEN
JCE Buffer Output
ENABLE
Jet Fire Interlock
Jet Fire
JCE Power Buffer
Output Disable
Latch Valve 1
CLOSE
AND/OR:
VAL20 or
VALB0
ATQ03 or
ATQ0C
ATQ04 or
ATQ0D
ATQ«f2or
A1Q0B
ATQ03 or
ATQ«fC
Latch Valve 2
CLOSE
A DP Mode Select
Jet Countdown
Jet Control
A DP Mode Select
Open Latch Valve No. 2 to fire 1R, 2R, or A6.
Enables JCE Output Buffers.
Enables JCE Firing Logic.
Initiates Thruster Firing.
Command to be sent after a delay compatible with
commanded magnitude.
As deemed necessary to provide adequate safeguard
after completion of maneuver.
Only necessary at this time If selection of different spin
range is required.
Set to zero count, or to account for the next maneuver
If maneuver Is to be performed immediately.
Set all jet select bits to zero or to the jet combination
for the next maneuver If a subsequent maneuver Is to
be performed Immediately.
Only necessary to re-establish sun gate and Pit loss
of lock detection If disabled in Step No. 4. Command
to be sent after PLL has obtained lock.
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TABLE 3.3.3. 5-1
MEASURED PARAMETERS VIA COMBINATIONS OF ATTM MEASUREMENTS
Commanded
Measurement:
1. SRR to SRR
2. Star - Minor Frame
Start
3. SRR - RIP
SRR - MIP
(Invalid on Multtprobe)
4A SRR - Gated Star
B (Channel 1)
4B SRR - Gated Star
B (Channel 2)
5. SRR- t^2
6. SRR - Major Frame
Start
Measurement is W. R. T. the Following Selected Reference
Sun ( i/» Only)
Actual Spin
Period
(Star Gate A
Channel 1(^*))
Actual Spin
Period
(Star Gate A
Channel 2(i//2*))
Actual Spin
Period
Simulated
SRR
Simulated
Spin Period
Determination of Azimuth Reference (In TM Clock Time)
Science Ref. Science Ref. Science Ref. Science Ref.
Invalid on Multiprobe.
Separation of
Star in Gate B
W.R.T. the
Sun.
Aspect angle of
Star in Gate B
W.R. T. the
Sun.
Sun Aspect
Angle.
Separation of
Star in Gate B
W.R.T. star
in Gate A.
Aspect angle of
Star in Gate B
W.R.T. star in
Gate A.
Aspect Angle
of Sun W. R. T.
Star in Gate A.
Aspect angle of
Star in Gate B
W. R. T. star in
Gate A, meas-
ured in plane
parallel to $%*
slit.
Biased aspect
angle of Star in
Gate B W. R. T.
Star in Gate A.
Biased Aspect
Angle of Sun
W. R. T. Star in
Gate A.
Simulated
Drift Rate
Simulated
Drift Rate.
Simulated
Drift Rate.
TM Determination of Azimuth Reference (Primarily used when in
the Subcom. Mode).
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TABLE 3.3.3.8-1
CONTROL UNIT REDUNDANCY MECHANIZATION
Unit Interfacing Units Remarks
ADP
ADP
ADP
ADP
ADP
ADP
Star
Sensor
Star
Sensor
COMs
DIMs
TM Processors
Sun Sensors
Star Sensor
Scientific Instruments
COMs
DIMs
See Section 3. 5 for telemetry clock signals.
Each ADP is handwired to a separate set of sun
sensors (mid-range and extended range) (no
crosstrapping).
Each ADP can operate with either star sensor
channel (full crosstrapping).
Each ADP provides separate outputs to each
scientific instrument (full crosstrapping).
Any discrete command or quantitative command
can Be sent to either star sensor channel from
either COM 1 or COM 2 (full crosstrapping).
• PSI* and PSI2* intensity measurements
are telemetered on redundant subcom
channels using DIM 6 and DIM 7. PSI*
intensity is telemetered in the minor
frame mode only using DIM 6 (not redun-
dant). PSI2* intensity is telemetered in
the minor frame mode only using DIM 7
(not redundant).
• All other measurements are processed in
a non-redundant manner with each
measurement assigned to a single TM
channel.
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FIGURE 3.3.1-1. CONTROLS SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 3.3.1-2. BUS SYSTEM-SHELF LOCATION OF NUTATION DAMPER
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FIGURE 3.3.2.1-2. EXTENDED RANGE SUN SENSOR GEOMETRY
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SPACECRAFT SPIN ANGLE
FIGURE 3.3.2.1-3. SUN SENSOR PULSE VARIATION AND TIME RELATIONSHIP TO SRR PULSE AND Fs PULSE
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ON STAR ELEVATION (SEE FIGURE 3.3.2.2-4)
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ELEVATION W.R.T.
STAR SENSOR)
\
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VIDEO PULSE
STAR SENSOR
BORESIGHT AXIS
(LOCATED AT
9= 15.1°) IS
NOMINALLY AT
PSI2* TRAILING
EDGE WHEN STAR
IS AT CENTER OF
F.O.V.
0.26A2
PSI* POSITION PULSE
(ALSO SRR PULSE WHEN
PSI ' IS CHOSEN AS SRR)
-STAR DETECT DELAY (TYPICALLY
2 TO 3 msHSEE FIGURES 3.3.2.2-3A
THRU 3.3.2.2-3D FOR DETAILS).
•8 mi
PSI2* POSITION PULSE
(ALSO SRR PULSE WHEN PSI2*
PULSE IS CHOSEN AS SRR)
-TYPICALLY
2 TO 3m.
• 8 mt
TIME'
LEADING EDGE OF PSI PULSE OB PSIj PULSE REPRESENTS EVENT TIME
- FIGURE 3.3.2.2-2. STAR SENSOR VIDEO PULSE AND POSITION PULSE RELATIONSHIPS
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NOTES:
±Zl"d (1) FLIGHT UNIT #1 (HAC S/N 2) - PROBE BUS
(2) THERMAL-VACUUM TEST RESULTS. 9-10 MARCH 1978
(3) EQUIV. FAR AT 60 RPM -
FAR (PER SECOND)
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100 140
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2-5C. FALSE ALARM RATE (STAR DETECTION) VERSUS TEMPERATURE & SELECTED
THRESHOLD: PSI*, 2Hz, 60 RPM.
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(2) THERMAL-VACUUM TEST RESULTS. 9-10 MARCH 1978
(3) EQUIVALENT FAR AT 60 RPM -
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TEMPERATURE (°F)
2.232 2.448 2.66S
STAR SENSOR THERMISTOR (K$7)
FIGURE 3.3.2.2-5D. FALSE ALARM RATE (STAR DETECTION) VERSUS TEMPERATURE & SELECTED
THRESHOLD: PSI*, 19Hz, 60 RPM.
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2-5E. FALSE ALARM RATE (STAR DETECTION) VERSUS TEMPERATURE & SELECTED
THRESHOLD: PSI2*, 2Hz, 60 RPM.
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2-5F. FALSE ALARM RATE (STAR DETECTION) VERSUS TEMPERATURE & SELECTED
THRESHOLD: PSI2*, 19Hz, 60 RPM.
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2-6. VARIATION OF STAR BRIGHTNESS WITH SPIN RATE
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2-7. BANDPASS SELECTION EFFECT ON STAR BRIGHTNESS
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FIGURE 3.3.2.2.6-1. SUN/STAR SENSOR GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 3.3.2.3-2. JCE DUTY CYCLE FAILURE DETECTION
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3.4 PROPULSIOH SOBSTSTBB
3.4.1 Subsystem Description. The propulsion subsystem
provides the propulsive capability to perfon all
spin rate, velocity and attitude changes required
of the Haitiprobe during its mission. These
maneuvers are performed by electrically opening
the appropriate latch valves and thruster valves
and thus allowing pressurized hydrazine* a mono-
propellant* to flow to the thruster where it is
catalytically decomposed to produce thrust. The
subsystem operates in the biowdown .ode; i.e.*
the subsystem volume is constant and the pressure
is unregulated so that the subsystem pressure
drops as propellant is used. Helina is used as
the pressurant gas.
The propulsion subsystem* shown schematically in
Figure 3.2.2.1.1-1* consists of the following
units and components:
• 2 Tanks for propellant storage
• 6 Thruster assemblies for providing thrust
(1 Ibf nominal) in specific directions
• 2 Latch valves to isolate the thrasters into
two redundant groups
• 4 Filters to prevent thruster valve
contamination
• 2 Reservoirs for initial spin-up propellant
storage
• 3 Pill/drain valves for subsystem loading
and pressnrization prior to launch
• 1 Pressure transducer to measure and tele*
meter subsystem pressure
• Propellant lines to interconnect the various
components
• Heaters to maintain propellant temperature
greater than <tO°F (5°F above freezing)
• 12 Temperature sensors to measure and
telemeter subsystem temperature (plus 2 on
the OIH and 1 on the SSI).
The six thrasters are separated into two fully
redundant groups by the latch valves. Although
most normal maneuvers use thrnsters from both
groups simultaneously* all maneuvers can be
performed with only the thrusters in either
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group. Bach thruster group consists of two
radial thrusters and one axial thruster;
thrusters HI, H2 and A6 are in one group, and
thrusters B3, K4 and A5 are in the other. The
tvo radial thrusters in each group are aligned so
that their thrust vectors are parallel to each
other. The plane containing these two thrust
vectors is canted in order to pass through the
spacecraft center of Bass. The radial thrusters
of the two different groups are canted through
different points corresponding to the spacecraft
center of aass during different phases of the
•ission. For the Multiprobe, radial thrusters R3
and B4 are canted through the Hultiprobe center
of aeass at the ti»e of the first trajectory
correction maneuver while radial thrusters BY and
R2 are canted through the Hultiprobe center of
nass after Large Probe separation. This design
is dictated by the large shift in center of aass
due to Large Probe separation usage and the
requirement to minimize cross coupling. Table
3.4.Y-1 and Figure 3.4.1-1 give the thruster
locations* thrust directions, moment aras and
general thruster uses.
The physical layout of all subsystem units and
components near the equipment shelf is shown in
Figure 3.4.1-2.
Onits Descriptions
Thruster Assembly. The thruster assembly shown
in Figure 3.4.2.1-1 consists of a thruster valve
to control propellant flow and a thrust chamber
with catalyst beds and an expansion nozzle. &
cross sectional view of the valve is shown in
Figure 3.4.2.1-2.
Valve operation is controlled by application of
electrical power froa the valve drivers in the
ADP of the controls subsystem to redundant coils
actuating a single torque motor. The opening and
closing response tiaes are 15 ±1 as and 10 ±1 as,
respectively. The valve is normally closed and
is capable of pulsed or continuous operation by
controlling the duration of the power
application. Coaaand selectable pulse on tiaes
3.4-2
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of 128 ms and 512 ms are used for Pioneer Venus.
The peak power required is 21 vatts per valve.
Series redundant propellant shutoff is provided
by utilizing dual in-line tungsten carbide
poppets and seats. The downstream poppet is
actuated by a flapper which is an integral part
of the armature; the upstream poppet is
mechanically opened by a pin connected to the
flapper. * 0.004 inch gap between the pin and
the upstream poppet permits positive leak free
propellant shutoff by one poppet even if the
other poppet is held open by contamination. The
interstage cavity between the two valve seats is
0.68 cc; hydrazine trapped in this volume can be
subjected to increasing pressure. If so* it
relieves back into the system across the upstream
poppet which acts as a relief valve. The valve
has a cycle life of 350,000 cycles per formal
qualification tests; however, Hughes has placed
well over one million cycles on a number of the
valves without performance degradation. The
leakage rate allowable per seat is 2 sec 682 per
hour for a new valve and 3 sec GK2 per hour after
exposure to hydrazine. Based on analysis and
test (Befer to Hughes* IDC 4115.10.2/742, dated
30 September 1976), a GB2 leak rate of 2 sec per
hour is equivalent to less than 10~? gm per year
of hydrazine using Knudsen scaling. If effects
of kinematic viscosity are considered for a gas
leak rate of 2 sec per hour, then the equivalent
hydrazine leakage is equal to or less than
gm/gr
10-»
scc/hr
The possibility of a closed failure of this valve
is remote. The design of the seat and poppet
precludes mechanical interference. The
independently wound electrical coils are fully
redundant in that either coil is capable of
opening the valve in case of failure of the
other.
The thrust chamber, the second part of the
thrnster assembly, is a completely mechanical
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component that consists of a catalyst chamber
where the propellant is decomposed and an
expansion nozzle through which the hot gasses are
expanded. The thrust chamber is constructed
chiefly of cobalt base alloys capable of
withstanding the high temperatures associated
with hydrazine decomposition. The nozzle has a
removable conical extension added to it so that
the thruster plume clears the solar panel
substrate. With this extension, the nozzle
expansion ratio is increased fro* its normal 40
to 1 ratio to 563 to 1.
Hydrazine flow through the thruster is controlled
by a trim orifice. The required orifice size for
a given thruster is determined during thruster
assembly where water flow tests are made of the
injector and candidate orifices. Computation for
the orifice pressure drop required to produce one
pound of thrust at 200 psia supply pressure takes
into account the chamber pressure, the injector
and inlet tube assembly pressure drop, the
catalyst bed pressure drop and the throat
diameter of the nozzle assigned to the thruster.
Should hot firing the thruster reveal performance
is out of limits, the thruster is re-orificed
until the desired performance is achieved.
During the qualification tests of the thruster
for Telesat, Canada, 700 cold starts were
demonstrated. Presented below is the relation
between the mass flow per pulse at high and low
supply pressure:
Psia
300
300
75
75
On-Time, Hs
128
512
128
512
Per Pulse
Plow, Lb.
0.00076
0.00317
0.00029
0.00117
Thruster performance varies as a function of
propellant supply pressure and, when in the pulse
mode, duty cycle and cumulative number of pulses.
Performance of the Bus thrusters is shown in
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Figure 3.4.2.1-3, Figure 3.4.2.1-4, and in Table
3.4.2.1-1.
3.4.2.2 Latch Valve. The two bistable latch valves are
used to ensure that propellant is available in
each reservoir for spacecraft spinnp and to seal
off the two redundant thraster groups. The latch
valve changes position (open or closed) upon
receipt of the appropriate electrical control
signal fro* the ADP of the controls subsystem.
The valve contains a single hard seat with an
elastoneric poppet. Permanent Magnets are used
to latch the valve in the desired position after
removal of the control signal from either the
opening or closing coils of the torque notor.
Allowable leakage is 5.0 sec per hour GM_.
Moving parts are isolated from propellant contact
by a welded metal torque tube. The valve has
been qualified to a cycle life of 1,000 cycles.
A cross-sectional view of the valve is shown in
Figure 3.4.2.2-1.
The position of the latch valve is indicated by a
telemetry status bit (VALV1S and VALT2S) with a
"1* indicating the open position.
3.4.2.3 Propellant Suppjly Components and Doits
3.4.2.3.1 Propellant Tank. Each titanium propellant tank
consists of a 12.8 inch diameter hemisphere
welded to an 86« cone (Figure 3.4.2.3.1-1) and is
designed for an operating pressure of 400 psia
with a safety factor of four.
Each tank has two outlet ports, with the
propellant outlet at the apex of the conical
section, and the second part, diametrically
opposite the propellant outlet, used to equalize
the gas pressure with the other tank in the
subsystem. Total volume of the propulsion
subsystem is 2265 in9.
The propellamt/pressurant interface within the
tank is determined by the centrifugal forces
associated with spacecraft rotation during the
mission. Complete drainage of the tank is
assured by the orientation of the outlet.
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The nominal tank volume is 1100 cubic inches and
will be used in the blowdovn mode with up to 35
pounds of propel la nt per tank. Actual volume of
each tank is measured during acceptance test by
closely measuring the amount of water it holds at
room ambient conditions.
Propellant Lines. The propellant lines are 0.25
inch O.D. by 0.020 wall titanium tubing. With a
minimum burst strength of 25,000 psi and all
velded joints, the chance of leakage or breakage
of the propellant lines is minimal.
Propellant Reservoir. The propellant reservoir
is a 7.1 cubic inch titanium cylinder that is
used to ensure that sufficient propellant is
available for initial spin up even if the
propellant in the tank has settled avay from the
tank outlet during zero g coast. One reservoir
is used in the feed line for each group of
thrustars. After initial spin up, the reservoir
serves as part of the propellant line system from
the tanks to the thrusters.
Filters. Pour filters, tvo for each thruster
group, are provided to ensure that particulate
contamination does not reach the thruster valves
where it could cause a failed open condition.
The filter, with a 10 micron absolute filter
rating is a passive device consisting of
electrochemically etched discs mounted
concentrically inside the housing. Contaminating
particles are trapped and held in the discs.
Fill/Drain Talves. Three fill/drain valves are
provided for ground servicing of the propulsion
subsystem. Two valves are used for propellant
loading and off loading and one for pressurant
loading and off loading. The fill/drain valves,
which feature triple redundant seals are closed
prior to spacecraft encapsulation and launch.
During the mission they serve only as
terminations for the lines.
Headers, ill elements of the propulsion
subsystem except the semicircular ran of
pressurant line are heated to maintain the
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propellent temperature at 40 »F or higher. The
mechanically redundant components and units which
are located downstream of the latch valves have
non-redundant heaters while the non-redundant
components and units upstream of the latch valves
have redundant heaters. The heater design and
oeprational characteristics are given in Section
3.2, Thermal Design.
3.4.2.5 Engineering Instrumentation
3.4.2.5.1 Pressure Transducer. The pressure transducer is
a potentiometer type transducer with a nominal
maximum resistance of 5120 ohms. A constant
current of one milliamp is supplied to the
pressure transducer by the PCH Encoder through
the DIM, both of which are part of the data
handling subsystem. The voltage drop across the
potentiometer (0 to 5.12 vdc) is used as the
analog representation of the subsystem pressure
(0 to 400 psia) . Refer to Appendix A for more
information about the telemetry. A cross
sectional view of the pressure transducer is
shown in Figure 3.4.2.5.1-1.
The main uses of the pressure transducer are in
determining the expected thruster performance
using the performance versus supply pressure
graphs presented in Section 3.4.2.1 and* along
with the pressurant temperature sensors, in
determining the amount of propellant remaining.
The determination of remaining propellant is
discussed in Section 3.4.3.2.3.
3.4.2.5.2 Temperature Sensors. Twelve temperature sensors
are used on the Bus propulsion subsystem. Table
3.4.2.5.2-1 lists each telemetry channel and
sensor location. One temperature sensor is
mounted on each of the six thruster valve covers.
These sensors measure thermal soak back during
thruster firing and thus verify thruster
operation in the pulse mode and following
continuous mode shutdown. Thruster valve
temperatures should be between 40°F and 140°F
non-operating and up to 225*F during and shortly
after operation. One temperature sensor is
mounted on the surface of each propellant tank
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near the top (hemispherical) end of the tank;
these sensors are used to indicate pressorant gas
temperature. Using this information and the
subsystem pressure from the pressure transducer,
the propellant remaining can be determined (see
Section 3.4.3.2.3} . Pressnrant temperature
should be between 40°F and 1<tO<>P.
Four temperature sensors are placed on the
propellant lines at locations determined to be
representative of the entire subsystem. These
locations are shown in Figure 3.4.1-3. Line
temperatures should be between 40°F and 140»F.
All of the temperature sensors are positive
coefficient thermal resistors (thermistors). The
tank and line sensors are all identical (type
908631-32) with a nominal resistance of 2700
ohms. Because of the higher temperatures of the
thruster valves the temperature sensors mounted
on these components are slightly different (type
908683-4); their nominal resistance is 3100 ohms.
It should be emphasized that at no time during
the mission should any of the propellant
temperature sensors read less than 40°F. The
freezing point of hydrazine is 35°F; should the
hydrazine freeze* catastrophic damage to the
propulsion subsystem could occur.
Lqt<gh Valve Status. Each latch valve contains a
SPDT status switch that is operated by the valve
mechanism. The "valve closed1* contact of the
switch is grounded and the "valve open** contact
is open. 1 one milliamp constant current is
supplied to the center contact of the switch by
the PCH Encoder through the Din both of which are
part of the data handling subsystem. When the
latch valve is moved to the closed position, the
current source is grounded and the input voltage
drops below 2.56 vdc. This is interpreted by the
data handling subsystem as a •0N bit. ihen the
latch valve is moved to the open position, the
current source is ungrounded and the input
voltage rises above 2.56 vdc. This is
interpreted by the data handling subsystem as a
"1" bit.
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3.4.2.5.4 Heater Status. Beater status telemetry is
identified and discussed in detail in Section
3.8.3.8.
3.4.3 Propulsion Subsystem Operations
3.4.3.1 Initial Conditions. The latch valves and the
thruster valves are the only coraandable units in
the propulsion subsystem. (Propulsion heaters,
including those that are commandable, are
discussed in Section 3.2, Thermal Design).
Initial spacecraft spin up is performed
automatically as part of the preprogrammed
spacecraft separation sequence (Section 4.2.1).
When initial ground station acquisition of the
spacecraft occurs sometime after the completion
of this sequence, the propulsion subsystem
telemetry should indicate that all thruster
valves and latch valves are closed.
If operation of the propulsion subsystem is
interrupted later in the mission, the thruster
valves will return to their normally closed
position while the latch valves vill remain
latched in their position prior to the
interruption .
3 .4 .3 .2 normal Operating Bodes
3.4.3.2.1 Latch Talve Dsaqe. The functions of the latch
valves are to ensure that propellant is available
for initial spin up by trapping it in the
reservoirs and to isolate the thruster groups to
provide redundancy in the event of a failure.
Propellant supply for initial spin up is assured
by launching the spacecraft with the latch valves
closed and then opening them by the preprogrammed
spin up sequence just prior to spin up.
In order to prevent catastrophic loss of
propellant in the event of a failure downstream
of the latch valves, the latch valves should be
closed when the spacecraft is not in
communication vith the ground. The latch valves
should also be closed immediately after any
maneuver that uses the radial thrusters in order
to prevent large spin speed changes in the event
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of a thruster valve open failure. During
extended Maneuvers with the axial thrusters when
spacecraft telemetry is being monitored, it is
recommended that the latch valves be left open.
This reCOBBendation is based on the non-redundant
design of the latch valve.
Prior to anj maneuver the appropriate latch valve
•ust be opened; i.e., latch valve 1 Bust be
opened for any maneuver requiring thruster R3,
R4, AS and latch valve 2 Bust be opened for any
aanenver requiring thrusters H1» R2 and A6. The
appropriate latch valve Bust be open for thrust
to be produced and to prevent possible daaage to
the thruster valve (see Section 3.4.3.4).
Latch valve position status can be determined
directly f roa telemetry as discussed in Section
3.4.2.5.3.
Thruster Valve Dsaqe. Since the thruster valves
control propellant flow to the thrust chamber,
they are the main operational elements of the
propulsion subsystem. Thrusters are selected as
required for the particular maneuver planned
(Section 4.3.1), and the controls subsystem
supplies the valve control power at the
appropriate tines in the spacecraft spin period.
The thruster valves can be operated in the
continuous fire Bode as would be done during spin
speed changes and axial AV maneuvers and in the
pulsed Bode as would be done during precession
and AV maneuvers. In the pulse node, pulse
widths of either 128 BS or 512 BS are supplied by
the controls subsystem. Table 3.4.3.2.2-1
details the pulse node duty cycles at the normal
spacecraft spin speeds. The 512 BS pulse is not
usable (conservatively) at spin rates greater
than 20 rpm because of the large angles
transversed during the 512 BS pulse width at
higher spin rates results in inefficient
propellant usage and the duty cycle detector in
the Controls Subsystem precludes any pulsed
firing, it spin rates below 20 rpm either pulse
width can be used; the 128 ms pulse width results
in more exact maneuvers while the 512 BS pulse
width results in shorter maneuvers.
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Thruster valve operation cannot be directly
verified in spacecraft telemetry. The first
indirect indication is a decrease in subsystem
pressure following the propellant regaining
corves given in Figure 3.4.3.2.3-1. A second
indirect indication of thruster operation is the
thruster valve tempera tore sensor. During
thruster valve operation the temperature
increases due to power dissipation in the coils
and due to thermal soakback from the hydrazine
decomposition. The magnitude and rate of
temperature increase depends on initial
temperature, duty cycle and propellant supply
pressure. In general, the temperature tends to
rise slowly; temperature rises of 20°F to 50<>F
after 10 minutes of pulse mode operation or 100
seconds of continuous operation are typical.
After completion of thruster operation, the
temperature drops several degrees in the first
minute after shutdown and then stabilizes due to
thermal soaXback. Typical thruster valve
temperature profiles are shown in Figures
3.4.3.2.2-1 (poised firing) and 3.4.3.2.2-2
(continuous firing).
Continuous operation of a thruster valve can also
be detected by its power consumption of 21 watts
maximum. The Bus loads current is telemetered in
the ACS format that will be used during
maneuvers. Assuming the normal case where the
Bus loads is dissipating nominal spacecraft
power, the Bus loads current should increase
during valve operation. The only reason this
method cannot be used to verify pulse mode
operation is the low sampling rate in relation to
the pulse on time. Pulsed operations are
verifiable via use of 2048 bps rate or use of the
programmable format.
The final method of verifying thruster operation
is through changes in spacecraft spin rate,
attitude and/or velocity.
3*4.3.2.3 Propellant BemainjLno. The current plan calls for
loading 60 pounds of propellant into the Bus
propellant tanks. The amount of propellant
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retaining can be determined fro* the pressure
transducer telemetry signal (VTAHKP), the
pressurant temperatore teleaetry (VIMK1T and
VTHK2T), and the propellant remaining curves
given in Figure 3.4.3-2.3-1. Corves are given
for the minimum, maximum and nominal
temperatures. For other temperatures, the
following equation may be used:
Propellant
Remaining *
where
0.0364 f 119,673\ /?459.64T)\2265 -|[ XP / \ 529.6
P * Tank: pressure, psia
T = Tank, temperature, °F
Abnormal Operating Bodes
Possible Failure Hodes. Table 3.4.3.3.1-1
presents a list of general failure modes and
corrective actions that are possible for the
propulsion subsystem.
of Redundancy. As can be seen from a review
of Table 3.4.3.3.1-1, the primary corrective
action for a non -cat as trophic failure is to use
the redundant thruster group. If the failure is
anything bat a closed failure of a single
thruster valve, the appropriate latch valve must
be closed thus preventing use of any of the
thru stars in that particular group.
In general, the use of only one thrust er group
causes less efficient use of propellant and more
complex maneuvers due to additional cross
coupling. Typical maneuvers that can be
performed vith a single thruster group include:
• Spin speed changes using a single radial
thruster for each direction
• Attitude precession maneuvers using a single
axial thruster or the radial thruster pair
not canted through the e.g. at the time of
the maneuver.
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• Telocity changes vith an axial thrust or that
•ay require a large precession Maneuver to
properly align the thrust vector.
Bach of these maneuvers is discussed in detail in
Section 4.3, (Baneuvers) .
3.4.3.4 Operational Bestrictions. The following
operational restrictions had been determined to
be necessary for the longevity and proper
operation of the propulsion subsystem.
• The appropriate latch valve must be open
before the operation of any thrnster valve.
If the thrnster valve is subjected to
continuous power for approximately 60
seconds without propellent flow, permanent
damage to the thrnster valve coils can
result.
• The tbruster valve temperature must be 40*P
or higher prior to operation to prevent
damage to the thraster. This minimum
temperature should be maintained
automatically by the subsystem heaters.
• The subsystem temperature must be 40»F or
higher at all times to prevent propellent
freezing which would rupture subsystem
components. This minimum temperature should
be maintained automatically by the subsystem
heaters.
• Prior to opening a latch valve* telemetry
should be checked to assure all heaters
downstream of the valve are operating. This
will determine if it is safe to open the
latch valve in the event a heater has failed
or a line or component has ruptured.
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TABLE 3.4.2.1-1
CUMULATIVE TOTAL IMPULSE TABLE
Pulse
No.
IXity Cycle
RPM
Ps, PSIA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
30
50
100
CUMULATIVE TOTAL IMPULSE (LB-SEC) AT INDICATED DUTY CYCLE, RPM,
AND SUPPLY PRESSURE
128/3872
15
300
0.08
0.19
0.31
0.44
0.57
0.70
0.84
0.98
1.13
1.27
2.02
2.80
4.39
7.63
15.76
512/3488
15
300
0.47
1.05
1.66
2.29
2.94
3.59
4.24
4.90
5.56
6.22
9.56
12.91
19.63
33.08
66.82
128/1872
30
225
0.06
0.14
0.24
0.34
0.45
0.57
0.69
0.82
0.94
1.07
1.72
2.40
3.78
6.62
13.78
128/3872
15
200
0.06
0.14
0.23
0.32
0.42
0.52
0.62
0.72
0.83
0.94
1.50
2.09
3.29
5.73
11.84
512/3488
15
200
0.34
0.77
1.21
1.67
2.15
2.63
3.12
3.61
4.11
4.60
7.09
9.61
14.64
24.70
49.93
128/872
60
200
0.05
0.13
0.21
0.29
0.39
0.49
0.59
0.69
0.80
0.91
1.46
2.03
3.22
5.65
11.80
128/11872
5
75
0.03
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.20
0.25
0.29
0.34
0.38
0.43
0.66
0.91
1.41
2.44
4.94
512/11488
5
75
0.16
0.35
0.55
0.76
0.97
1.19
1.41
1.63
1.86
2.09
3.23
4.37
6.65
11.13
21.76
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TABLE 3.4.2.5.2-1
TEMPERATURE SENSOR LOCATIONS
VTNK1T Tank 1 Temperature, 9 = 105
VTNK2T Tank 2 Temperature, 9 = 285°
VLIN1T
VLIN2T
VLIN3T
VLIN3T
VJET1T
VJET2T
VJET3T
VJET4T
VJET5T
VJET6T
Propellant Line
Propellant Line
Propellant Line
Propellant Line
See Figure 3.2.1-1.
Rl Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 82°
R2 Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 22°
R3 Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 262°
R4 Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 202°
R5 Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 105°
R6 Thruster Valve Cover, 9 = 285°
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TABLE 3.4.3.2.2-1
PBOPDLSIOH SUBSXSTEH
POLSE BODE DOTY CYCLES
SPACECRAFT
HP!!
5
10
15
30
60
128
512
128
512
128
512
128
128
DOTY
• s OH,
ms OH,
»S OH,
ms OH,
• s OH,
• S OH,
BS OH,
• s OH,
CYCLE
11,872 IS OFF
11,488 is OFF
5872 BS OFF
5488 ms OFF
3872 as OFF
3488 BS OFF
1872 BS OFF
872 BS OFF
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TABLE 3.4.3.3.1-1
POSSIBLE FAILURE MODES
Possible Failure Mode Method of Recognition Corrective Action
1. Thruster valve fails
open.
2. Failure of non-redundant
heater downstream of
L/V.
3. Leakage failure down-
stream of L/V.
4. Latch valve fails
closed.
5. Thruster valve fails
closed.
6. Leakage failure
upstream of L/V.
7. Failure of redundant
heaters upstream of
L/V.
8. Failure of both thruster
group non-redundant
heaters.
With no input to thruster valve
and L/V open, T/V temperature
high; pressure decreasing.
Temperature sensor telemetry.
Only when L/V open S/S pres-
sure decreases T/V tempera-
ture normal.
Telemetry signal, thrusters
inoperable.
T/V temperature remains
normal or decreases prema-
turely. S/S pressure remains
normal during "operation" of
ADP control.
With L/V closed S/S pressure
decreases while tank tempera-
ture remains constant.
Temperature sensor
telemetry.
Temperature sensor telemetry.
Close appropriate L/V; use
redundant thruster group.
Close appropriate L/V; use
redundant thruster group.
Close appropriate L/V; use
redundant thruster group.
Use redundant thruster
group.
Use other thrusters.
None.
If possible, maintain
temperature by shelf
heaters and/or sun angle
change.
Same as 7.
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R4
SPACECRAFT ROTATION
(INCREASING 6)
0-0°
SPACECRAFT + X AXIS
R3, R4
CANTED 28.30
SPACECRAFT+Z AXIS
STA 90.
•»
1
STA 82.0 AS
\
\
R1, R2
CANTED 18.68°
FIGURE 3.4.1-1. MULTIPROBETHRUSTER LAYOUT
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SUPPLY PRESSURE. PSIA
FIGURE 3.4.2.1-3. STEADY STATE SPECIFIC IMPULSE
(T - 30 SEC) VERSUS SUPPLY PRESSURE
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FIGURE 3.4.2.1-4. PULSE MODE SPECIFIC IMPULSE (NOMINAL)
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Position
Indicator
Armature Coil
Flexture
Permanent
Magnet
Figure 3.4.2.2-1. Latch Valve
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Figure 3.4.2.3.1-1. Hydrazine Tank
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VALVE COVER
VALVE S/N 733
S/N 001
TR 1605
RUN 3 (07-31-75)
P(S) 350
PULSE
DURATION 500 P
DUTY CYCLE 512/3488
0. 5. 10. 15. 20. 25.
TIME (MIN)
30. 35. 40.
Figure 3.4.3.2.2-1. Typical Thruster Valve
Temperature Profile-
Pulsed Firing
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VALVE COVER
VALVE S/N 733
S/N 001
TR 0000
RUN 1A (07-24-75)
P(S) 350
STEADY STATE
DURATION 100 S
O
w
u
OS
U
0.
H 1
0. 20. 40. 60. 80.
TIME (SEC)
too. 120.
Figure 3.4.3.2.2-2. Typical Thruster Valve
Temperature Profile -
Continuous Firing
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